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The Poem Forest: Poet W. S. Merwin and  
the Palm Tree Forest He Grew from Scratch
CARRIE FOUNTAIN; Illustrated by CHRIS TURNHAM

Growing up in the straightened-out city blocks of his childhood and 
finding some respite in summer trips to a cabin in the woods, William 
Stanley yearned for space, fragrant soil, tall trees, and the silence that 
surrounds them. In Hawaii, he learned of acres of land depleted from 
toxic agricultural practices, and he became determined to restore that 
land and create one of the most comprehensive palm gardens in the 
world. With hope and lyricism, award-winning poet Carrie Fountain  
and artist Chris Turnham tell the enchanting story of famed US  
Poet Laureate and ecologist W. S. Merwin, who planted nearly three 
thousand palm trees on his property in Hawaii, leaving as his legacy  
a wild space for everyone. 32 pages.

$%&'!'(#)"'!!")'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # & x !! '()*  |  %+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Animal Adventurer’s Guide
How to Prowl for an Owl, Make Snail Slime, and Catch  
a Frog Bare!Handed-50 Activities to Get Wild with Animals
SUSIE SPIKOL; Illustrated by BECCA HALL

Have you ever followed animal tracks in the mud or chased after the 
glowing trail of a firefly in the night sky? Want to know how to hold a 
snake, feed a bird from your hat, and help salamanders cross the road? 
If so, you’re not just an animal lover-you’re an animal adventurer, and 
this is the book for you. It’s packed full of hands-on activities and 
projects that bring you closer to wild animals than ever before-from 
feathery birds and furry mammals to slippery herps, crawly arthropods, 
and other intriguing invertebrates. You’ll get insider tips about tools and 
techniques of the trade, become a citizen scientist, and then record 
handy field notes about all your amazing animal discoveries. 136 pages.

$%&'!')!!&*'$(#'+ 
$!,.#-/$..#-C  |  PB  |  , / x # /  |  -+# years 
ROOST BOOKS  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

Nature Lovers
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536211269
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781611809534
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João by a Thread
ROGER MELLO

As João tucks under a lovingly woven quilt, he asks himself: So it’s just 
me now? He curls up, getting cozy in bed, and soon the world of his 
dreams unspools on the page. The blanket in his bed unravels into deep 
rivers, lakes, valleys, reservoirs, mountain ranges, fishing nets full of 
tadpoles and gaping holes, until what’s left is just one long thread.  
When he feels alone and scared in the dark, João “sews words like  
patchwork” into a new blanket to cover himself up. He weaves the 
threads of his quilt until they form one long sentence, and soon, the 
nighttime is peppered with his own silvery, slippery words. Full Color 
Throughout, 37 pages.

$%&'!'$(#&)!'#+'+ 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  # x 0 1  |  -+" years 
ELSEWHERE EDITIONS  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Yoga Nidra Lullaby
RINA DESHPANDE

Beautifully illustrated with watercolor-style collage, Yoga Nidra Bedtime 
brings readers a mindful, rhyming story arc and series of progressive 
relaxation cues that help kids fall–and stay–asleep. By first tuning into 
the sounds, sights, and smells of the outside world, then inviting readers 
to turn inward, author-illustrator Rina Deshpande draws on the yoga 
nidra practices she herself learned as a child, guiding kids to wind down, 
letting the day fall away and slipping into a deep, restorative sleep. With 
each long breath in, each slow breath out, and every mindful attune-
ment to outer surroundings and inner being, Yoga Nidra Bedtime is a 
dreamy invitation for kids to discover a haven of peace and calm–to 
relax and let go of the pressures and stresses of the day (kiddos have 
them too!). Full Color Illustrations Throughout, 32 pages.

$%&'!')"#!%')$%') 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  !2 x "  |  %+" years 
NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

Bedtime Stories
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781953861344
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623176976
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First Words With Cute Crochet Friends
A Padded Board Book for Infants and Toddlers featuring  
First Words and Adorable Amigurumi Crochet Pictures
LAUREN ESPY 

Whether you’re a crafter who already appreciates adorable amigurumi 
crochet, or simply a parent looking for a unique and different first 
words book, First Words with Cute Crochet Friends will provide you and 
your child with plenty of enjoyment as they learn first words with these 
one-of-a-kind photos. The book features bright and cute pictures that 
your child will love looking at for hours, and its padded cover is sturdy 
and the perfect size for your child’s small hands, so it won’t dissolve in 
their mouths. First Words with Cute Crochet Friends includes 100 words 
and cute pictures. Full Color Photographs Throughout, 16 pages.

$%&'!'$(*$)&'%&'% 
$#.#-/!$.#-C  |  HC  |  - x 0 
BLUE STAR PRESS  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Eat Together
MIGUEL ORDONEZ; Illustrated by MIGUEL ORDONEZ

Various parts of a meal are formed one by one, piece by piece, in this 
visual play on the interaction between shapes. If just three simple 
shapes can combine to create a strawberry, then four shapes make a...? 
Part guessing game, part visual narrative, young readers will follow 
along as shapes are added to build new foods, and laugh along as some 
sneaky critters attempt to take on more than they can chew. With humor, 
anticipation, and possibility on every page, this board book encourages 
creativity and proves that anything is possible when taken piece by 
piece. 32 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#&+&*'* 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  , / x , /  |  !+. years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November 

TAKE A PEEK

Cute Learning
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781950968787
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593384800
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One Sky
AARON BECKER

Within the pages of this elegant book is the entire sky. Lyrical text moves 
readers through the day, from dawn to dusk, while ink- and die-cut lines 
resembling stained glass arc across the pages like birds in flight. An 
encounter with the translucent, jewel-colored panes in this special 
board book offers a luminous reminder that, no matter the hour or the 
hue, we all dwell together under one magnificent sky. 16 pages.

$%&'!'(#)"'"(#)'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  BR  |  " / x " /  |  %+" years 
CANDLEWICK STUDIO  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Star
LISA EDWARDS; illustrated by KAT KALINDI

The latest book in the You Are the Light board book series, Little Star 
shows all of the winter animals expressing their love for the evening star. 
Little Star shines through the night and provides light for all of the forest 
creatures. From arctic foxes to hares to bears, this sweet board book is a 
celebration of the winter season and of the little things that provide 
happiness. 10 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+)("!'$ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x ,  |  !+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

The Sky and Stars
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536225365
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593465219
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The Moonlight Zoo
MAUDIE POWELL+TUCK; Illustrated by JAMES KARL MOUNTFORD

Eva has looked everywhere for her missing cat, Luna. Then she discov-
ers the Moonlight Zoo - a magical place for all lost animals and pets. 
She sees every imaginable animal there–lions, elephants, parrots, 
dogs, penguins, and even guinea pigs. Can Eva find Luna before the 
zoo fades at dawn? Features breathtaking illustrations and a wonderful 
representation of diversity with a hearing-impaired heroine. 32 pages.

$%&'!')&*!*'"$!'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 1  |  .+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Meanwhile, Back on Earth
Seeing Our Place in Space
OLIVER JEFFERS

A father takes his two children on a thrilling out-of-this-world adventure 
into space and invites them to look back at Earth and the conflicts that 
have taken place since the beginning of time. This becomes a brief 
history of the world and a guide to the universe, told with Oliver Jeffers’s 
inimitable perspective, wit and exquisite artwork. Meanwhile Back on 
Earth gives a unique look at life on Earth with a cosmic perspective– 
and an enduring message that what binds us together matters more 
than what sets us apart. A timely story for families everywhere.  
Full Color Illustrations, 64 pages.

$%&'*'($#')"!("'# 
$$$.##/NCR  |  HC  |  # / x !!  |  %+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

Across the Universe
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781680102918
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593621523
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Knitting for Dogs
LAUREL MOLK

Max is a big dog who lives with Izzy, a medium-sized girl, who has big 
ideas. Izzy can build anything-a birdhouse, a wooden swing, a tent,  
and even a catapult that really works. So when Izzy takes up knitting,  
she expects to be able to knit anything. But trying to make a sweater 
seems impossible. While scarves and hats knit up quickly, her sweaters 
always come out too big, too small, or with too many mistakes. As Izzy’s 
knitting nightmares pile up, it takes a trip with Max to the dog park to 
figure out what she can do with them. Maybe these aren’t mistakes  
after all! Illustrations Throughout, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+#+(&'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2  |  %+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  November 

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Bear, a Bee, and a Honey Tree
DANIEL BERNSTROM; Illustrated by BRANDON JAMES SCOTT

When a hungry, fuzzy brown bear and a hive of angry bees come face  
to face, everybody’s abuzz! Award-winning author Daniel Bernstrom  
and critically acclaimed illustrator Brandon James Scott have created  
a rowdy, rhythmic read-aloud that’s also perfect for beginning readers. 
This epic chase story features Bernstrom’s signature alliterative word-
play and verbal pizzazz, along with Scott’s expressive characters that 
jump off the pages. A Bear, a Bee, and a Honey Tree has the kind of 
high-energy, uninhibited playfulness that makes kids want to run,  
chase, find out something about bear and bee behavior-and learn  
to read! 40 pages.

$%&'!'))")+'**&'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2  |  .+, years 
HIPPO PARK  |  November 

TAKE A PEEK

Fun Picture Books
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593434581
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781662640087
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This Book Is Not a Present
MAX GREENFIELD; illustrated by MIKE LOWERY

We all know kids who carry a book everywhere they go. Kids who can’t 
stop reading, even if it’s long after bedtime. Kids who love nothing more 
than sitting quietly in the corner, turning page after page... This book is 
a love letter to all the other kids. The ones who wouldn’t dream of 
asking for a book as a present. The ones who unwrap the box hoping to 
find anything-a dog, a skateboard, even socks-besides a book. Packed 
with clever, fourth-wall-breaking gags from Max Greenfield (New Girl) 
and eye-popping art from New York Times bestselling illustrator Mike 
Lowery, this ideal read-aloud may not wag its tail or come with wheels, 
but it’s sure to have even the most reluctant bibliophiles laughing all 
the way to the end. Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+)"#)'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x # /  |  %+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night, Little Bookstore
AMY CHERRIX; Illustrated by E. B. GOODALE

Join the Little Bookstore’s friendly staff as they draw the curtain on 
another busy day of browsing and matchmaking. Choose a bedtime 
story, say your good nights, and pet the shop’s feline mascot on your  
way out. Snuggle up to a loved one for a read-aloud, then drift off to 
sweet dreams of adventure and enchantment to come. Drawing on the 
best tradition of classic bedtime books, Amy Cherrix’s lilting text brims 
with sound play, soothing patterns, and repetition, while E. B. Goodale’s 
bright, inclusive artwork offers people-watching at its best, conjuring  
the bustling, ineffable mood of a homespun hall of treasures. 32 pages.

$%&'!'(#)"'!"(!'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  0 3 x !2 4'()*  |  $+- years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

For Book Lovers
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593462362
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536212518
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Passionate About Penguins
OWEN DAVEY

Did you know that penguins can hold their breath for over half an hour? 
Or that they can swim four times faster than an Olympic swimmer? And 
they don’t just live in icy Antarctica! You can find them on sandy beaches 
in South Africa and other more tropical locations too. Dive into this 
fascinating illustrated guide to our feathered friends, the penguins. 
From the tiny fairy penguin that is no bigger than a ruler, to the emperor 
penguin that is over a metre tall, find out where they live, what they eat 
and how we can protect them. 40 pages.

$%&'!'&#&%+'&("'+ 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 3  |  ,+!2 years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  August 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Curious Creatures Working With Tools
ZOË ARMSTRONG

Look closely at that leaf floating down the river or that owl that looks 
suspiciously like a butterfly - there’s something peculiar about them, 
something not quite right... To evade capture, to find food or to protect 
them from harm, animals across the world have the talents of mimicry 
and camouflage - and they’re more convincing than you might think. 
Including fun facts and bold illustrations, this accessible and fascinat-
ing guide is a brilliant first look at how animals camouflage and change 
their shapes. From the incredible snake that makes its tail look like a 
spider to the caterpillar that takes on the appearance of a viper, children 
can discover how and why some amazing animals use their powers of 
disguise - all while visually making connections with their own every day 
experiences. 40 pages.

$%&'!'&#&%+'**!') 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  # x !2 5  |  .+, years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  July 

TAKE A PEEK

Passionate Creatures
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781838748524
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781838740016
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Hair
From Moptops to Mohicans, Afros to Cornrows
KATJA SPITZER

Katja Spitzer’s colorful illustrations are presented in double-page 
spreads that offer an engaging description of a hair trend or style  
and its cultural and historic significance. Readers will learn why hair 
braiders in West Africa can spend an entire day working on one client; 
and how Black Americans signaled their opposition to racist laws and 
practices by not styling their naturally frizzy hair. Filled with important 
history and giggle-inducing facts, this wide-ranging book crosses 
cultures and oceans to offer an important lesson about self-expression 
that will encourage readers of all ages to let down their hair, and  
to let others do the same. 40 Color Illustrations, 40 pages.

$%&'#'%$!#'%("&'! 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 1  |  -+, years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Body
LADYBIRD; Illustrated by LIBBY BURNS

Curious minds will love to explore the power of the human body with this 
immersive title. Discover the importance of movement, food, and sleep 
for the body in this bright and colorful board book, complete with gentle, 
informative text and sliding tabs that transform the page on every 
spread. 10 pages.

$%&'*'"+!'(#%)"') 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 44()* x 0 44()*  |  $+% years 
LADYBIRD.  |  July 

TAKE A PEEK

All About You
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9783791375281
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241537626
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Finding My Dance
RIA THUNDERCLOUD; Illustrated by KALILA J. FULLER

At four years old, Ria Thundercloud was brought into the powwow circle, 
ready to dance in the special jingle dress her mother made for her.  
As she grew up, she danced with her brothers all over Indian country. 
Then Ria learned more styles–tap, jazz, ballet–but still loved the 
expressiveness of Indigenous dance. And despite feeling different  
as one of the only Native American kids in her school, she always knew 
she could turn to dance to cheer herself up. Follow along as Ria shares 
her dance journey–from dreaming of her future to performing as a 
professional–accompanied by striking illustrations that depict it  
while bringing her graceful movements to life. 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'*$#&$'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2  |  %+" years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Paati’s Saris
JYOTI RAJAN GOPAL; Illustrated by ART TWINK

Another exciting day with Paati begins with a host of fun activities done 
in preparation for tonight’s party; threading flowers into garlands for 
decoration, going to the market, and helping her in the kitchen with the 
scent of sambar in the air. Through it all the boy finds comfort in Paati’s 
sari, whether he’s wrapped in its colors for dress-up or clutching its folds 
for comfort. Each sari holds a story-ones that speak to him, but most 
important of all they allow him just to be. With joyful text by Jyoti Rajan 
Gopal and dazzling art by Art Twink, My Paati’s Sari is a commemoration 
of how clothing can convey tradition and individuality, and connect us to 
both our families and ourselves. Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#"+)*'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !2  |  %+" years 
KOKILA  |  November 

TAKE A PEEK

Embracing Culture
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593093894
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593324608


++

 

Good Housekeeping 1,2,3 Cook!
My First Cookbook
The editors of GOOD HOUSEKEEPING; Foreword by KATE MERKER

It’s never too soon to get cooking. So, tie on that apron and get ready 
for some recipe fun! Kiddo cooks will learn all about basic kitchen skills 
while making these tried and true-and don’t forget delicious!-dishes 
from Good Housekeeping. From Ooey!Gooey Glazed Cinnamon Rolls 
for breakfast, Traffic!Stopping Sandwiches for lunch, Totally Twisted 
Pasta with Cherry Tomato Sauce for dinner, and Ice Cream Cake Pops 
for dessert, young chefs will discover the fun and satisfaction of 
making their own food. These no-fail, Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen 
tested-til-perfect recipes are sure to build kids’ confidence as they 
learn to make really tasty food for themselves and their families.  
100+ Full Color Photographs, 160 pages.

$%&'!'$(*%&(')"'$ 
$$$.22/$#.22C  |  HC  |  " x #  |  %+" years 
HEARST HOME KIDS  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Fruits
A Farm-to!Table Card Game for 2 to 5 Players
JO FIRESTONE and JOSH KNAPP

Fruits is no ordinary card game. This juicy twist on fast-paced favorites 
like Uno and Gin Rummy is chock-full of cheerful claymation art and 
surprising disruptors to keep you on your toes. Players will encounter  
ten types of personality-packed Fruits cards of varying point values and 
must harvest “bunches” of three or more to earn points. Along the way, 
action cards will come into play, either multiplying players’ successes or 
thwarting their efforts to gather the most fruit; for example: a pie card 
can double the total value of a bunch, but a grabber card gives an oppo-
nent the chance to steal a card–and all of its potential points–from 
another player’s hand. 100 Full Color Illustrations, 100 pages.

$%&'*'($#'"#(&#') 
$!$.##/!,.-2C  |  NT  |  . & x % & 
CLARKSON POTTER  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

Fun in the Kitchen
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781950785629
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593235836
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The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Peekaboo Christmas
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE

Featuring the classic character The Very Hungry Caterpillar,  
this cheerful Christmas tree-shaped book is a celebration of  
the season. See if you can spot The Very Hungry Caterpillar  
among ornaments, candy canes, gifts, and more! With Eric Carle’s  
bright, colorful illustrations, this is the perfect addition to every  
child’s library and a wonderful gift for the holidays! 10 pages.

$%&'*'($#'("!%#'! 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 46()* x # 1  |  2+. years 
WORLD OF ERIC CARLE  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Crayons Trick or Treat
DREW DAYWALT; Illustrated by OLIVER JEFFERS

The Crayons want to go trick-or-treating, but they’re not sure what  
to say! In a humorous Halloween story, Purple Crayon teaches the  
rest of the box the magic words to say when they ring their neighbors’ 
doorbells. (Hint: It’s NOT “Boo!”) 32 pages.

$%&'*'($#')"!*"'& 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  - / x 0 &  |  %+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  September 

TAKE A PEEK

Holiday Fun
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521731
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593621028


+"

 

Blue Bison Needs a Haircut
SCOTT ROTHMAN; Illustrated by PETE OSWALD

Blue Bison prides himself on always looking clean and neat. But he  
has a growing problem–his hair. With the barber shops and just about 
everywhere else closed, all Blue Bison can do is ram his ramming rock 
in frustration. Meanwhile, his hair keeps growing. His dad, Brown Bison, 
encourages him to be patient and wait, and his mom, Burgundy Bison, 
tries to explain that sometimes you want something that you really 
don’t need. But all Blue Bison can do is whine and wallow. Could little 
sister Bubblegum Bison have the solution? A wildly hilarious story with 
a subtle message that waiting is hard but sometimes is necessary.  
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+"&!)'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x #  |  %+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bad Drawer
SETH FISHMAN; Illustrations by JESSIXA BAGLEY, ARMAND BALTAZAR,  
ANNA BOND, SETH FISHMAN, TRAVIS FOSTER, JESSICA HISCHE,  
TILLIE WALDEN, and ETHAN YOUNG

Seth has a super fantastic story in his head. A story so completely 
awesome and unbelievably amazing that he needs to get it out on paper 
and share it with the world right away. There’s only one problem: He’s a 
bad drawer. Like, really bad. He’s tried and tried, but his illustrations are 
never quite like he imagined when they actually land on the page. But he 
has an idea that might fix things: What if his friends help him bring his 
story to life? A delightful picture book featuring work from award-win-
ning illustrators Jessixa Bagley, Armand Baltazar, Anna Bond, Travis 
Foster, Jessica Hische, Tillie Walden, and Ethan Young, Bad Drawer will 
make readers laugh out loud and embrace their flaws–while also having 
quite a bit of fun in the process. 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#&(%&'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2  |  -+" years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October 

TAKE A PEEK

Learn to Laugh
links refer to penguinrandomhouseretail.com book detail pagesTAKE A PEEK
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Busy Betty
REESE WITHERSPOON; Illustrated by XINDI YAN

When Betty gives Frank a big hug, she realizes he needs a bath, 
PRONTO! Her best friend, Mae, is coming over, and Betty can’t have the 
smelliest dog in the whole world! But giving Frank a bath is harder than 
she thought and just when everything seems impossible, with Mae’s 
help, Betty learns she can accomplish anything with perseverance, 
teamwork, and one great idea. From Reese Witherspoon comes a smart 
and larger-than-life character who encourages young readers to cele-
brate what makes them unique and realize that anything is possible!  
40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+)(&&'" 
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The More You Give
MARCY CAMPBELL; Illustrated by FRANCESCA SANNA

The boy’s grandmother gives him many gifts, like hugs, and Sunday 
morning pancakes, and acorns with wild and woolly caps. And all her 
wisdom about how things grow. As the boy becomes a father, he gives 
his daughter bedtime stories his grandmother told him, and piggyback 
rides. He gives her acorns, and the wisdom he learned about how things 
grow. His daughter continues the chain, then passing down gifts of her 
own. Here is a picture book about the legacy of love that comes when  
we nurture living things-be they people or trees. 48 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#%"%#'$ 
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Ozzie and Prince Zebedee
GELA KALAITZIDIS

Ozzie and Prince Zebedee are the best of friends. They do everything 
together, but things change when Prince Zebedee accuses Ozzie of 
cheating and Ozzie swallows up Prince Zebedee in one big GULP! 
Before too long, an emotional Ozzie has crunched up half the town 
while a stubborn Prince Zebedee refuses to leave the dragon’s tummy 
until he apologizes. With wit and charm, Gela Kalaitzidis has crafted  
a tale of love, forgiveness, and empathy in one hilarious package.  
40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+)+!&'" 
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The Lost Library
JESS MCGEACHIN

When Oliver finds a lost library book fluttering behind a secret door in 
his bedroom, he knows he must return it. But when he does, a mysteri-
ous world opens up beneath his feet, taking Oliver, his new friend Rosie, 
and the book in tow. What–or who–will they find waiting in this strange 
new place? And how will they escape? A beautiful, lyrical take on the 
imaginative power of books and the transformative power of friendship. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#(!##'& 
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So Much Snow
KRISTEN SCHROEDER; Illustrated by SARAH JACOBY

Follow seven forest creatures, from a tiny mouse to a giant moose, as 
they hunker down in a snowstorm. As the week progresses, the snow 
piles up and up–even past Moose’s antlers! On Sunday, the sun starts  
to melt the snow, and it seems that, as the next week passes and it 
grows sunnier, spring has finally sprung. But wait...is that more snow?! 
This cumulative picture book is at once beautiful and lyrical and playful 
and joyful, with charming illustrations by a highly acclaimed illustrator. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'#*&"*'" 
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The Lights That Dance in the Night
Written and illustrated by YUVAL ZOMMER

From tiny specks of dust to gleaming rays in the dark, the northern 
lights travel across the Arctic, uniting every creature in a celebration over 
land and sea. In this wonderfully festive picture book, Yuval Zommer 
imagines the northern lights’ fleeting journey from space to Earth and 
how they weave a special magic for the animals and people living in the 
frozen lands below. With its heartfelt themes of kinship, curiosity, and 
the wonders of nature, it’s a perfectly cozy story for families to read 
together. Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages.

$%&'*'($#'()#!#'% 
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Working Boats
An Inside Look at Ten Amazing Watercraft
THOMAS CRESTODINA

Filled with full-page spreads of cross sections of ten intriguing working 
boats, this book provides a glimpse into their inner workings, as well as 
highlights of each boat’s unique engineering components that enable 
it to do the job it was built for. Want to know what goes on behind the 
scenes of a Coast Guard rescue, what it’s like to work on a science 
research vessel, or what’s involved in crabbing? The book includes 
illustrated details about each boat’s mission and jobs people do on 
board, as well as a glimpse of what life is like on a working boat. Packed 
with information that’s fun and practical, the book also includes details 
about maritime instruments, such as how a radar works, on-water 
safety gear, diesel engines, and mechanics, such as how water is 
pumped through a fire boat. 56 pages.

$%&'!')#"!%'"($'+ 
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Set Sail for Pancakes!
TIM KLEYN

Margot and her grandpa have tummies grumbly for pancakes. Only 
there’s a problem . . . there’s no flour, milk, or eggs! But Grandpa has the 
perfect solution; they’ll get on his boat the Beluga Blue and go to 
Chicken Island, Cow Island, and Flour Mill Island to get the ingredients. 
Set sail for pancakes! 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+*+"$'+ 
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Bowie for Babies
Illustrated by PAUL DAVIZ

It’s never too early to start introducing your kids to the greatest musician 
who ever lived. Bowie for Babies is a vibrantly illustrated dip into David 
Bowie, perfect for parents to read with their young children. Transport 
them to life on Mars, where they’ll meet Ziggy Stardust, Halloween Jack, 
Major Tom, and all their friends. With colorful illustrations for kids and 
text that’s fun for parents to read, you can learn about Bowie together 
while they’re still too little to play with your vinyl collection. 10 Full Color 
Illustrations, 20 pages.

$%&'!'$""%(+'*+'" 
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Star Trek: My First Book of Colors
ROBB PEARLMAN

Thanks to its innovative storytelling, breathtaking special effects, and 
engaging characters, Star Trek has, for over 55 years, captivated the 
imaginations of generations of fans. But far more than a simple enter-
tainment, Star Trek has long been cited as the inspiration for countless 
scientists, engineers, writers, artists, and, of course, astronauts, to enter 
and succeed in their chosen fields of study. Now, for the first time, the 
youngest Trekkie can explore strange new worlds and see the universe 
through the eyes of a Starfleet cadet. Enjoy illustrations of a SHINY 
SILVER space station, a GORN GREEN captain wearing a GOLD lame 
tunic and BROWN gauntlets, and of course Starfleet officers wearing 
BLUE, YELLOW, and RED shirts! 22 pages.

$%&'!')#%%+'V!)+'! 
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The Swing
BRITTA TECKENTRUP

A swing on a hill overlooking the water is at the center of this lovely 
meditation on childhood, growing older, friendship and loss. But as 
seasons change and years pass, things do change. Friends come and 
go, lovers meet and kiss, spring turns to autumn, and the swing set 
grows creaky with age. All of these changes are gorgeously communi-
cated by Teckentrup’s signature collage paintings that employ soft, 
radiant colors and simple yet powerful compositions. With its equally 
compelling text, readers of every age will experience time as a gentle 
but inescapable force, bringing about new experiences. And as the 
narrator grows older and wiser, readers themselves will understand that 
life’s most important memories can never disappear. 160 pages.

$%&'#'%$!#'%(#)') 
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Calling the Wind
A Story of Healing and Hope
TRUDY LUDWIG; Illustrated by KATHRYN OTOSHI

In a small village in Japan, a family mourns the loss of their loved one. 
Each family member grieves in their own way, but it is not until they 
discover an old-fashioned telephone booth on a windswept hill that they 
begin to heal. Through the telephone, they are able to express feelings 
long bottled up–speaking directly to their loved one and also to each 
other. Slowly but surely, the pain subsides, and hope blossoms anew. 
Inspired by Itaru Sasaki’s Wind Telephone, which brought healing to the 
people of Japan in the wake of an Earthquake and tsunami this story 
explores grief and loss, and how we move forward by finding meaningful 
ways to connect with the family and friends we’ve lost, as well as those 
who are still with us. 48 pages.

$%&'*'($#'+")+*'! 
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Everything Changes
And That’s OK
CAROL DODD; Illustrated by ERIN HUYBRECHTS

From an apple seed growing into a brilliant tree to a child watching a 
family member grow old, this book offers a thoughtful look at why 
change doesn’t always have to be negative and can instead be observed 
with appreciation. It poetically presents a story that prompts kids to 
recognize and adapt to the change they see in their daily lives. This 
beautiful exploration of impermanence is accompanied by vibrant illus-
trations that explore every corner of the world, from rolling fields in Tibet 
to the cozy, fireplace-lit living room of a family member’s home. The 
illustrations remind children that everything changes no matter where 
you are, no matter who you are, and that’s all right. 32 pages.

$%&'!')!!&*'$"$'$ 
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My Self, Your Self
ESMÉ SHAPIRO

From the way you button your coat to the way you tap your toes, from 
the top of your head to your adorable tummy, there are so many reasons 
to love your self, and so many reasons to be loved. Join a group of 
endearing forest creatures as they bake and eat cranberry-butter-pie 
muffins, sing silly songs at bathtime and stop to smell the chestnut-net-
tle roses, all the while exploring their individuality. This joyously affirming 
picture book from the inimitable Esme Shapiro encourages the young-
est readers to get to know and love and be kind to their wonderful selves 
and the equally wonderful selves around them. Full Color Throughout,  
48 pages.

$%&'!'%%+&&'*"#'+ 
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If I Were a Tiger
A Picture Book
CAROLINE COLEMAN; Illustrated by NADYA BONTEN+SLENDERS

Meet Tim Bone. He has a big imagination, and when it roams wild,  
he’s afraid of a lot of things. He’s scared of the moon and the wailing 
typhoon, and he won’t wear his sneakers because he fears hidden  
creatures. Tim’s nervous at home, at school, and at play! Fed up with 
being frightened, Tim comes up with a bold solution: He’s going to 
become a tiger so he can be fiercer than his fears! There’s just one 
problem: If he’s a tiger, he can’t be Tim. Could there be a better  
solution? What if Tim puts his trust in God-who made both boys  
and tigers-instead? If I Were a Tiger invites kids of all ages to live  
in the comforting truth that no one has to carry their fears alone,  
and offers the reminder that God is only a prayer away. Full Color 
Throughout, 40 pages.

$%&'*'($#'"#((+') 
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Be Calmer, Llama!
ROSAMUND LLOYD; Illustrated by GARETH LUCAS

Realizing the need to take time out to relax and recharge is important. 
And with the help of the adorable llamas peeking through the pages of 
this book, children can learn simple techniques to relax and find their 
inner calm while also learning to count down from five. The llamas 
engage in quiet activities, from dipping their feet into cool water to deep 
breathing in order to relax. Children will find that when they take the 
time to slow down, they have the energy needed to keep going! 12 pages.

$%&'!'))+#'(*+%'" 
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That’s My Sweater!
JESSIKA VON INNEREBNER

Olivia loves her favorite sweater. I mean, she really really loves it.  
So when her mom decides it’s time to hand it down to Olivia’s baby 
brother, Olivia vows that she will not rest until she and her beloved 
sweater are reunited. In her riotously funny new picture book,  
Kevin the Unicorn creator Jessika von Innerebner puts an  
oh-so-satisfying spin on an age-old conflict that is bound to  
delight siblings of all stripes. Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages.
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My Dog, Hen
DAVID MACKINTOSH

The adorable mixed-breed pup is brought home in a cardboard box, 
given toys, and some food-and then proceeds to enthusiastically eat up 
his loving home. When nothing can be done (and all the pocket money 
has been spent on new toys) the boy’s wise and thrifty grandmother 
finds a helpful solution. Readers of all ages will laugh at Hen’s boundless 
energy and parents especially will identify with the challenges of training 
a headstrong dog. Any family that has ever adopted a rescue pet will 
appreciate this story’s gentle lesson about finding value in our less-
than-perfect belongings and loved ones. 32 Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages.
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Better Than We Found It: 
Conversations to Help  
Save the World
FREDERICK JOSEPH  
and PORSCHE JOSEPH

From the"New York Times"best-
selling author of"The Black 
Friend"and a seasoned activist 
comes an indispensable guide to 
social and political progressivism 
for young people and anyone 
wanting to get more involved.  
272 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"+("'& 
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Kid Trailblazers
True Tales of Childhood from 
Changemakers and Leaders

ROBIN STEVENSON;  
Illustrated by ALLISON STEINFELD

Inspiring, relatable, and totally 
true biographies tell the childhood 
stories of a diverse group of 
trailblazers including Kamala 
Harris, Greta Thunberg, Ai Weiwei, 
Benazir Bhutto, Elliot Page, and 
John Lewis, along with 10 other 
powerful figures. 224 pages

$%&'!')&#)$'#*!'% 
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Rock That Vote
MEG FLEMING;  
Illustrated by LUCY RUTH 
CUMMINS

An interactive, joyful celebration  
of classroom elections and the 
power of voting. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'!*&#('" 
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%+" years 
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Dinosaur Activity Lab
Exciting Projects for Exploring  
the Prehistoric World

DK

Explore the exciting world of 
dinosaurs. 160 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(*%*'% 
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The Emerald Maze
LINDA CHAPMAN;  
Illustrated by MIRELLE ORTEGA

In this fifth installment of the 
popular Mermaids Rock series, 
which features black-and-white 
illustrations throughout, Marina 
and her friends find themselves 
stranded in a strange jungle when 
the magic whirlpool malfunctions. 
160 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*"&'" 
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0+# years 
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The Met Amazing Treasures 
Coloring Book
A Coloring Book of Wonders, Curiosities 
and Masterpieces from The Met

DK

A stylish coloring book featuring 
line art celebrating iconic works 
and treasures from the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art  
80 pages

$%&'*'%++*')#+)'" 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  # 46()* x # 46()* 
, and up 
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My Busy Construction  
Coloring Book
TIGER TALES;  
Illustrated by CATHY HUGHES

Children will have hours of 
coloring fun with this busy book of 
construction vehicles. Features a 
spectacular foil cover! 192 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*"('! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  " / x !2 8 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  
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A Bug’s Notebook
ZHU YINGCHUN

Doodlers, daydreamers, journal-
keepers, and bug-lovers alike will 
be inspired again and again by 
this utterly unique notebook.  
208 pages

$%&'!'))")('*$#'" 
$!0.22/$$.22C  |  NT  |  - 8 x " 1 
%+" years 
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Prayer Journal for Teen Girls
52!Week Scripture, Devotional, & 
Guided Prayer Journal

SHANNON ROBERTS 

This 52-week devotional and 
guided prayer journal includes 
Scripture verses, reflections on  
the Word, and journaling prompts 
that will help teen girls feel more 
confident navigating life’s 
challenges and remember that 
God is with them every step of  
the way. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 232 pages

$%&'!'$(*$)&'%)'# 
$!,.#-/$%.#-C  |  NT  |  " x !2 
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Avatar ! U"ti-
mate Sticker 
Book 
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Avatar 2 Ultimate Sticker Book
DK

Discover the world of Pandora in 
this action-packed sticker book. 
24 pages

$%&'*'%++*')!*!'% 
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Dinosaur Dinosaur 123
Sticker Activity Book

VILLETTA CRAVEN;  
Illustrated by SANJA RESCEK

This fun, early-learning sticker 
activity book, which features 
bright and colorful stickers, is  
an ideal way for toddlers to learn 
numbers and counting with 
adorable dinosaur friends.  
32 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*#('* 
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Dinosaur Dinosaur ABC
Sticker Activity Book

VILLETTA CRAVEN;  
Illustrated by SANJA RESCEK

Following on from the best-selling 
Dinosaur, Dinosaur, Say Good 
Night, this fun, early-learning 
sticker activity book is the perfect 
way for young children to learn the 
alphabet and practice first words 
in the company of adorable 
dinosaur friends. 32 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*#+'# 
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Dinosaurs!
Fun Facts! With Stickers!

LAUREN CRISP;  
Compiled by TIGER TALES

Young fans of dinosaurs will love 
to learn fun facts about these 
mighty prehistoric creatures. 
Includes a sheet of stickers!  
24 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*#)'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  PB  |  " x " 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  
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I Love You to the Moon and 
Back Sticker Activity
Sticker Activity Book

AMELIA HEPWORTH;  
Illustrated by TIM WARNES

Inspired by the best-selling book 
by Amelia Hepworth and 
illustrated by Tim Warnes, this 
sticker activity book, which 
features more than 200 high-
quality stickers, invites children to 
enjoy creative activities with Big 
Bear and Little Bear. 40 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*##') 
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.+, years 
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The Marvelous Matilda  
Sticker and Activity Book
ROALD DAHL;  
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE

Matilda: The Musical is coming to 
Netflix in an exciting new movie! 
Add your own magic to the story 
of Matilda with this sticker activity 
book based on Roald Dahl’s 
beloved classic tale! 32 pages

$%&'*'+(!'(##$%'( 
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Sharks!
Fun Facts! With Stickers!

LAUREN CRISP;  
Compiled by TIGER TALES

Fans of sharks will learn fun facts 
and get an up-close look at these 
amazing animals through full-
color photographs. Includes a 
sheet of stickers! 24 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*#%'+ 
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Activity

 

The Animal Adventurer’s Guide
How to Prowl for an Owl,  
Make Snail Slime, and Catch a  
Frog Bare!Handed-50 Activities to  
Get Wild with Animals

SUSIE SPIKOL;  
Illustrated by BECCA HALL

Calling all animal lovers!  
50 hands-on activities and 
adventures that bring you closer 
to wild animals than you’ve ever 
been. 144 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$(#'+ 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  PB  |  , / x # / 
$+- years 
ROOST BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Art Year by Year
A Journey Through Time,  
From Cave Paintings to Street Art

DK

Travel through time to discover 
the paintings and sculptures that 
enrich our world. 192 pages

$%&'*'%++*')*!"') 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 8 
#+!$ years 
DK KNOWLEDGE ! CHILDREN  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 GENERAL INTEREST

 

I Love You:  
A Touch-and'Feel Playbook
LADYBIRD; Illustrated by  
LEMON RIBBON STUDIO

Say “I Love You” to different 
animals and objects in this sweet 
installment of the Baby Touch 
series. 10 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(%*+#'" 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  !2 1 x !2 1 
2+$ years 
LADYBIRD.  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Lost Puppy
A touch-and-feel book

ROSIE ADAMS;  
Illustrated by LUCY BARNARD

With gentle rhyming text and 
colorful artwork, this touch-and-
feel book is perfect to read with 
little ones as they help Puppy  
find his mommy! 10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*!%'( 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  - 8 x - 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Touch and Feelings:  
Happy Bunny
DR. NAIRA WILSON; Illustrated by 
DAVID CREIGHTON+PESTER

Written by a child psychologist, 
this adorable touch-and-feel book 
introduces children to the concept 
of happiness and offers tips on 
how to make the most of this 
positive feeling. 10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+$') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  - 8 x - 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Touch and Feelings:  
Scared Puppy
DR. NAIRA WILSON; Illustrated by 
DAVID CREIGHTON+PESTER

Written by a child psychologist, 
this adorable touch-and-feel book 
introduces children to the concept 
of being afraid and offers tips on 
how to conquer the things that 
can make them feel fearful.  
10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*(*'" 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  - 8 x - 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

   

Baby Touch

Art Nonfiction

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781611809534
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744060126
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241570432
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350175
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350496
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350502
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Toys: A Black-and'White Book
LADYBIRD; Illustrated by  
LEMON RIBBON STUDIO

Introduce your baby to all kinds  
of toys with this gorgeous black-
and-white book with textures to 
touch! 10 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(("%*'+ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 8 x 0 8 
2+$ years 
LADYBIRD.  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Christmas Present Hunt
With Lots of Flaps to Look Under

BEATRIX POTTER

Help Peter find the missing 
Christmas presents in this 
charming lift-the-flap picture 
book! It’s the perfect gift for  
the holidays! 24 pages

$%&'*'"+!'+%*)$'( 
$".##/NCR  |  NT  |  !2 1 x " 1 
.+- years 
WARNE  |  October  

$%&'*'"+!'+%*)+'* 
!%.##C  |  NT  |  !2+1 x "+1 
$+- years 
PENGUIN UK  |  Now Available 

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Winter’s Tale
BEATRIX POTTER;  
Illustrated by BEATRIX POTTER

This seasonal story is perfect for  
a winter’s night, in a beautifully-
designed gift edition with a final 
pop-up spread. 32 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(%"#)'& 
$#.##/NCR  |  HC  |  - / x 0 & 
.+- years 
WARNE  |  October  

$%&'*'"+!'#(!&!'$ 
!$.##C  |  HC  |  -+1 x 0+& 
.+0 years 
FREDERICK WARNE  |  Now Available 

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Bear, a Bee, and a Honey Tree
DANIEL BERNSTROM;  
Illustrated by  
BRANDON JAMES SCOTT

Boisterous and buzzing, A Bear, a 
Bee, and a Honey Tree is destined 
to be an instant classic . . . with 
delightully funny illustrations and 
clever, fun-to-read text, from the 
acclaimed author of One Day in 
the Eucalyptus, Eucalyptus Tree. 
40 pages

$%&'!'))")+'**&'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
HIPPO PARK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Bedtime Hug for You!
With soft arms for real HUGS!

SAMANTHA SWEENEY;  
Illustrated by DAWN MACHELL

This sweet bedtime book, which 
features soft felt arms, is the 
perfect way for little ones to help 
the animals give hugs to their 
babies. 10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*##'( 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  - & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Aspen
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including the 
Maroon Bells, historic downtown, 
Elk Mountains, skiing, 
snowboarding, snowshoeing, 
Silver Queen Gondola, John 
Denver Sanctuary, wildlife, 
mountain climbing, and more.  
20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)#'* 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep  
Big Island of Hawaii
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including 
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, 
Mauna Kea Summit, Pololu Valley 
Lookout, Akaka Falls State Park, 
Waipio Valley, Rainbow Falls, 
Saddle Road, beaches, snorkeling, 
wildlife, coral reefs, local foods, 
and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)%'& 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Bedtime,

Baby Touch Beatrix Potter

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241552704
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241470695
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241572368
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781662640087
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350335
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070630
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070678
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Count to Sleep Birthday
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This adorable board book will have 
little ones squealing with delight 
as they count all of their favorite 
birthday activities including cake, 
party foods, candles, family and 
friends, gifts, balloons, 
decorations, birthday hats, games, 
activities, prizes, entertainment, 
music, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*()'" 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Breckenridge
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including Main 
Street, Boreas Pass, McCullough 
Gulch, hiking, mountain biking, 
skiing and snowboarding, rock 
climbing, fly fishing, kayaking, 
gold panning, mountain goats, 
elk, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)!') 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Dinosaurs
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This adorable board book will have 
little ones squealing with delight 
as they count all of their favorite 
dinos including T-rex, 
Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, 
Spinosaurus, Gallimimus, 
Triceratops, Parasaurolophus, 
Velociraptor, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*($'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Jackson Hole
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including Town 
Square, National Elk Refuge, 
National Museum of Wildlife Art, 
Jackson Hole Rodeo, Antler 
Arches, hiking, mountain climbing, 
skiing and snowboarding, and 
more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)('+ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

Count to Sleep Kauai
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including 
Hanalei Bay, Kalalau Trail, Wailua 
Falls, Poipu Beach Park, Queen’s 
Bath, Kauai Plantation Railway, 
Waimea Canyon State Park, water 
sports, coral reefs, tropical fish, 
and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)&'( 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Montana
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including 
Yellowstone National Park, Glacier 
National Park, Museum of the 
Rockies, Flathead National Forest, 
Beartooth Highway, hiking, 
wildlife, fly fishing, skiing, and 
more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)+'% 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Park City
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including Main 
Street Historic District, Park City 
Museum, Alpine Coaster, 
Woodward Park City, Olympic 
Park, mountain biking, skiing, 
snowshoeing, Town Lift, wildlife, 
and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)"'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep  
Steamboat Springs
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Discover famous attractions and 
historic landmarks including Main 
Street, Fish Creek Falls, Strawberry 
Park Hot Springs, Yampa River 
Botanic Park, Steamboat Gondola, 
Howelsen Ice Complex, hiking, 
skiing, wildlife, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*))'! 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Bedtime,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070562
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070616
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070593
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070654
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070685
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070647
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070623
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070661
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Count to Sleep Trains
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This adorable board book will have 
little conductors jumping for joy 
as they count all of their favorite 
types of trains including freight 
trains, steam locomotives, 
passenger trains, high-speed 
trains, commuter trains, subways, 
monorails, holiday trains, and 
more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(&') 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Vail
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the lovely town of Vail, 
Colorado, discovering famous 
attractions and historic landmarks 
including Vail Village, Betty Ford 
Alpine Gardens, Vail Valley, Booth 
Falls Trail, Vail Gondola, fly fishing 
in Gore Creek, skiing and 
snowboarding, hiking, wildlife, 
festivals, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)*'$ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Valentine’s Day
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This delightful book features 
Valentine’s Day cards, chocolates, 
heart-shaped cakes and cookies, 
writing love poems and notes, 
painting hearts, decorating the 
house, making a Valentine’s Day 
heart catcher, stuffed animals, 
and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(%'$ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night, Bedtime Moon
DANIELLE MCLEAN;  
Illustrated by VICKI GAUSDEN

This sweet, rhyming bedtime story 
features majestic illustrations and 
a soft and squishy sparkly die-cut 
moon on the cover and 
throughout. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#!'! 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()9 x , 7 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

Good Night, Little Bookstore
AMY CHERRIX;  
Illustrated by E. B. GOODALE

Part lullaby, part love song, this 
perfectly pitched bedtime book 
gives a nod to its classic 
predecessors as it champions the 
vibrant independent spirit of local 
bookstores. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!"(!'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  0 3 x !2 4'()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Love You All Year Round:  
Four Classic Guess How Much  
I Love You Stories
SAM MCBRATNEY;  
Illustrated by ANITA JERAM

Little readers can love the 
Nutbrown Hares from spring to 
summer to fall to winter—and 
back—with this gorgeous, reissued 
collection of four sweet stories.  
72 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&(+'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # 5 x !2 5 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Leo, Sleep Tight!
ANNA MCQUINN;  
RUTH HEARSON (Illustrator)

Leo, Lola’s little brother from Leo 
Loves Mommy and Leo Loves 
Daddy, is back in a new bedtime 
story that helps him to relax using 
all five senses! 18 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'##&'$ 
$,.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Alex Can’t Sleep
A Cosmic Kids Bedtime Yoga Story

BROOKE VITALE;  
Illustrated by JUNISSA BIANDA

For fans of the hit YouTube show 
Cosmic Kids, this original picture 
book teaches kids easy yoga 
poses and mindfulness through  
a fun, interactive story. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&)&('$ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
%+" years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

   

Bedtime,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070586
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070609
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070579
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350311
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536212518
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536228540
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623543389
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593386859
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Alphabedtimes
SUSANNA HILL;  
Illustrated by BETSY SNYDER

A cast of adorable alphabet 
characters make this clever 
bedtime story a standout!  
Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'#$$'!)&+!'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x " 
.+0 years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Goodnight, Corduroy
Inspired by the character  
created by DON FREEMAN; 
Illustrated by JODY WHEELER

Say goodnight to Don Freeman’s 
beloved character, Corduroy, as he 
gets ready for bed. 8 pages

$%&'*'($#'"*#%&'! 
$0.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

João by a Thread
ROGER MELLO

An intricate and exquisite tale  
of how bedtime fears can be 
transformed into wondrous 
dreams and magical adventures, 
by Hans Christian Andersen 
award-winning Roger Mello.  
Full Color Illustrations, 37 pages

$%&'!'$(#&)!'#+'+ 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  # x 0 1 
-+" years 
ELSEWHERE EDITIONS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Dragon
RHIANNON FIELDING;  
Illustrated by CHRIS CHATTERTON

Dragon siblings Flicker and Flash 
love to have fun... but will they get 
to bed on time? Find out in this 
delightful addition to Rhiannon 
Fielding’s Ten Minutes To Bed 
series. 32 pages

$%&'*'"+!'()#+!'* 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !! 8 x # & 
.+0 years 
LADYBIRD.  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Night Lunch
ERIC FAN;  
Illustrated by DENA SEIFERLING

A mysterious cook whips up 
midnight meals for fellow night 
owls in a lavish lunch cart while a 
hungry mouse looks on in this 
atmospheric picture book inspired 
by the forerunner of food trucks 
and diners. A delectable picture 
book inspired by forerunners of 
food truck, for fans of The Night 
Gardener. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 48 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%*(%'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 
%+" years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Yoga Nidra Lullaby
RINA DESHPANDE

For readers of Good Night Yoga 
and I am Peace, a kids’ sleepy-
time story for winding down, 
tuning in, and relaxing into better, 
deeper, and more restorative 
sleep. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'!')"#!%')$%') 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  !2 x " 
%+" years 
NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Llama Llama  
el ayudante de las fiestas
ANNA DEWDNEY;  
Illustrated by JJ HARRISON; 
Translated by Isabel C. Mendoza; 
Edited by Adriana Dominguez

Celebrate the holidays with Llama 
Llama and all his friends in this 
beautifully illustrated bilingual 8 x 
8 storybook, based on the hit 
animated Netflix series! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'(""($'" 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  " x " 
%+0 years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Look, Look, Look!
Written & Illustrated by  
BOB BARNER

A barking bilingual book!  
A dalmatian driving a fire truck,  
a corgi riding a bike, join a pack of 
dogs as they zoom around in both 
English and Spanish. 22 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'("("'! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  - / x 0 
2+. years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bilingual

Bedtime,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780399168413
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593203781
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781953861344
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241563410
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780735270572
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623176976
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593522592
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780823452521
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My Town / Mi Pueblo
NICHOLAS SOLIS;  
Illustrated by LUISA URIBE

In this bilingual picture book, 
cousins from opposite sides of the 
border visit each other’s towns 
and delight in their similarities 
and differences. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'!*$$!'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x " / 
.+, years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

10 Things I Love About You!
DANIELLE MCLEAN;  
Illustrated by GRACE HABIB

This adorable board book 
celebrates the special love 
between a parent and child while 
introducing the numbers 1 
through 10 and features a touch-
and-feel texture on the cover and 
throughout the book. 22 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#%'# 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x # 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

123 Fish in the Sea
LUNA PARKS;  
Illustrated by GARETH LUCAS

Learn to count from 1 to 5 with 
die-cut, textured plastic numbers 
and colorful, adorable fish friends 
in this tactile board book! 10 pages

$%&'!')&*!*')+&'* 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

Adurable: This Pup Is Stuck!
BOB SHEA;  
Illustrated by BRIAN WON

These cute pups are in big trucks 
and ready to dig! Book two of this 
original board book series is 
perfect for toddlers with big 
building dreams. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"($"') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
DIAL  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Animal Bus
A peek-inside countdown book

HELEN HUGHES;  
Illustrated by MEL MATTHEWS

Children can count down from  
5 to 1 and discover where all of the 
animals are going in this fun, 
shaped board book! 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#)') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 5 x " 7 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Animal Families: Snow
NOSY CROW

Find out the different names for 
mother and father animals that 
live in snowy climates—then lift 
the flap to find the babies and 
learn what they are called. 14 
pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%++'+ 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
$+- years 
NOSY CROW  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

At Home with the Heelers
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 
LICENSES

Meet Bluey and the Heeler family 
in this adorable shaped board 
book! 12 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!!('! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , & x !! 
.+- years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
October  

TAKE A PEEK

  

Board Books,Bilingual

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593109915
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350373
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781680106480
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593325926
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350366
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536227444
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521151
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Be Calmer, Llama!
ROSAMUND LLOYD;  
Illustrated by GARETH LUCAS

This rhyming countdown book 
encourages children to slow 
things down and find their inner 
calm! The adorable, tactile llamas 
peeking through the pages are 
perfect for little hands. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+%'" 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  , & x " 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bizzy Bear: Snow Sports
NOSY CROW;  
Illustrated by BENJI DAVIES

Bizzy Bear and friends take a trip 
into the mountains for some 
winter fun in this novelty board 
book full of tabs to slide, push, 
and pull. 8 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%+#'% 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+$ years 
NOSY CROW  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Boop the Snoot
ASHLYN ANSTEE

Irresistible fun for the littlest 
readers, who will love getting to 
boop each snoot! 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'("+&!'% 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS     
July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Candy Contest!
Written and Illustrated by 
MELANIE DEMMER

This board book celebrates candy, 
friendship, and the differences 
that make us unique... “because 
the world is sweeter when 
everyone shines bright!” Full Color 
Illustrations, 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&(+('# 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

Catch That Chicken!
ATINUKE; Illustrated by  
ANGELA BROOKSBANK

The team behind"Baby Goes to 
Market"and"B Is for Baby"visit a 
Nigerian village for a humorous 
ode to childhood ingenuity.  
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&*+'( 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 '()* x , 6()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Cookie Kindness
Written and Illustrated by 
MELANIE DENMMER

This sweet board book celebrates 
all the flavors of diversity and 
teaches us that being kind to one 
another is what truly matters.  
Full Color Illustrations, 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&(+#'$ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Chicken Soup for the Soul 
BABIES: Stuck! (What Do I Do?)
CHARLESBRIDGE

Chicken Soup for the Soul Babies 
imparts good values through 
heartwarming and humorous 
stories to help little ones put their 
best foot forward. 24 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'"&(') 
$".##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 1 x " 1 
2+. years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dinosaur, Dinosaur,  
Fall Is Here!
DANIELLE MCLEAN;  
Illustrated by SANJA RESCEK

This adorable collection of 
seasonal fall rhymes features a 
fun dinosaur twist in this 
follow-up to Dinosaur, Dinosaur, 
Say Good Night and Dinosaur, 
Dinosaur, I Love You. 22 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+!'* 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 8 x , 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

   

Board Books,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350472
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536227437
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593524817
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593485453
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536228045
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593485439
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623542856
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350410
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Eat Together
MIGUEL ORDÓÑEZ;  
Illustrated by MIGUEL ORDÓÑEZ

The geometry of food is explored 
in New York Times bestselling 
illustrator Miguel Miguel 
Ordóñez’s newest board book  
on shapes! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+&*'* 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  , / x , / 
!+. years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

First Words With Cute  
Crochet Friends
A Padded Board Book for Infants and 
Toddlers featuring First Words and 
Adorable Amigurumi Crochet Pictures

LAUREN ESPY 

Teach your infant or toddler first 
words in an engaging and 
adorable way using this unique 
and durable board book! Full Color 
Photographs Throughout, 16 pages

$%&'!'$(*$)&'%&'% 
$#.#-/!$.#-C  |  BR  |  - x 0 
BLUE STAR PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Aquarium
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Young marine biologists will enjoy 
their favorite sea life and 
educational aquarium activities in 
an aquatic adventure that 
includes tropical and freshwater 
fish, rays and sharks, sea turtles, 
sea anemones, electric eels, 
piranhas, corals and seashells, 
penguins, touch-and-feel tanks, 
scuba divers, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')*"!$'$%+'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Grandma’s Tiny House
JANAY BROWN+WOOD;  
Illustrated by PRISCILLA BURRIS

“A fine addition to book collections 
about families, food, counting, 
and joyous gatherings.”#The Horn 
Book 28 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'##!'* 
$0.##/".##C  |  BR  |  0 x , 
2+. years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

The Grumpy Reindeer
DK

Travel to the North Pole and meet 
the grumpiest reindeer there ever 
was, who needs a little help 
learning about the happiness  
that can come from making 
friends. 16 pages

$%&'*'%++*')(*)'* 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  BR  |  0 '()* x 0 '()* 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hello, USA!
A Book of Beginner Concepts

ASHLEY EVANSON;  
Illustrated by ASHLEY EVANSON

Hello, USA! This delightful board 
book from Hello, World creator 
Ashley Evanson pairs early 
learning concepts with colorful, 
stylish illustrations of the iconic 
art, architecture, food, and culture 
from all 50 US states. 52 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*)!'! 
$!-.##/$!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
.+- years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hey Diddle Diddle
Sing Along With Me!

NOSY CROW;  
Illustrated by YU+HSUAN HUANG

Jump over the moon in this 
interactive board book based  
on the beloved children’s rhyme.  
8 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%)"'& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+$ years 
NOSY CROW  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

How It Works: Dinosaur
AMELIA HEPWORTH;  
Illustrated by DAVID SEMPLE

This interactive board book, which 
features layered die cuts 
throughout, is the perfect way to 
introduce curious toddlers to 
Tyrannosaurus rex. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*""'$ 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

   

Board Books,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593384800
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781950968787
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781602199743
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623543310
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744065060
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593520611
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536227628
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350229
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A Hug for You!
With soft arms for real HUGS!

SAMANTHA SWEENEY;  
Illustrated by DAWN MACHELL

This adorable book, which 
features felt finger-puppet arms, 
is the perfect way for little ones  
to help the animals give hugs to 
their babies throughout the day.  
10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#('$ 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  - & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Love You More  
Than Christmas
ELLIE HATTIE;  
Illustrated by TIM WARNES

Now available in a board book, this 
festive celebration of friends, 
family, and love at Christmas from 
best-selling illustrator Tim Warnes 
is perfect for sharing with a little 
one. 28 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+"'% 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 3 x 0 5 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jonny Lambert’s  
Bear and Bird: Make Friends
JONNY LAMBERT

A delightful picture book for little 
ones, that follows Bear and Bird 
and shows children that school  
is nothing to fear. 24 pages

$%&'*'%++*'()%('+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x " 1 
.+- years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Joy in You
CAT DEELEY;  
Illustrated by ROSIE BUTCHER

An uplifting board book for your 
new bundle of joy! Cat Deeley, 
proud mom and beloved TV star, 
encourages little ones to be who 
they are through and through.  
Full Color Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*!%"'" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 & x , / 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

   

 

Leo, Rise and Shine!
ANNA MCQUINN;  
RUTH HEARSON (Illustrator)

Leo, Lola’s little brother from Leo 
Loves Mommy and Leo Loves 
Daddy, is back in a new good-
morning story that wakes his 
whole body up! 18 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'##$') 
$,.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Star
LISA EDWARDS;  
Illustrated by KAT KALINDI

Enjoy a magical winter night as all 
of the nighttime animals celebrate 
their love for the brightest star in 
the sky! 12 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)("!'$ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
!+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Madeline’s 123
LUDWIG BEMELMANS

Learn your numbers and counting 
with the bravest girl in the world, 
Madeline! 12 pages

$%&'*'($#'#+$&$'" 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Maisy’s Circus Show
Push, Slide, and Play!

LUCY COUSINS;  
Illustrated by LUCY COUSINS

Hooray! Maisy’s circus is in town! 
Get ready to push, pull, slide, and 
spin to help her talented acts 
perform. 10 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!)&+'+ 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+. years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

  

Board Books,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350359
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350427
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744056754
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593301722
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623543396
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593465219
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593349892
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536216844
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A Mighty Day in Tracksville!
A Lift-the!Flap Book

GABRIELLA DEGENNARO

Chugga chugga woo-hoo! Spend 
a mighty busy day with the trains 
in Tracksville! 12 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$)"'" 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
.+- years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Mind Your Manners, Dinosaurs!
DANIELLE MCLEAN;  
Illustrated by GARETH WILLIAMS

Join the dinosaurs as they show 
off their mealtime manners in this 
clever, interactive board book with 
die-cut pages and lift-the-flaps.  
12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#$'% 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 7 x , / 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Monster Toys
DAISY HIRST;  
Illustrated by DAISY HIRST

What do monsters like to play 
with? Toddlers will approve of the 
options in this bright, witty board 
book from Daisy Hirst. 18 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'")(('# 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 44()* x 0 44()* 
2+. years 
CANDLEWICK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Monsters Go
DAISY HIRST;  
Illustrated by DAISY HIRST

How do monsters get where 
they’re going? In a silly showcase 
of vehicles, Daisy Hirst offers a 
fresh spin on a favorite toddler 
subject. 18 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'")()'* 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 44()* x 0 44()* 
2+. years 
CANDLEWICK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

   

 

My Bag of Feelings
DANIELLE MCLEAN;  
Illustrated by LISA KOESTERKE

This innovative shaped board 
book introduces a child who 
describes the objects inside their 
bag that remind them of the 
different emotions that they’ve 
experienced. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#&'* 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , / x " 7 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Body
LADYBIRD;  
Illustrated by LIBBY BURNS

Learn more about the human 
body in this interactive, nonfiction 
board book! 10 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(#%)"') 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 44()* x 0 44()* 
$+% years 
LADYBIRD.  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My First Animals:  
Let’s Squeak and Squawk!
DK

Let’s meet animals from around 
the world. 28 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(&+('! 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  # 4()* x # 4()* 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My First Nature:  
Let’s Go Exploring!
DK

Let’s go outside and discover 
everything nature has to offer!  
28 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(&++'+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  # 4()* x # 4()* 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

   

Board Books,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593519622
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350397
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536226553
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536226560
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350380
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780241537626
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744058451
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744058444
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Night Night, Little Ones
Pull the sliders to change the picture!

PATRICIA HEGARTY;  
Illustrated by THOMAS ELLIOTT

Pull the sliders to watch the 
animals wake up or go to sleep in 
this adorable, interactive bedtime 
board book with soft collage-
inspired illustrations. 10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#"'& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

One Leaf, Two Leaves,  
Count with Me!
JOHN MICKLOS JR;  
Illustrated by CLIVE MCFARLAND

Bold, bright illustrations and a 
changing seasonal landscape 
make this simple counting book  
a standout! Full Color Illustrations, 
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#!!*'( 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  - / x , 
!+. years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

One Sky
AARON BECKER

Marvel at the sky in this 
meditative die-cut book, a 
follow-up to"You Are Light"and"My 
Favorite Color, from the Caldecott 
Honor–winning creator of the 
Journey trilogy. 16 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"(#)'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  BR  |  " / x " / 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK STUDIO  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Penguins
Written & Illustrated by  
GAIL GIBBONS

Learn all about the wonderful 
waddling water bird in this 
Penguins board book from 
acclaimed science writer for  
kids Gail Gibbons. 32 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'("(%') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 x - 1 
2+. years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

   

 

Roald Dahl 123
ROALD DAHL;  
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE

Learn your numbers with Roald 
Dahl, the World’s No. 1 Storyteller! 
22 pages

$%&'*'($#'("(*)'% 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Roald Dahl ABC
ROALD DAHL;  
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE

Learn the alphabet with Roald 
Dahl, the World’s No. 1 Storyteller! 
26 pages

$%&'*'($#'("(*#') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sharon, Lois and Bram’s 
Skinnamarink
SHARON HAMPSON,  
LOIS LILIENSTEIN and  
BRAM MORRISON with  
RANDI HAMPSON;  
Illustrated by QIN LENG

Based on the classic folk song 
made famous by a beloved trio  
of children’s entertainers, this 
board book is best sung aloud! 
“Skinnamarink” is a timeless 
anthem of love and inclusion.  
Full Color Illustrations Throughout, 
28 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%*("'% 
$".##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x - 
2+. years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Slide and See First Words: 
Animals
HELEN HUGHES;  
Illustrated by ISABEL ANIEL

This engaging board book is an 
early-learning introduction to 
animals and the sounds they 
make. Features interactive text 
and sliders. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+*'# 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  0 & x 0 & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350328
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350403
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Snowmen at Work
CARALYN BUEHNER;  
Illustrated by MARK BUEHNER

This New York Times bestselling 
picture book series asks: If you 
were a snowman, what job would 
you choose? Full Color 
Illustrations, 30 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#*""'! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  - / x , 7 
!+. years 
DIAL  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Spin and Spot Things That Go
What Can You Spin and Spot Today?

DK

A beautifully illustrated, interactive 
book that gently introduces 
babies to different types of 
vehicles. 14 pages

$%&'*'%++*'())*'* 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sumo Colors
SANAE ISHIDA

Perfect for early learning, this fun 
board book in the Little Sumo 
series, from the creator of the 
Little Kunoichi series, features 
adorable sumo wrestlers that 
introduce children to colors and 
shares elements of Japanese 
culture that will enrich readers of 
all ages. 22 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'#++'% 
$#.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  0 / x 0 / 
2+. years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sumo Shapes
SANAE ISHIDA

Perfect for early learning, this fun 
board book in the Little Sumo 
series, from the creator of the 
Little Kunoichi series, features 
sumo wrestlers that introduce 
children to different shapes, and 
shares elements of Japanese 
culture that will enrich readers of 
all ages. 22 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'#!!'$ 
$#.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  0 / x 0 / 
2+. years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

The Sun Shines on the Jungle
MICHAEL SLACK;  
Illustrated by MICHAEL SLACK

Lift the flaps for a gentle 
introduction to the food chain– 
perfect for the preschool set!  
22 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!+%"'% 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  " 4()* x , 4()* 
.+- years 
CANDLEWICK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

There’s a Unicorn in Your Book
TOM FLETCHER;  
Illustrated by GREG ABBOTT

Galloping glitter! A unicorn has 
landed in YOUR book -now 
available as a board book! An 
engaging new adventure from the 
team that brought you the 
bestselling There’s a Monster in 
Your Book and its companions. 
Full Color Illustrations, 34 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&++!'& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Is Not My Hat
JON KLASSEN;  
Illustrated by JON KLASSEN

From the creator of the #1"New 
York Times"best-selling and 
award-winning"I Want My Hat 
Back"comes a second wry tale.  
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&*('" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , / x - '()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tickle Tickle, Little Tum
ASHLYN ANSTEE

A companion read-along to Boop 
the Snoot-the littlest readers will 
love tickling all of the tummies!  
16 pages

$%&'*'($#'("+&+'& 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

  

Board Books,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593530221
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744056600
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593524848
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We Are Friends: At Home
SUE DOWNING

This beautiful board book about 
friendships and the first bonds  
in the playroom shows curious 
kids that everyone needs a friend. 
16 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($("') 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

We Are Love
PATRICIA HEGARTY;  
Illustrated by THOMAS ELLIOTT

Celebrate the power of love with 
adorable baby animals and their 
parents in this heartwarming 
board book, filled with sturdy, 
die-cut board flaps throughout 
that weave the text and 
illustrations together. 24 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*%!'% 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , & x , & 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt: 
My First Opposites
WALKER PRODUCTIONS LTD

Follow the path and trace the lines 
with this first-opposites adventure 
based on the much-loved world of 
the"We’re Going on a Bear 
Hunt"animated film. 12 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"(+"') 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK ENTERTAINMENT  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt: 
My First Shapes
WALKER PRODUCTIONS LTD

Follow the path and trace the lines 
with this first-shapes adventure 
based on the much-loved world  
of the"We’re Going on a Bear 
Hunt"animated film. 12 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"(+!'$ 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK ENTERTAINMENT  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt: 
My First Words Book
WALKER PRODUCTIONS LTD

Step outside and see how many 
things you can find! A tabbed first-
words adventure based on the 
much-loved world of the"We’re 
Going on a Bear Hunt"animated 
film. 18 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"(+*'" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK ENTERTAINMENT  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Where’s the Digger?
NOSY CROW

Five beautifully illustrated spreads 
show a series of vehicles you 
might see on a construction site, 
including a bulldozer, a mixer,  
a dump truck, and a digger,  
all hiding behind bright felt flaps 
10 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%&"') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+$ years 
NOSY CROW  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

You Can, Toucan!
ROSAMUND LLOYD;  
Illustrated by GARETH LUCAS

This rhyming countdown book 
encourages children to be brave! 
The adorable, tactile toucans 
peeking through the pages are 
perfect for little hands. 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*+&'$ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  , & x " 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Mr. McCloskey’s  
Marvelous Mallards
The Making of Make Way for Ducklings

EMMA BLAND SMITH;  
Illustrated by BECCA STADTLANDER

This behind-the-scenes look at 
the creation of the classic and 
beloved picture book Make Way 
for Ducklings will captivate young 
artists, writers, readers, and 
animal lovers alike. 40 pages

$%&'!')#($"'#$"') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
,+!2 years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Board Books,

Classics,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059526
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781664350717
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536225426
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536225419
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781635923926
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Cars on the Road (Disney/Pixar 
Cars on the Road)
RH DISNEY; Illustrated by THE 
DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

Hit the road with Lightning 
McQueen and Mater in this full-
color storybook based on the 
all-new Disney+ series. A sheet of 
stickers adds to fun! Full Color 
Illustrations, 48 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+#+)'# 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  PB  |  " x " 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE/DISNEY  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Art of DuckTales
Written by KEN PLUME with  
the cast and crew of Disney’s 
DuckTales. Illustrated by  
DISNEY’S DUCKTALES CREW.

Scrooge McDuck and nephews 
Huey, Dewey, and Louie are back 
in the 2017 remake of the classic 
series from Disney Television 
Animation, DuckTales! 200 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'"#)+'& 
$%#.##/0-.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Art of DuckTales  
(Deluxe Edition)
Written by KEN PLUME with  
the cast and crew of Disney’s 
DuckTales. Illustrated by  
DISNEY’S DUCKTALES CREW.

Scrooge McDuck and nephews 
Huey, Dewey, and Louie are back 
in the 2017 remake of the classic 
series from Disney Television 
Animation, DuckTales! 200 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'"$""'* 
$##.##/!.2.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 CARS  GENERAL INTEREST

Disney

Now Available!
Beautifully designed and completely adjustable  

•   8 slat wall shelves •   On sturdy casters
•   23.75”W x 23.75”x 61.5”H    (with header)

ISBN: 

Rack is no charge with supporting order of $1,700 net

Rack and fill ship free freight

Retailers must re-order two $500 net orders within 1 year

Contact your Penguin Random  House sales rep 
with any questions or to place an order

 

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780736443463
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781506723648
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781506729220
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How We Say I Love You
NICOLE CHEN;  
Illustrated by LENNY WEN

In this heartwarming picture book, 
an Asian American girl shares how 
her family expresses their love for 
one another through actions 
rather than words. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"&#$'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x # 
.+, years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Seasons of Splendour
Tales, Myths and Legends of India

MADHUR JAFFREY,  
Illustrated by MICHAEL FOREMAN

A vibrant collection of Indian 
myths and legends illustrated  
in beautiful watercolors and  
told by one of India’s sparkling 
personalities, Madhur Jaffrey.  
192 pages

$%&'!')&!#%'%*+'$ 
$$,.#-/NCR  |  HC  |  , / x !2 / 
"+!$ years 
NYR CHILDREN’S COLLECTION  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Shu Lin’s Grandpa
MATT GOODFELLOW;  
Illustrated by YU RONG

Art and family transcend 
differences in language and 
culture in this sensitively told, 
exquisitely illustrated story of  
a child starting a new school.  
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"#!(') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # :()* x !2 46()* 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Black'Eyed Peas and Hoghead 
Cheese
A Story of Food, Family, and Freedom

GLENDA ARMAND;  
Illustrated by STEFFI WALTHALL

A little girl helping her 
grandmother prepare a holiday 
meal learns about the origins of 
soul food in this powerful picture 
book that celebrates African 
American cuisine and identity 
from an award-winning author. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&)!+') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
CROWN BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 ASIAN INTEREST  BLACK INTEREST

 

Blacksmith’s Song
ELIZABETH STEENWYK,   
VAN STEENWYK;  
Illustrated by ANNA RICH

The son of an enslaved blacksmith 
learns that his father is using the 
rhythm of his hammering to 
communicate with travelers on 
the Underground Railroad.  
32 pages

$%&'!')&")#'+&*') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  !2 3 x # 3 
0+# years 
PEACHTREE  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

BOX: Henry Brown Mails 
Himself to Freedom
CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD; 
Illustrated by MICHELE WOOD

In a moving, lyrical tale about the 
cost and fragility of freedom, 
a"New York Times"best-selling 
author and an acclaimed artist 
follow the life of a man who 
courageously shipped himself out 
of slavery. 56 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%%('& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  !2 5 x # 4()* 
!2 and up 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Build a House
RHIANNON GIDDENS;  
Illustrated by MONICA MIKAI

Grammy Award winner Rhiannon 
Giddens celebrates Black history 
and culture in her unflinching, 
uplifting, and gorgeously 
illustrated picture book debut.  
40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'""("'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 5 x # 46()* 
,+!2 years 
CANDLEWICK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Curve & Flow
The Elegant Vision of  
L.A. Architect Paul R. Williams

ANDREA J. LONEY;  
Illustrated by KEITH MALLETT

Discover the remarkable story of 
an orphaned Black boy who grew 
up to become the groundbreaking 
architect to the stars, Paul R. 
Williams. A stunning nonfiction 
picture-book biography from the 
Caldecott Honor-winning author 
and NAACP Image Award-
nominated artist. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"$*%'( 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Diverse Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593428399
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781681377049
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536223156
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593486146
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781682634806
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536227758
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536222524
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593429075
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Garvey in the Dark
NIKKI GRIMES

Capturing the shock and 
reverberations of the COVID!19 
pandemic through the eyes of 
Garvey, a beloved character, Nikki 
Grimes’s newest novel in verse 
shows readers how to find hope in 
difficult times.  pages

$%&'!')#($"'(")'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  - x , 3 
"+!$ years 
WORDSONG  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Black Boy
KIRBY HOWELL+BAPTISTE and 
LARRY C. FIELDS III;  
Illustrated by PAUL DAVEY

A little Black boy finds the courage 
to go after his dreams in this 
empowering and inspirational 
picture book by actress Kirby 
Howell!Baptiste (The Good Place, 
Cruella) with actor Larry Fields. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*)")'% 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
%+" years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Black Girl
KIRBY HOWELL+BAPTISTE; 
Illustrated by PAUL DAVEY

An empowering and joyous 
picture book by actress Kirby 
Howell!Baptiste (The Good Place, 
Cruella) that instills confidence 
and encourages little Black girls to 
reach for their wildest dreams. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*)"#') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
%+" years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Mama’s Home
SHAY YOUNGBLOOD;  
Illustrated by LO HARRIS

A gorgeously illustrated picture 
book that is a powerful love letter 
to chosen families and the village 
that raises us. A young girls basks 
in the love of her community–
which includes not only her 
mother but the many different 
women who make up her world.  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&*""'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
MAKE ME A WORLD  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Me and Muhammad Ali
JABARI ASIM;  
Illustrated by AG FORD

A little boy’s joyous encounter with 
his hero, boxing champion and 
poet Muhammad Ali, is everything 
he’s dreamed of-and more! Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'!'("+%'#$&&'! 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !! 
.+, years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Me and the Boss
A Story About Mending and Love

MICHELLE EDWARDS;  
Illustrated by APRIL HARRISON

All the highs and lows of having  
a bossy, protective, and loving 
older sibling are depicted in this 
heartwarming picture book by  
a critically acclaimed author  
and award-winning illustrator.  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#!*)%'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
%+" years 
ANNE SCHWARTZ BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Fade Is Fresh
SHAUNTAY GRANT;  
Illustrated by KITT THOMAS

A little girl learns the importance 
of speaking up for what she wants 
while at the barbershop and ends 
up rocking the fabulous hair style 
she chooses in this fun and 
empowering picture book.  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%*&'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Negro League Scrapbook
CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD; 
Foreword by Buck O’Neil

New York Times best-selling 
author Carole Boston 
Weatherford’s lively verse, 
fascinating facts, and archival 
photographs celebrate some of 
the greatest Black baseball 
players in history. 48 pages

$%&'!')#($"'&#('& 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  PB  |  !! x " / 
,+!2 years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

Diverse Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781635925265
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593406267
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593406236
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593180228
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781524739881
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593310670
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593387085
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781635928358
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Princess and the Peas
RACHEL HIMES

A reimagining of the classic  
“The Princess and the Pea” set in 
an African American community 
in the South in the 1950s. Now in 
paperback! 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'#%&'( 
$".##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  " / x !! 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Standing in the Need of Prayer
A Modern Retelling of the  
Classic Spiritual

CAROLE BOSTON WEATHERFORD; 
Illustrated by FRANK MORRISON

From an award-winning author 
and critically acclaimed artist 
comes a stunning and deeply 
moving picture book based on the 
popular spiritual “Standing in the 
Need of Prayer.” Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*)#+'( 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
0+# years 
CROWN BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Twelve Dinging Doorbells
TAMEKA FRYER BROWN;  
Illustrated by EBONY GLENN

A cumulative all-holiday carol 
packed to the brim with family, 
food, love, and Black joy, especially 
perfect for Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, graduations, and all 
family celebrations. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'!(!%'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
%+" years 
KOKILA  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Different Kind of Normal
My Real!Life COMPLETELY  
True Story About Being Unique

ABIGAIL BALFE

In this joyfully illustrated memoir, 
author-illustrator Abigail Balfe 
recounts her journey growing up 
autistic and the challenges of 
navigating the “normal” world 
around her. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 240 pages

$%&'!'%%+&&'!)#'% 
$#.##C  |  HC  |  - / x " 1 
"+!$ years 
PUFFIN CANADA  |  October  

$%&'!'%%+&&'!)('! 
!".##C  |  PB  |  - / x " 1 
"+!$ years 
PUFFIN CANADA  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 DISABILITY INCLUSION

 

Everyone Belongs
HEATHER AVIS;  
Illustrated by SARAH MENSINGA

A joyful rhyming book that 
encourages children to not only 
value all people but to also make 
room for their differences in order 
to make a better, brighter, and 
more beautiful world, from the 
New York Times bestselling author 
of Different!A Great Thing to Be! 
Full Color Illustrations Throughout, 
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#")%'( 
$!!.##/!-.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Logan’s Greenhouse
JANAY BROWN+WOOD;  
Illustrated by SAMARA HARDY

Logan searches for carrots in his 
wheelchair-accessible 
greenhouse in this vibrant 
exploration of gardening and 
healthy eating, from the Where in 
the Garden? picture book series. 
32 pages

$%&'!')&")#'!)%') 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  !2 3 x # 3 
.+, years 
PEACHTREE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sam’s Super Seats
KEAH BROWN;  
Illustrated by SHAREE MILLER

A joyful picture book about a 
disabled girl with cerebral palsy 
who goes back-to-school 
shopping with her best friends, 
from #DisabledandCute creator 
and The Pretty One author Keah 
Brown. Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"#&$'" 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
KOKILA  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Finding My Dance
RIA THUNDERCLOUD;  
Illustrated by KALILA J. FULLER

In her debut picture book, 
professional Indigenous dancer 
Ria Thundercloud tells the true 
story of her path to dance and 
how it helped her take pride in  
her Native American heritage.  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'*$#&$'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 INDIGENOUS INTEREST

Diverse Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781623543785
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593306345
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781984815170
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781774881637
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593232675
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781682631676
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593323892
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593093894
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Walking in Two Worlds
WAB KINEW

An Indigenous teen girl is caught 
between two worlds, both real and 
virtual, in the YA fantasy debut 
from bestselling Indigenous 
author Wab Kinew. Perfect for fans 
of Ready Player One and the 
Otherworld series. 296 pages

$%&'*'%#("')$*"') 
$#.##/!..##C  |  PB  |  - / x " 1 
!$ and up 
TUNDRA BOOK GROUP  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

ABC Pride
LOUIE STOWELL

A is for Acceptance! ! B is for 
Belonging! ! C is for Celebrate!  
32 pages

$%&'*'%++*')#!%'" 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  # :()* x # :()* 
.+- years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  June  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Family and Other Families
Finding the Power in Our Differences

LEWIS EDWARDS+MIDDLETON

A gentle and light-hearted tale 
about friends, family, and ferris 
wheels, Richard and Lewis 
Edwards!Middleton’s debut 
children’s book shows a world 
where there are all kinds of 
families, and they are all equal.  
32 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&!') 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  # :()* x # :()* 
.+- years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Paati’s Saris
JYOTI RAJAN GOPAL;  
Illustrated by ART TWINK

A Tamil boy explores his love for 
his grandmother and her colorful 
sari collection in this tale of 
expressing your true self. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"+)*'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 
%+" years 
KOKILA  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 LGBTQ+ INTEREST

 

Together: A First Conversation 
About Love
MEGAN MADISON and  
JESSICA RALLI; Illustrated by 
ANNE/ANDY PASSCHIER

A beginner’s exploration of love, 
relationships, and families - the 
latest in the FIRST 
CONVERSATIONS board book 
series, which offers adults the 
opportunity to begin important 
conversations with young children 
in an informed, safe, and 
supported way. 36 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*$)'# 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 & x , / 
$+- years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Trouble with Robots
By MICHELLE MOHRWEIS

Evelyn strives for excellence. Allie 
couldn’t care less. Together, these 
polar opposites must work 
together if they have any hope of 
saving their school’s robotics 
program. 288 pages

$%&'!')&")#'+&+'+ 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  0 x " / 
"+!$ years 
PEACHTREE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

All Are Neighbors
ALEXANDRA PENFOLD;  
Illustrated by SUZANNE KAUFMAN

When a new family moves in, the 
whole neighborhood comes 
together to celebrate their diverse 
community in this uplifting new 
book from the bestselling creators 
of All Are Welcome! 44 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"$$&'# 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hair
From Moptops to Mohicans,  
Afros to Cornrows

KATJA SPITZER

This delightfully informative and 
reaffirming celebration of hair 
though the ages not only explores 
the most outrageous hairstyles 
from across history, but also 
shows how hair is an important 
and powerful means of cultural 
expression no matter what your 
sex, age, or race. 40 Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'#'%$!#'%("&'! 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 1 
-+, years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 GENERAL INTEREST

Diverse Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780735269026
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744063172
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059816
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593324608
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593520963
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781682634844
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593429983
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9783791375281
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Love Is All Around
NIKKI SHANNON SMITH;  
Illustrated by RONIQUE ELLIS

This first book in the Brown Baby 
Parade series celebrates Black 
and brown babies and delivers a 
universal message of love, letting 
all babies know that they are 
cherished from head to toe. Full 
Color Illustrations, 28 pages

$%&'*'($#'()#"('* 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
CROWN BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Cat in the Hat’s Learning 
Library Super'Dee'Dooper 
Book of Animal Facts
COURTNEY CARBONE

Explore the wild world of the 
animal kingdom with the Cat in 
the Hat and Thing One and Thing 
Two in this encyclopedia for young 
readers-the first “Big Book” in the 
popular Cat in the Hat’s Learning 
Library series-featuring 
illustrations AND photographs! 
Full Color Illustrations, 128 pages

$%&'*'("('(&!)+'" 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 8 
-+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dr. Seuss Wipe'Clean 
Workbook: Learning Fun
Activity Workbook for Ages 3-5

DR. SEUSS

Children ages 3-5 will have fun 
learning and playing with all their 
favorite Dr. Seuss characters in 
this wipe-clean workbook! Filled 
with teacher-developed, 
kid-friendly activities that build 
important foundational learning 
skills. Includes a dry-erase marker! 
Full Color Illustrations, 56 pages

$%&'*'("('(%""+'+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  " 1 x !! 
.+- years 
BRIGHT MATTER BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dr. Seuss Wipe'Clean 
Workbook: Letters  
and Numbers
Activity Workbook for Ages 3-5

DR. SEUSS

Children ages 3-5 will have fun 
learning and playing with all their 
favorite Dr. Seuss characters in 
this wipe-clean workbook! Filled 
with teacher-developed, 
kid-friendly activities that build 
important foundational learning 
skills around letters and numbers. 
Includes a dry-erase marker! Full 
Color Illustrations, 56 pages

$%&'*'("('(%""('! 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  " 1 x !! 
.+- years 
BRIGHT MATTER BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dr. Seuss’s Green Eggs  
and Ham
With 12 Silly Sounds!

DR. SEUSS

Dr. Seuss’s classic story starring 
Sam!I!Am is now an interactive 
board book featuring twelve 
different sounds! Children will love 
pressing the buttons to make 
music and singing or dancing 
along! Full Color Illustrations,  
14 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#+"$'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  BR  |  , x !2 :()* 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dr. Seuss’s Sleepy Sounds
With 12 Silly Sounds!

DR. SEUSS

Dr. Seuss’s classic bedtime story is 
now an interactive board book 
featuring 12 different sounds! 
Children will love to spot the icons, 
press the buttons, and listen to 
the sounds of Dr. Seuss’s iconic 
sleepy characters. Full Color 
Illustrations, 14 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#+"&'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  BR  |  , x !2 ; 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

Dr. Seuss

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593563250
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780525581642
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780525572251
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593434291
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593434284
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Eric Carle’s Box of Wonders
100 Colorful Postcards

ERIC CARLE

100 delightful postcards featuring 
iconic artwork from Eric Carle’s 
beloved children’s books, 
including The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar and Brown Bear, Brown 
Bear, What Do You See? 50 Full 
Color Illustrations, 100 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#)(#') 
$$2.22/$,.22C  |  NT  |  % / x 0 / 
CLARKSON POTTER  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Eats Snacks
An Opposites Book

ERIC CARLE;  
Illustrated by ERIC CARLE

Join The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
for one of his favorite parts of the 
day: snack time! 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+%#'" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+. years 
WORLD OF ERIC CARLE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Very Hungry  
Caterpillar’s First Fall
ERIC CARLE;  
Illustrated by ERIC CARLE

There are so many ways to spend 
a cool fall day. Join The Very 
Hungry Caterpillar and explore 
everything the season has to offer! 
16 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+%)'# 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 x " 
2+$ years 
WORLD OF ERIC CARLE  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s 
Very First Encyclopedia
DK

Beautifully illustrated in Eric 
Carle’s signature style, this first 
encyclopedia is perfect for curious 
kids who love to learn. 224 pages

$%&'*'%++*')("#'% 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  " 3 x !2 4()* 
.+, years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Find Rick and Morty
CARTOON NETWORK

A superbly rendered puzzle book 
packed with colorful characters 
and picturesque locations from 
the Rick and Morty multiverse.  
40 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'!$*+'% 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Fruits
A Farm-to!Table Card Game for  
2 to 5 Players

JO FIRESTONE and JOSH KNAPP

A collaboration from Punderdome 
cocreator Jo Firestone and former 
Tonight Show games producer 
Josh Knapp, this fast-paced card 
game provides two to five players 
with bunches of fun! 100 Full Color 
Illustrations, 100 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#(&#') 
$!$.##/!,.-2C  |  NT  |  . & x % & 
CLARKSON POTTER  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Immortals Fenyx Rising:  
A Traveler’s Guide to the 
Golden Isle
Written by RICK BARBA

Welcome to Chryse, the Golden 
Isle! The king of the gods himself, 
Zeus, presents you with this 
indispensable travel guide to  
the ancient Greek island from 
Ubisoft’s Immortals Fenyx Rising 
video game. 96 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'"*+&'% 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Games & Puzzles

Eric Carle

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593236536
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593384732
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593384763
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744065237
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781506719047
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593235836
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781506720487
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Happiness Is . . . a Four'Book 
Classic Box Set
CHARLES M. SCHULZ

Four classic Peanuts gift books in 
one box set! 288 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!+%'" 
$.#.#0/--.#0C  |  BX   
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Memories and Life Lessons 
from the Magic Tree House
MARY POPE OSBORNE;  
Illustrated by SAL MURDOCCA

Celebrate the 30th anniversary of 
the #1 New York Times bestselling 
series with heartfelt advice from 
Mary Pope Osborne’s own life and 
her magical adventures with Jack 
and Annie-perfect for Magic Tree 
House fans of all ages! Full Color 
Illustrations, 144 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&+(+'& 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  - / x " 1 
, and up 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Snoopy Boxed Set
Written by CHARLES M. SCHULZ

A box-set facsimile collection of 
three classic SNOOPY comic strip 
books - Snoopy, Snoopy, Come 
Home and It’s A Dog’s Life, Charlie 
Brown. Including art cards 
featuring the cover art from the 
individual books. 384 pages

$%&'!'%&%%#'&)*'% 
$$%.##/...##C  |  BX   
TITAN COMICS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Dinosaurs
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

What could be more fun than 
learning to count with dinosaurs? 
This adorable board book will have 
little ones squealing with delight 
as they count all of their favorite 
dinos including T-rex, 
Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, 
Spinosaurus, Gallimimus, 
Triceratops, Parasaurolophus, 
Velociraptor, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*($'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Jackson Hole
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the fabulous town of 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, 
discovering famous attractions 
and historic landmarks including 
Town Square, National Elk Refuge, 
National Museum of Wildlife Art, 
Jackson Hole Rodeo, Antler 
Arches, hiking, mountain climbing, 
skiing and snowboarding, and 
more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)('+ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Kauai
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the lovely Hawaiian island 
of Kauai, discovering famous 
attractions and historic landmarks 
including Hanalei Bay, Kalalau 
Trail, Wailua Falls, Poipu Beach 
Park, Queen’s Bath, Kauai 
Plantation Railway, Waimea 
Canyon State Park, water sports, 
coral reefs, tropical fish, and more. 
20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)&'( 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Montana
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the exciting state of 
Montana, discovering famous 
attractions and historic landmarks 
including Yellowstone National 
Park, Glacier National Park, 
Museum of the Rockies, Flathead 
National Forest, Beartooth 
Highway, hiking, wildlife, fly 
fishing, skiing, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)+'% 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Good Night Our World,

Gift,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521472
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593484548
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781787738607
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070593
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070654
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070685
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070647
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Count to Sleep Park City
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the glorious town of Park 
City, Utah, discovering famous 
attractions and historic landmarks 
including Main Street Historic 
District, Park City Museum, Alpine 
Coaster, Woodward Park City, 
Olympic Park, mountain biking, 
skiing, snowshoeing, Town Lift, 
wildlife, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)"'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep  
Steamboat Springs
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the fabulous town of 
Steamboat Springs, Colorado, 
discovering famous attractions 
and historic landmarks including 
Main Street, Fish Creek Falls, 
Strawberry Park Hot Springs, 
Yampa River Botanic Park, 
Steamboat Gondola, Howelsen Ice 
Complex, hiking, skiing, wildlife, 
and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*))'! 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Trains
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This adorable board book will have 
little conductors jumping for joy 
as they count all of their favorite 
types of trains including freight 
trains, steam locomotives, 
passenger trains, high-speed 
trains, commuter trains, subways, 
monorails, holiday trains, and 
more. Choo, choo! 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(&') 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Count to Sleep Vail
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little counters will squeal with 
delight as they count their way 
through the lovely town of Vail, 
Colorado, discovering famous 
attractions and historic landmarks 
including Vail Village, Betty Ford 
Alpine Gardens, Vail Valley, Booth 
Falls Trail, Vail Gondola, fly fishing 
in Gore Creek, skiing and 
snowboarding, hiking, wildlife, 
festivals, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*)*'$ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

Count to Sleep Valentine’s Day
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Young Valentines will jump for joy 
as they count their way through 
Valentine’s Day. This delightful 
book features Valentine’s Day 
cards, chocolates, heart-shaped 
cakes and cookies, writing love 
poems and notes, painting hearts, 
decorating the house, making a 
Valentine’s Day heart catcher, 
stuffed animals, and more.  
20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(%'$ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Aquarium
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Young marine biologists will enjoy 
their favorite sea life and 
educational aquarium activities in 
an aquatic adventure that 
includes tropical and freshwater 
fish, rays and sharks, sea turtles, 
sea anemones, electric eels, 
piranhas, corals and seashells, 
penguins, touch-and-feel tanks, 
scuba divers, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')*"!$'$%+'# 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Brazil
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This charming board book 
features iconic Brazilian 
landmarks and famous cities 
including Rio de Janeiro, Brasilia, 
Sugarloaf Mountain, Parque 
Ibirapuera, Praia do Futuro, 
Iguazu Falls, Mini Mundo, the 
Amazon Rainforest, Brazilian 
culture, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(+'& 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Cuba
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Delightful illustrations feature 
Havana, classic cars, beaches, 
baseball, iguanas, fresh fruits  
like mango and papaya, crabs, 
dolphins, Cuban musicians and 
dancers, in places like Santiago de 
Cuba, Pinar del Rio, Trinidad, 
Ciuenfuegos, Camagüey, 
Remedios, and el Nicho waterfall! 
20 pages

$%&'!')*"!$'$%)'% 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Good Night Our World,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070623
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070661
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070586
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070609
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781602199767
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Good Night Grandpa
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Little ones will recognize and 
celebrate all of the beloved 
activities they enjoy with Grandpa, 
including playing cards, eating 
cookies, throwing a baseball, 
having a tea party, reading a book, 
fishing, taking the dog for a walk, 
going for a bike ride, and more.  
20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*("'+ 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Ice Age
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

Young readers will journey back 
through time to discover the 
fascinating creatures that roamed 
Earth during the Ice Age, 
including the mastodon, short-
faced bear, saber-toothed cat, 
ground sloth, giant beaver, dire 
wolf, and dodo bird as well as  
early human culture and more.  
20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(#'! 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Night Ski Mountain
ADAM GAMBLE, MARK JASPER

This frosty board book takes 
young skiers swooshing down  
the snowy trails and celebrates 
ski-town life, including ski 
equipment, T-bars, chair lifts, 
gondolas, bunny slopes, ski 
jumps, moguls, ski instructors, ski 
lodges, cross country skiing, cozy 
clothing, and more. 20 pages

$%&'!')+$*%'*(('( 
$#.#-/#.#-C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
GOOD NIGHT BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

   

 

Burt’s Way Home
JOHN MARTZ

A cosmic accident has left Burt 
stranded on Earth . . . or so he 
says. An early graphic novel of 
foster care and the meaning of 
home, for fans of Binky the  
Space Cat. Two Color Art 
Throughout, 60 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%!*"'$ 
$!$.##/!0.##C  |  HC  |  - / x , 
0+# years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Funny Book  
(Bobo and Pup'Pup)
VIKRAM MADAN;  
Illustrated by NICOLA SLATER

A hilarious graphic chapter book 
series about best friends Bobo 
and Pup!Pup–a monkey and  
a dog with very different 
personalities. Perfect for fans of 
Elephant & Piggie who are ready 
to graduate to two new buddies! 
Full Color Illustrations, 72 pages

$%&'*'($#'()"&*'" 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  0 x " 1 
-+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Did It!
Written & Illustrated by  
MICHAEL EMBERLEY

The little creature in this story 
wants to ride a bike. Can they do 
it? Yes, they can! A fun comic that 
kindergarteners and first graders 
can read on their own. 40 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'+)(!'# 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
%+" years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I’m Ogre It
Written & Illustrated by  
JEFF EBBELER

An ogre turns out to be the best 
neighbor ever in this punny easy 
reader comic. 40 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'(*!&'# 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
%+" years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 EARLY READER

Graphic Novels

Good Night Our World,

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070524
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070531
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781649070555
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Narwhalicorn and Jelly  
(A Narwhal and Jelly Book #7)
BEN CLANTON

In the hilarious seventh book of 
this blockbuster graphic novel 
series, Narwhal wishes to see a 
unicorn - and actually becomes 
one! Full Color Illustrations,  
80 pages

$%&'*'%#("'))%"'& 
$!$.##/!0.##C  |  HC  |  0 x " 1 
0+# years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Noodleheads Take It Easy
TEDD ARNOLD, MARTHA 
HAMILTON, and MITCH WEISS; 
Illustrated by TEDD ARNOLD

Taking it easy is easy peasy, until 
Mac and Mac give it a try! This 
colorful graphic novel will have 1st 
and 2nd grade independent 
readers laughing out loud at 
Noodleheads’ funny adventures. 
48 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'+%(&'$ 
$!-.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
0+# years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Super Family!  
(Simon and Chester Book #3)
CALE ATKINSON

Join Simon and Chester in their 
third adventure as they navigate 
family dynamics and a very 
important ghost conference!  
A hilarious new graphic novel 
series for fans of The Bad Guys 
and Dog Man. Full Color 
Illustrations Throughout,  
104 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%"+#'$ 
$!$.##/!0.##C  |  HC  |  , x # 
0+# years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Two'Headed Chicken
TOM ANGLEBERGER;  
Illustrated by TOM ANGLEBERGER

In a hilarious, absurdist romp 
by"New York Times"best-selling 
creator Tom Angleberger, a 
two-headed chicken races across 
the multiverse to escape a hungry 
moose. 208 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"#"!'% 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  - & x " / 
,+!2 years 
WALKER BOOKS US  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Alcatoe and the Turnip Child
ISAAC LENKIEWICZ

Welcome to Plum Woods, where 
spells come alive and witches 
gather for the Annual Harvest 
Festival to celebrate the season! 
Perfect for fans of Aster and the 
Accidental Magic and Hilda.  
64 pages

$%&'!'&#&%+'*!+') 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  , / x !2 1 
,+!2 years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Cardboardia 2: This Side Up
RICHARD FAIRGRAY &  
LUCY CAMPAGNOLO;  
Illustrated by RICHARD FAIRGRAY

A war for the very fate of the 
cardboard kingdom smolders and 
could ignite at any moment in the 
second book in the Cardboardia 
graphic novel series, perfect for 
fans of Furthermore and 
Nightlights. 96 pages

$%&'!')+($('*+!'% 
$$2.##/$,.##C  |  HC  |  , / x !! 
"+!2 years 
PIXEL+INK  |  October  

$%&'!')+($('!!!'% 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  , / x !! 
"+!2 years 
PIXEL+INK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hilda: The Trolberg Stories
LUKE PEARSON

This special collector’s edition 
collects books three and four in 
the Hilda graphic novel series, 
Hilda and the Bird Parade & Hilda 
and the Black Hound, which 
inspired the award winning  
Hilda animated series on Netflix. 
96 pages

$%&'!'&#&%+'*&#'" 
$$#.##/.#.##C  |  HC  |  " & x !$ 
"+!$ years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Legend of Sally Jones
JAKOB WEGELIUS

Another gripping Sally Jones 
adventure - the gorgeously 
illustrated, prizewinning prequel 
to The Murderer’s Ape. Full Color 
Illustrations, 112 pages

$%&'!'%&")$'"##'! 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  0 / x !2 :()* 
"+!$ years 
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 MIDDLE GRADE

Graphic Novels
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Minions: Super Banana Games!
Written by STEPHANE LAPUSS’,  
Art by RENAUD COLLIN

Ahead of their next cinematic 
outing Minions: The Rise of Gru in 
2022, the Minions are back to 
causing mischief, this time taking 
on their toughest challenge yet... 
SPORT! YES, 48 pages

$%&'!'%&%%#'*"*'( 
$0.##/".##C  |  PB  |   
#+!$ years 
TITAN COMICS  |  June  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Santiago!
Santiago Ram?n y Cajal!Artist,  
Scientist, Troublemaker

Written & Illustrated by JAY HOSLER

A graphic novel retelling of the 
inspiring true story of polymath 
Santiago Ramon y Cajal, visionary 
pioneer of modern neuroscience, 
and his early dreams of becoming 
an artist. 224 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'(*#)'% 
$$$.##/$#.##C  |  HC  |  0 x " / 
"+!$ years 
MARGARET FERGUSON BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sisters of the Mist
TUNDE VOLLENBROEK

Join Kyra and her sisters as they 
fight the mysterious forces of the 
forest, and the challenges of 
drifting apart with age, perfect for 
transitional readers aging out of 
the Hilda Graphic Novel series. 136 
pages

$%&'!'&#&%+'*%+'* 
$!-.##/$!.##C  |  PB  |  0 5 x " 8 
"+!$ years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tales of a Seventh'Grade 
Lizard Boy
JONATHAN HILL;  
Illustrated by JONATHAN HILL

Drawing on the experiences of his 
Vietnamese American family and 
his love of ’80s sci-fi shows, 
Jonathan Hill crafts a funny, 
insightful graphic novel about the 
immigrant experience and the 
perils of middle school. 288 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!)(*'$ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  0 x " / 
"+!$ years 
WALKER BOOKS US  |  September  

$%&'!'(#)"'!)+)'" 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  0 x " / 
"+!$ years 
WALKER BOOKS US  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Welcome to Feral
Written & Illustrated by  
MARK FEARING

How many kids will go missing 
before this town admits it’s 
haunted? Find out in this freakily 
fun new graphic novel series!  
240 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'+&)('+ 
$$!.##/$".##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Neurocomic
A Comic About the Brain

HANA ROS and MATTEO FARINELLA

Do you know what your brain is 
made of? How does memory 
function? What is a neuron and 
how does it work? For that matter 
what’s a comic? And in the words 
of Lewis Carroll’s famous 
caterpillar: “Who are you?”  
152 pages

$%&'!'$!#!"#'*&') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  PB  |  0 & x " 8 
!0 and up 
NOBROW  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

White Bird Movie Tie'In:  
A Wonder Story
A Novelization Based  
on the Graphic Novel

R. J. PALACIO

Read the novelization of the 
celebrated New York Times 
bestselling story of kindness and 
unrelenting courage in a time of 
war–inspired by the blockbuster 
phenomenon Wonder. 288 pages

$%&'*'($#'())$#'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  - / x " 1 
"+!$ years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 YOUNG ADULT
FINAL COVER TO COME

Graphic Novels
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Grumpy Monkey  
Valentine Gross'Out
SUZANNE LANG;  
Illustrated by MAX LANG

The New York Times #1 bestselling 
character Jim Panzee is very 
grumpy about Valentine’s Day 
until his buddy Norman shows 
him that the holiday is for 
everyone. Two pages of full-color 
stickers are included for extra fun! 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&)$"'+ 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Grumpy Monkey  
Who Threw That?
A Graphic Novel Chapter Book

SUZANNE LANG;  
Illustrated by MAX LANG

A longer storyline, multiple panels 
per page, and hilarious dialogue 
will keep kids laughing all the way 
to the end, when Jim Panzee 
learns an important lesson about 
apologies. Full Color Illustrations, 
88 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*)*('( 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  0 x " 1 
-+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Leo Learns to Meditate
A Curious Kid’s Guide to Life’s Ups  
and Downs and Lots In!Between

FRANCESCA HAMPTON;  
Illustrated by JOHN LEDDA

A wildly engaging and imaginative 
story that introduces the world of 
meditation to kids ages 6-10 
through a relatable character 
named Leo, who learns to 
cultivate relaxation, mindfulness, 
and lovingkindness. 44 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$!)'$ 
$!,.#-/$..#-C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 & 
0+# years 
BALA KIDS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Amazing Nature Puzzles
HIGHLIGHTS

Explore our incredible planet 
through this Hidden Pictures 
puzzle book that features over 100 
amazing nature scenes and more 
than 1,500 hidden objects in these 
trademark Highlights black-and-
white puzzles. 144 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&)&'* 
$#.#-/!$.#-C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Christmas Puzzles Deluxe
HIGHLIGHTS

Spread the Christmas cheer with 
this Hidden Pictures puzzle book 
that features over 55 holiday 
scenes and more than 600 hidden 
objects in color and black-and-
white puzzles. Also includes bonus 
cut-out ornaments and glitter 
stickers. Full Color & B&W 
Illustrations, 96 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+!'# 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
%+" years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dinosaur Code Crackers
HIGHLIGHTS

This portable prehistoric puzzle 
book with a built-in decoder wheel 
provides kids with more than 20 
dinosaur-themed code puzzles to 
play on the go. 32 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+('! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  PB  |  - x , / 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Giant Sticker Monster Fun
HIGHLIGHTS

With over 190 oversized stickers 
and more than 60 pages of 
puzzles, activities, and scenes to 
create, this monster-themed 
collection is perfect for young 
creative puzzlers! 10 Pages 
Stickers, 64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&$(') 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+0 years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Highlights,

Grumpy Monkey Health & Wellness
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Halloween Games
HIGHLIGHTS

This spectacularly spooky puzzle 
book with a built-in spinner is a 
fun way to enjoy Highlights 
activities and games this 
Halloween! 32 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+)'& 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  PB  |  - x , / 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Halloween Puzzles Deluxe
HIGHLIGHTS

The perfect treat for Halloween, 
this Hidden Pictures puzzle  
book features over 50 spooky 
scenes and more than  
600 hidden objects in color  
and black-and-white puzzles. 
Includes glow-in-the-dark  
stickers and make-your-own 
masks. Full Color & B&W 
Illustrations, 96 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+"'* 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
%+" years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Highlights Book of How
Discover the Science Behind  
How the World Works

HIGHLIGHTS

This companion to the bestselling 
Highlights Book of Things to Do 
provides dozens of ways for kids 
age seven and up to explore and 
create while deepening their 
understanding of science.  
352 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+$'$ 
$$#.##/.#.##C  |  HC  |  , / x !2 
, and up 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Highlights Book of  
Things to Do Indoors
Dream, Imagine, Observe,  
and Write Great Things

HIGHLIGHTS

The Highlights Book of Things to 
Do Indoors is the ultimate 
boredom buster, filled with dozens 
of ways for kids to explore, create, 
problem-solve, and boost their 
brainpower-all from inside the 
home, classroom, or any other 
indoor spot. 160 pages

$%&'!')++%"'$+#'+ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  , / x # 
, and up 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

The Highlights  
Kindness Library
HIGHLIGHTS

An illustrated boxed set of books 
that highlight all the small but 
meaningful ways young children 
can show kindness every day. 
Includes an activity booklet and a 
kindness poster.  pages

$%&'!')++%"'&$$'+ 
$%-.22/02.22C  |  BX  |   
$+- years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Highlights Learn-and'Play 123 
Stamper Games
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING

Includes 2 double-sided, self-
inking, washable stampers and 
flashcards that make learning 
about numbers and counting an 
interactive game. 4 Double Sided 
Self Ink Stampers, 64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&#!'+ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+- years 
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Highlights Learn-and'Play 
ABC Spinner Games
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING

Spin to play games and learn the 
alphabet! This comprehensive 
book-and-learning-game 
experience is designed by 
educators to make learning about 
letters and practicing writing an 
interactive game. Attached 
Spinner, 64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&#"'! 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+- years 
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Highlights Learn-and'Play 
Math Stamper Games
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING

Includes 2 double-sided, self-
inking, washable stampers and 
flashcards that make learning 
about addition, subtraction, and 
counting an interactive game.  
4 Double Sided Self!Ink Stampers, 
64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&#+'( 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
-+, years 
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Highlights,
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Highlights Learn-and'Play 
Phonics Spinner Games
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING

This comprehensive book-and-
learning-game experience is 
designed by educators to make 
learning about phonics and 
writing practice an interactive 
game. Attached Spinner, 64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&##'& 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
-+, years 
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jumbo Pad of Number Puzzles
HIGHLIGHTS

More than 125 favorite number 
puzzles and activities make this 
collection an excellent gift for any 
occasion, and perfect for busy 
families on the go. 256 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+%'( 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Learning Kindness Activity Set
HIGHLIGHTS

This all-in-one activity set blends 
write-on wipe-off pages and an 
activity pad that helps 
preschoolers and kindergartners 
build social-emotional learning 
skills with writing practice, 
puzzles, drawing, and more. 96 
Page Pad; 5 Wowo Cards, 96 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&)#'( 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+0 years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My World and Me Hidden 
Pictures Sticker Learning Fun
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING

This preschool sticker workbook  
is a playful, interactive way for 
children to learn about self-
awareness, family, traditions, 
inclusion, other cultures, 
community, and diversity.  
64 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&))') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+- years 
HIGHLIGHTS LEARNING  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

 

Stick with Kindness Reusable 
Sticker Playscenes
HIGHLIGHTS

Bring out the fun of learning 
kindness and imagination with 
this set of 3 double-sided 
playscenes and more than 170 
vinyl cling reusable stickers. 
Custom Folder (+) Set, 5 pages

$%&'!')++%"')%!') 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  NT  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+0 years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tongue Twisters!
The Trickiest, Twistiest Joke Book Ever

HIGHLIGHTS

Tons of tricky tongue twisters  
will have kids laughing over and 
over again in this companion to 
Laugh Attack and Knock Knock! 
352 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&)('$ 
$!2.##/!..##C  |  PB  |  - / x " 1 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Unicorn Sparkle Hidden 
Pictures Puzzles
HIGHLIGHTS

This collection of fantastical 
Hidden Pictures puzzles offers a 
sparkly puzzling experience. Kids 
can use the included sparkly 
metallic marker and holographic 
stickers to find hundreds of 
hidden objects and create 
shimmering scenes. 32 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&++'+ 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  PB  |  - x , / 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Write'On Wipe'Off My First 
Unicorn Hidden Pictures
HIGHLIGHTS

Bring out the unicorn magic with 
this write-on wipe-off book with 
colorful Hidden Pictures puzzles, 
drawing and tracing activities, 
AND 40+ reusable sparkle stickers. 
The book comes with a sparkly 
metallic marker and can be played 
with over and over again. Full 
Color Illustrations Throughout,  
56 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&$+'$ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  NT  |  " 3 x !2 8 
.+0 years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

    

Highlights,
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All the Colors of Christmas 
(Board)
MATTHEW PAUL TURNER

The bestselling author of When 
God Made You and When I Pray for 
You captures the wonder of 
Christmas and the joy of Jesus’ 
birth in a lyrical exploration of 
what makes the season so 
colorful, magical, and personal. 
Full Color Illustrations, 30 pages

$%&'*'($#'(%$)+'* 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 5 
2+. years 
CONVERGENT BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bear Looks for Santa Claus
A Tiny Tab Book

NOSY CROW

Bear is looking for Santa Claus. 
Will he be able to find him before 
Christmas? Little readers will love 
joining in with Bear’s holiday 
search. 8 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%(#') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , / x , / 
2+. years 
NOSY CROW  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Best Christmas Ever!  
(Sesame Street)
ANDREA POSNER+SANCHEZ; 
Illustrated by BARRY GOLDBERG

Tango enjoys the best Christmas 
ever, thanks to Elmo and his 
friends, in this jolly board book 
inspired by the animated special 
Sesame Street’s The Nutcracker! 
Full Color Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'())%$'+ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Christmas Is Coming!  
(PAW Patrol)
HOLLIS JAMES;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Celebrate Christmas with 
Nickelodeon’s PAW Patrol in this 
storybook, which features a lift-
the-flap holiday countdown 
calendar! Full Color Illustrations, 
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&*&!'$ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 CHRISTMAS

 

Christmas Is Joy
EMMA DODD;  
Illustrated by EMMA DODD

An enchanting celebration of  
the true meaning of Christmas, 
featuring two adorable reindeer.  
22 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"))&'# 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+. years 
TEMPLAR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Christmas Kitten
A touch-and-feel book

ROSIE ADAMS;  
Illustrated by LUCY BARNARD

Gentle rhyming text and touch-
and-feel textures make this the 
perfect way for toddlers to 
experience with Kitten the magic 
and joy of Christmas. 10 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*")'% 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  - 8 x - 8 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Christmas Street
JONATHAN EMMETT; Illustrated by 
INGELA P. ARRHENIUS

This spectacular lift-the-flap 
Christmas alphabet story is a 
book, a fold-out play-scene, and a 
beautiful festive frieze to decorate 
your room—the perfect Christmas 
gift! 26 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%("'$ 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  BR  |  , 44()* x !! / 
$+- years 
NOSY CROW  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Christmas Swim
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 
LICENSES

Celebrate Christmas with Bluey 
and her family! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!!+'+ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
.+- years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
October  

TAKE A PEEK
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The Christmas Wish
LORI EVERT

Believe in the magic of Christmas 
with this New York Times 
bestselling wintry tale, now in 
board book for the first time with 
an abridged text perfect for little 
ones. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'()+"!'$ 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  BR  |  0 & x # 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Christmasaurus
TOM FLETCHER;  
Illustrated by SHANE DEVRIES

Move over, Rudolph! It’s time for 
the Christmasaurus to lead 
Santa’s sleigh. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'())!)'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Clarice Bean, Think Like an Elf
LAUREN CHILD;  
Illustrated by LAUREN CHILD

With the help of Lauren Child’s wit 
and visual humor, Clarice Bean 
kindles the holiday spirit in a full-
color illustrated novel perfect for 
family sharing—and certain to be 
a keeper. 240 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"#)('! 
$!#.##/NCR  |  HC  |  - 46()* x , 8 
"+!$ years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Color with Stickers: Christmas
Create 10 Pictures with Stickers!

JONNY MARX;  
Compiled by TIGER TALES

Color with stickers! Children can 
create their own festive Christmas 
pictures with more than 150 
stickers and pull-out pages! 
Match the stickers to the 
numbered grids to build each 
Christmas scene. 32 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*"+'+ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  # 7 x # 7 
-+# years 
TIGER TALES  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Donkey’s Song
A Christmas Nativity Story

JACKI KELLUM;  
Illustrated by SYDNEY HANSON

Children will experience the first 
Christmas through new eyes in 
this incredibly moving story of the 
Nativity, told by the gentle but 
determined donkey that carried 
Jesus’s parents to Bethlehem.  
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%(*('! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Green Is for Christmas
DREW DAYWALT:  
Illustrated by OLIVER JEFFERS

In this Christmas story starring 
the crayons from the #1 New York 
Times bestseller The Day The 
Crayons Quit, Green Crayon is 
certain that he is the only 
Christmas color in the box. Of 
course, Red, White, Silver and even 
Tan have something to say about 
that... Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(##&'% 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  - / x 0 & 
%+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Here Comes Christmas!  
(Blue’s Clues & You)
SARA MILLER;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Celebrate Christmas with 
Nickelodeon’s Blue’s Clues & You 
in this sweet storybook-with a lift-
the-flap countdown calendar at 
the end! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%$&+'+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

If I Were Saint Nick– 
by the Cat in the Hat
A Christmas Story

RANDOM HOUSE

The Cat imagines how HE would 
fill in for Santa Claus in this 
hilarious new Beginner Book-a 
sequel to If I Had Your Vote by the 
Cat in the Hat and If I Ran Your 
School by the Cat in the Hat-that’s 
perfect for Christmas celebrations 
and gift giving! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#!"&'# 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  HC  |  0 / x # 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Holiday
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If You Met Santa
HOLLY HATAM

Catch Santa on his downtime in 
this clever, eyecatching board 
book by a New York Times 
bestselling illustrator of Dear Girl! 
Perfect for anyone who loves 
Christmas! Full Color Illustrations, 
34 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%(*#'% 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jingle Bells
Sing Along With Me!

JAMES LORD PIERPONT;  
Illustrated by YU+HSUAN HUANG

An elegant cut-paper edition of 
the classic Christmas song 
transforms with each turn of the 
page and offers a spectacular 
pop-up finale. 8 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%+('! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+$ years 
NOSY CROW  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jolly Santa’s Guessing Game
EDWARD MILLER

Little ones can play a guessing 
game in this Christmas-themed, 
interactive board book with a 
glittery front cover! Full Color 
Illustrations, 18 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&))&'$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 1 x # 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Justice League Saves 
Christmas! (DC Justice League)
STEVE FOXE;  
Illustrated by PERNILLE ØRUM

Count down the days to the 
holidays with Batman, Superman, 
Wonder Woman, and the Justice 
League in this hardcover 
storybook, which features an 
advent calendar! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&*&"') 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Let’s Get a Christmas Tree!
LORI HASKINS HOURAN;  
Illustrated by NILA AYE

Christmas is coming! This sweet 
Little Golden Book is about a 
young girl choosing a Christmas 
tree with her family. Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*)(#') 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Merry Christmas, Princess! 
(Disney Princess)
NICOLE JOHNSON;  
Illustrated by THE DISNEY 
STORYBOOK ART TEAM

See the Disney Princesses’ 
favorite Christmas traditions in 
this festive holiday storybook with 
a lift-the-flap countdown calendar 
at the end! Full Color Illustrations, 
24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+"+('$ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE/DISNEY  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Merry Little Christmas
A Finger Wiggle Book

SALLY SYMES;  
Illustrated by NICK SHARRATT

Bring merry holiday characters to 
life with an interactive board book 
perfect for the littlest stockings.  
18 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&#%'# 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()* x , 4()* 
2+. years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Night Before  
the Nutcracker  
(American Ballet Theatre)
JOHN ROBERT ALLMAN;  
Illustrated by JULIANNA SWANEY

Get a front-row seat and 
experience the excitement of 
opening night as young dancers 
prepare for a performance of The 
Nutcracker. This festive holiday 
picture book, created in 
partnership with American Ballet 
Theatre, is a perfect gift for young 
readers and dance fans. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&*$!'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Holiday
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Peppa Pig and the  
Christmas Surprise
CANDLEWICK PRESS

Join Peppa Pig and her family for 
a high-flying Christmas—and a 
special surprise—when Grandpa 
Pig receives a drone from Santa. 
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&!*') 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  !! 1 x # '()* 
$+- years 
CANDLEWICK ENTERTAINMENT  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Pirate Christmas!  
(Santiago of the Seas)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

This festive Christmas board  
book stars the pirates from 
Nickelodeon’s Santiago of the 
Seas! This book is the perfect 
stocking stuffer for kids ages  
0 to 3! Full Color Illustrations,  
22 pages

$%&'*'($#'()#$#'$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 5 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Return of the  
Christmas Witch
AUBREY PLAZA and  
DANIEL MURPHY;  
Illustrated by JULIA IREDALE

In the much-anticipated follow-up 
to The Legend of the Christmas 
Witch, Parks and Recreation star 
Aubrey Plaza and creative partner 
Dan Murphy’s fiery heroine has 
returned. . . and this time she’s 
taking on Christmas. 56 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(*&#') 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 / 
-+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Richard Scarry’s Best 
Christmas Book Ever!
RICHARD SCARRY

It’s Christmas time in Busytown! 
Join Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm and 
all their Busytown friends as they 
prepare for the holiday season! A 
great way to introduce young 
children to the friendly characters 
in Richard Scarry’s Busytown. Full 
Color Illustrations, 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&%)"'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 1 x !! 8 
.+, years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Santa Stops at Disneyland 
(Disney Classic)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

This brand-new Little Golden 
Book features Santa Claus at 
Disneyland! Kids ages 2 to 5, 
Disney Park fans, and Little 
Golden Book collectors of all ages 
will love this fun and festive 
storybook! Full Color Illustrations, 
24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+##('% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN/DISNEY  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Santa’s Busy Day
DK

Would you like to see Santa’s 
workshop, meet the busy elves, 
and join in the festive fun? If so, 
turn the page and start your 
adventure. 12 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&$'" 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x " 1 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Strum and Drum
A Merry Little Quest

JASHAR AWAN

A pair of Christmas tree 
ornaments set out on the merry 
adventure of a lifetime in this 
imaginative picture book about 
the inner lives of holiday 
decorations. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 56 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%"#$'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # 1 x 0 / 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Twas the Night  
Before Christmas
Or Account of a Visit from St. Nicholas

CLEMENT C. MOORE;  
Illustrated by MATT TAVARES

Exquisitely detailed drawings by 
Matt Tavares embody the spirit of 
a magical night in a lavish, full-
size gift edition marking the 
two-hundredth anniversary of the 
classic poem. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!%$$'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # & x !! '()* 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Uni the Unicorn:  
Reindeer Helper
AMY KROUSE ROSENTHAL; 
Illustrated by BRIGETTE BARRAGER

New York Times bestseller Uni  
the Unicorn is back in this original 
story! Celebrate the holiday 
season with the perfect gift, and 
ride along with Uni on a magical 
adventure to help Santa’s 
reindeer! Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'!%&*$') 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Very Archie Christmas
ARCHIE SUPERSTARS

Have a holly, jolly Christmas in this 
title featuring some of Archie’s 
most merry stories! Full Color 
Illustrations, 120 pages

$%&'!')+(%)'&$$'$ 
$!$.##/!0.##C  |  PB  |  0 x # 
# and up 
ARCHIE COMICS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s 
Peekaboo Christmas
ERIC CARLE;  
Illustrated by ERIC CARLE

Ring in the holidays with festive 
search-and-find fun in this 
Christmas tree-shaped board 
book perfect for fans of The Very 
Hungry Caterpillar! 10 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!%#'! 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 46()* x # 1 
2+. years 
WORLD OF ERIC CARLE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Very Mercy Christmas
KATE DICAMILLO;  
Illustrated by CHRIS VAN DUSEN

For fans of Mercy Watson, old and 
new, comes a joyful crescendo of 
favorite characters in a picture-
book celebration of the quiet 
miracles the holidays bring.  
Mercy ornament included!  
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!#)*'% 
$!".##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # 5 x !2 5 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

When Santa Came to Stay
BILLY SHARFF;  
Illustrated by EDA KABAN

The Grinch meets Snowmen  
at Christmas in this rollicking, 
rhyming picture book that 
answers the question, Why can’t 
Christmas last all year? Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"("#'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+, years 
DIAL  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Would You Rather?  
Christmas Edition
Laugh!Out!Loud  
Holiday Game for Kids

LINDSEY DALY

From the bestselling author of 
Would You Rather? Made You 
Think! Edition and Would You 
Rather? Family Challenge! Edition, 
a collection of funny, challenging 
Christmas-themed questions for 
“Would You Rather?”minus loving 
kids. 128 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#())'# 
$,.##/!!.22C  |  PB  |  - / x " 1 
"+!$ years 
Z KIDS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dad, Don’t Miss It!
QIAOQIAO LI

Let’s stay connected to each 
other! A distracted parent comes 
to appreciate a child’s imagination 
and the importance of paying 
attention in this whimsical tale, 
inspired by Chinese folk culture. 
40 pages

$%&'!'))")('!!"'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
%+" years 
MINEDITIONUS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Grandpa Is the Best!
D. J. STEINBERG;  
Illustrated by RUTH HAMMOND

From the best-selling author of 
the Here I Come! series, this 
collection of poems makes a 
perfect gift for grandpas, abuelos, 
and zaydes everywhere. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%!!'( 
$".##/!!.##C  |  HC  |  - & x - / 
%+" years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 FATHER’S DAY

Holiday
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When Your Daddy’s a Soldier
GRETCHEN BRANDENBURG 
MCLELLAN; Illustrated by  
EG KELLER

A lyrical, moving story about  
a family’s experience at home 
during their dad’s time away  
at war. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)#$*'! 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Brick or Treat! (LEGO)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

A Halloween storybook filled with 
spooky fun-starring LEGO 
minifigures! Full Color Illustrations, 
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&!&#'* 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  HC  |  , & x , & 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Crayons Trick or Treat
DREW DAYWALT

The Crayons from the #1 New York 
Times bestselling The Day The 
Crayons Quit are really to 
celebrate Halloween! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#')"!*"'& 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  - / x 0 & 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dinos Don’t Give Up!
SMRITI PRASADAM+HALLS; 
Illustrated by RICHARD MERRITT

A humorous, rhyming dinosaur 
tale about determination and 
learning that having fun isn’t 
always about being the best.  
32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"&&'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 FATHER’S DAY  HALLOWEEN

 

Elmo’s Trick-or'Treat Fun!:  
A Halloween Counting Book 
(Sesame Street)
ANDREA POSNER+SANCHEZ; 
Illustrated by JOE MATHIEU

Celebrate Halloween on Sesame 
Street with Elmo and friends-and 
count to 10-in this board book with 
sturdy tabs! Full Color Illustrations, 
18 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#*&'+ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Happy Halloween,  
Little Engine!
A Tabbed Board Book

MATT MITTER;  
Illustrated by JANNIE HO

Celebrate Halloween with The 
Little Engine That Could in this 
charming original tabbed board 
book featuring everyone’s favorite 
train and a delightful rhyming 
holiday story. 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$"#'# 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
.+- years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Pumpkin
A First Halloween Story

LISA EDWARDS;  
Illustrated by KAT KALINDI

Follow Little Pumpkin as she and 
Big Pumpkin prepare for a fun 
night with their fall friends!  
12 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)(!&'$ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 1 x 0 & 
!+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Peter Rabbit: Trick or Treat
BEATRIX POTTER

Join Peter and his sisters as they 
get their Halloween costumes 
ready for trick-or-treating!  
16 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(#$%#') 
$,.##/NCR  |  BR  |  , 1 x 0 1 
$+- years 
WARNE  |  August  

$%&'*'"+!'(#$%+'# 
!$.##C  |  BR  |  ,+/ x 0+'()* 
$+- years 
PUFFIN UK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK
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Snowmen at Halloween
CARALYN BUEHNER;  
Illustrated by MARK BUEHNER

The snowmen are getting their 
Halloween costumes ready for the 
latest board book in this New York 
Times bestselling series. Full Color 
Illustrations, 28 pages

$%&'*'($#'("$!*'" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  - / x , 7 
.+, years 
DIAL  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Spooky Witch’s Guessing Game
Written and Illustrated by 
EDWARD MILLER

Little ones can play a guessing 
game in this Halloween-themed 
interactive board book with a 
glittery front cover that puts the 
treat in trick-or-treat! Full Color 
Illustrations, 18 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&+$#'% 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 1 x # 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Spot’s Pumpkin Surprise
ERIC HILL; Illustrated by ERIC HILL

Join Spot and his family as they 
grow a pumpkin in the garden and 
make a fun fall surprise! 10 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(("*+'$ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  " / x " / 
.+- years 
WARNE  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Is the Way  
We Trick or Treat
A Halloween Nursery Rhyme

ARLO FINSY;  
Illustrated by YUYI CHEN

Celebrate Halloween with this fun 
twist on the popular nursery 
rhyme “Here We Go ‘Round the 
Mulberry Bush” that’s perfect for 
reading out loud! Full Color 
Illustrations, 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'+##%$'$ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tinysaurs Trick or Treat
PATRICIA HEGARTY;  
Illustrated by DEAN GRAY

In this latest installment of the 
Tinysaurs adventures, Clawdie, 
Spike, and Roary find that they 
don’t have any candy for the trick-
or-treaters who come to their 
door! Can they figure out a way to 
save Halloween? 32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"$*'! 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x " 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

We’re Going on a Goon Hunt
MICHAEL REX

This spooky parody of We’re Going 
on a Bear Hunt is a hilarious 
companion to the NYT #1 
bestseller Goodnight Goon. Full 
Color Illustrations, 34 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#!*&'" 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 x - 
.+- years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Best Kids’ Hanukkah  
Jokes Ever!
HIGHLIGHTS

This entertaining collection of 
Hanukkah jokes, plus other 
favorite Jewish festivals, will make 
kids laugh throughout the year. 
128 pages

$%&'!')++%"'&+#'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  PB  |  % 1 x , 
0+# years 
HIGHLIGHTS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hanukkah, Here I Come!
D. J. STEINBERG;  
Illustrated by SARA PALACIOS

Celebrate Hanukkah with a 
collection of funny and festive 
poems from the author of the 
hugely popular Kindergarten,  
Here I Come! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'*$+")') 
$-.##/,.##C  |  PB  |  " x " 
%+0 years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 HANNUKAH

Holiday
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Hershel and the Hanukkah 
Goblins (Gift Edition)
ERIC A. KIMMEL; Illustrated by 
TRINA SCHART HYMAN

Featuring a handsome slipcase 
and poster, this new edition of the 
beloved Caldecott Honor winning 
tale is a perfect Hanukkah gift!  
32 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'("(('" 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 1 
%+" years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Latkes and Applesauce
A Hanukkah Story

FRAN MANUSHKIN (Author);  
KRIS EASLER (Illustrator)

A cat and dog create a Hanukkah 
miracle, just in the nick of time in 
this updated reissue of the 
beloved holiday classic. 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'!()'$ 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
.+, years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Puppy for Hanukkah  
(Disney Classic)
GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by THE 
DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

Celebrate the Festival of Lights 
with a new puppy in this holiday 
Little Golden Book based on 
“Puppy for Hanukkah,” the viral 
song that became an instant 
holiday classic! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+#+*'! 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN/DISNEY  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Grandma’s Farm
MICHAEL GARLAND

In this charming and nostalgia-
filled companion to the best-
selling picture book Grandpa’s 
Tractor, a grandmother shares  
her fond memories of farm life.  
32 pages

$%&'!')#($"'(&#'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !! x !2 
%+" years 
ASTRA YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 MOTHER’S DAY

 

Greatest Grandma Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

ELLEN LEE

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and a great gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
the world’s Greatest Grandma: 
yours! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*)&'* 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Longest, Strongest Thread
INBAL LEITNER (Author/Illustrator)

Fans of the Invisible String will 
love this story about a 
grandmother and granddaughter 
who must find different ways to 
stay connected even when they 
are far apart. 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'#($'+ 
$!0.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  # / x # / 
.+, years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Grandma Is the Best!
D. J. STEINBERG;  
Illustrated by RUTH HAMMOND

From the best-selling author of 
the Here I Come! series, this 
collection of poems makes a 
perfect gift for grandmas, abuelas, 
and bubbes everywhere. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%!#'$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  HC  |  - & x - / 
%+" years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Berenstain Bears Meet 
Bigpaw: A Thanksgiving Story 
(Berenstain Bears)
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A new Thanksgiving storybook 
featuring everyone’s favorite bear 
family-the Berenstain Bears! Kids 
ages 3 to 7 will enjoy this sweet, 
Thanksgiving-themed story filled 
with fun, colorful illustrations-it’s 
the perfect read-aloud for the 
holiday season! Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&"&"'% 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 THANKSGIVING

Holiday
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Elmo’s Best Thanksgiving Ever! 
(Sesame Street)
JODIE SHEPHERD;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Celebrate Thanksgiving together 
on Sesame Street with this Little 
Golden Book starring Elmo and 
his family and friends-including 
Oscar, Abby, Cookie Monster, and 
Julia! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#!!'+ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Giving Thanks
How Thanksgiving Became a National 
Holiday

DENISE KIERNAN;  
Illustrated by JAMEY CHRISTOPH

The beautifully illustrated true 
story of the origins of how 
Thanksgiving became a national 
holiday in America and Sarah 
Josepha Hale, the woman who 
made the holiday happen by the 
New York Times bestselling author 
Denise Kiernan. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*++!') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

I Love You,  
Cockatoo 

 
Sarah Aspinall

 

I Love You, Cockatoo
SARAH ASPINALL

A laugh-out-loud picture book 
that says I Love You no matter 
what! 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"%+"'( 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
$+- years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Love from Matilda
ROALD DAHL;  
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE

Ring in Valentine’s Day-and love-
with Matilda! This charming title 
featuring Roald Dahl’s brilliant 
young heroine is the perfect gift 
for that special someone on 
Valentine’s Day-or any day of the 
year. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*)*'+ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  - / x 0 & 
,+!2 years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 VALENTINE’S DAY

 

The Mystery of the Love List
SARAH GLENN MARSH;  
Illustrated by ISHAA LOBO

A heart-warming Valentine’s 
mystery 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(""!'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 / x " / 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Rocket’s Secret Valentine
TAD HILLS

Celebrate Valentine’s Day with 
Rocket, the canine star of Tad 
Hills’s New York Times-bestselling 
picture books, in this new 
adventure! Full Color Illustrations, 
22 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&!##'! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 5 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Valentine’s Day, Here I Come!
D. J. STEINBERG;  
Illustrated by LAURIE STANSFIELD

Celebrate Valentine’s Day with  
a collection of funny and festive 
poems from the author of the 
hugely popular Kindergarten,  
Here I Come! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%!%'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  PB  |  " x " 
%+0 years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Valentine’s Day Jitters
JULIE DANNEBURG;  
JUDY LOVE (Illustrator)

In this installment of the best-
selling Jitters series, Mrs. Hartwell 
is planning the perfect Valentine’s 
Day party for her class, complete 
with crafts, games, and a super-
big, super-complicated cake! 
What could possibly go wrong?  
32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'#&&'+ 
$,.##/#.##C  |  PB  |  " x !2 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

Holiday
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Where Do Diggers Say  
I Love You?
BRIANNA CAPLAN SAYRES; 
Illustrated by CHRISTIAN SLADE

For fans of Where Do Diggers 
Sleep at Night? and its things-
that-go companion books–now 
you can join all the vehicles as 
they celebrate Valentine’s Day! 
Perfect for the littlest truck lovers! 
Full Color Illustrations, 22 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%"+!'& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , / x 0 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Chinese New Year Colors
Written & Illustrated by  
RICHARD LO

This bilingual color concept book 
celebrates a rainbow of traditional 
objects seen during the Chinese 
New Year. 32 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'("+"'" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  " x !2 
.+, years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Happy Chinese New Year!
A Festive Counting Story

Written and Illustrated by  
JANNIE HO

Count to twelve with the zodiac 
animals as they get ready to 
celebrate Chinese New Year! 
Sweet, colorful illustrations 
introduce each of the zodiac 
animals as they bring special 
items to the celebration. Full Color 
Illustrations, 28 pages

$%&'*'($#'()"$%'* 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+. years 
CROWN BFYR  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Our Day of the Dead 
Celebration
ANA ARANDA

A family honors their living and 
dead relatives as they celebrate 
this holiday with shared food and 
stories. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'("('(!+"&'" 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 / 
.+, years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 GENERAL INTEREST

 

I’m a Unicorn
HELEN YOON;  
Illustrated by HELEN YOON

What happens when a one-horned 
calf with impeccable logic is 
convinced they’re a unicorn? 
Helen Yoon spins an endearing 
comedy of self-determination for 
gigglers everywhere. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!$%)'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # 46()* x # 4()* 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Mermaid Moon
BRIONY MAY SMITH

In this magical picture book 
perfect for all young mermaid 
lovers, two best friends–one who 
lives on land, the other in the 
water–share an exciting adventure 
on the night of the Mermaid 
Moon: the one time each year 
mermaids can leave the sea.  
40 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'$)()'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
ANNE SCHWARTZ BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Nana, Nenek & Nina
LIZA FERNEYHOUGH

Nina loves visiting her two faraway 
grandmas–one in Malaysia and 
one in England. Spot the 
differences between their homes 
in this beautiful picture book. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(#$+'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
%+" years 
DIAL  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

On This Airplane
LOURDES HEUER;  
Illustrated by SARA PALACIOS

A story about coming to a new 
home and the diverse people you 
meet on an airplane. For fans of 
Last Stop on Market Street. Full 
Color Illustrations Throughout,  
32 pages

$%&'*'%#("')&)*'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !! x " 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

Imaginary Creatures Immigration

Holiday
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Yossel’s Journey
KATHRYN LASKY (Author) and 
JOHNSON YAZZIE (Illustrator)

When Yossel’s family flees anti-
Jewish pogroms in Russia and 
immigrates to the American 
Southwest, he worries about 
making a new home and new 
friends. 48 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'!%)'% 
$!".##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  !! x " / 
-+# years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Awe-some Days
Poems about the Jewish Holidays

MARILYN SINGER;  
Illustrated by DANA WULFEKOTTE

Discover and celebrate all of the 
Jewish holidays with this warm 
and engaging poetry collection  
by the acclaimed author of Mirror 
Mirror. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"+)$'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
-+" years 
DIAL  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Abuelita and I Make Flan
ADRIANA HERNÁNDEZ 
BERGSTROM (Author/Illustrator)

Anita loves to bake with her 
abuela, especially when they are 
using her grandmother’s special 
recipes for Cuban desserts like 
flan! 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'")('& 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  August

TAKE A PEEK

 

Baking Bread with Kids
Trusty Recipes for Magical  
Homemade Bread 

JENNIFER LATHAM

The only book kids and parents 
need to make their own delicious 
bread at home-and make it fun, 
simple, and easy, with 20+ recipes 
for ages 7 and up. No fancy tools 
needed! 70 Photographs & Step-
By!Step Illustrations, 176 pages

$%&'!'$&+&')*+)'* 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  PB  |  , / x !2 
TEN SPEED PRESS  |  November

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Best Ever Cake Book
DK

What are the main ingredients  
of cakes? Eggs, sugar, butter,  
and flour! Find out where they 
come from, then use them to  
bake 20 sensational cake recipes 
from around the world. 64 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&*'$ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 8 
-+# years 
DK CHILDREN  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dynamite Kids Cooking School
Delicious Recipes That Teach All the 
Skills You Need

SARA KATE GILLINGHAM  
and DANA BOWEN

Delicious recipes and lessons 
from The Dynamite Shop, the 
premier cooking school for young 
cooks, from beginners to budding 
chefs. 125 Full Color Photographs, 
288 pages

$%&'*'($#'!#&+('& 
$$-.22/.%.22C  |  HC  |  , 3 x # 7 
CLARKSON POTTER  |  October

TAKE A PEEK

 

Kids in the Kitchen,

Immigration Jewish Interest
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Gaby’s Latin American Kitchen
70+ Kid!Tested and Kid!Approved 
Recipes for Young Chefs

GABY MELIAN

Celebrity Chef Gaby Melian brings 
you into her kitchen to teach the 
best recipes she’s learned from all 
over Latin America. From 
desayuno (breakfast) to cena 
(dinner), merienda (snacks) to 
postre (dessert), you’ll be a pro in 
no time. 208 pages

$%&'!'$(+"!*'")'+ 
$$$.##/$#.##C  |  HC  |  , 1 x # 1 
"+!$ years 
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN KIDS  |  August

TAKE A PEEK

 

Good Housekeeping 1,2,3 Cook!
My First Cookbook

THE EDITORS OF  
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING;  
Foreword by KATE MERKER

Kids ages 4 to 8 will get a kick out 
of making 50 easy recipes while 
learning kitchen basics and 
having fun in the kitchen! 100 Full 
Color Photographs, 160 pages

$%&'!'$(*%&(')"'$ 
$$$.22/$#.22C  |  HC  |  " x # 
%+" years 
HEARST HOME KIDS  |  September

TAKE A PEEK

 

Kids Can Cook Anything!
The Complete How!To Cookbook  
for Young Chefs, with 75 Kid!Tested, 
Kid!Approved R ecipes

AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN KIDS

Have you ever wondered about  
the best way to chop an onion or 
separate an egg? Or even how to 
make fancy-looking, puff pastry 
Chocolate Puffs for breakfast and 
Chicken with Teriyaki Sauce for 
dinner? This book answers all 
those questions and more.  
208 pages

$%&'!'$(+"!*'"+'* 
$$$.##/$#.##C  |  HC  |  , 1 x # 1 
"+!$ years 
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN KIDS  |  September

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Critics
What Canadian Chefs Cook for Kids 
(and Kids Will Actually Eat)

JOANNA FOX

Kid-approved! A cookbook of the 
fail-safe recipes Canada’s chefs 
use to win over their toughest 
critics: kids. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 272 pages

$%&'*'("(')!!(*'$ 
$.2.22/.-.22C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE  |  October

TAKE A PEEK

 

Lunch from Home
JOSHUA DAVID STEIN;  
Illustrated by JING LI;  
Contributions by Niki Russ 
Federman, Ray Garcia,  
Preeti Mistry, Mina Park

What happens when a child’s 
favorite packed lunch is met with 
disparaging comments at the 
school lunch table? 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&++('$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+0 years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August

TAKE A PEEK

 

Lunchbox
75+ Easy and Delicious Recipes 
for Lunches on the Go

AVIVA WITTENBERG

A must-have cookbook of lunches 
you can look forward to all 
morning long! 75+ fail-safe recipes 
(and oodles of strategies and tips) 
for delicious lunchboxes and 
bowls your whole family can enjoy. 
Full Color Photographs, 232 pages

$%&'*'("(')!!("'# 
$$-.22/.2.22C  |  HC  |  , 3 x # 1 
APPETITE BY RANDOM HOUSE  |  August

TAKE A PEEK

 

Set Sail for Pancakes!
TIM KLEYN

Hungry for adventure . . . and 
breakfast? Set sail with a grandpa 
and his intrepid granddaughter as 
they look far and wide for the 
perfect pancake ingredients!  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*+"$'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August

TAKE A PEEK

Kids in the Kitchen,
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Getting Started with  
LEGO Mindstorms
A MINDSTORMS User Guide

BARBARA BRATZEL and ROB TOROK

A comprehensive, beginner-
friendly guide to building and 
programming LEGO robots.  
200 pages

$%&'!'%!&(*'"+"'* 
$.%.##/%-.##C  |  PB   
NO STARCH PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

How to Build LEGO Dinosaurs
JESSICA FARRELL

Discover how to build your 
awesome LEGO: dinosaurs!  
96 pages

$%&'*'%++*')*$('$ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  , 44()* x !2 4()* 
,+# years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

Learn  
Engineering  
with LEGO 
 
 
Grady Koch

 

Learn Engineering with LEGO
A Practical Introduction to Software, 
Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering

GRADY KOCH

This book is a hands-on 
introduction to the principles of 
engineering using the LEGO 
MINDSTORMS Robot Inventor kit. 
200 pages

$%&'!'%!&(*'!%$'$ 
$.%.##/%-.##C  |  PB  |  " x !2 
NO STARCH PRESS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The LEGO Engineer
JEFF FRIESEN

LEGO bricks meet The Way Things 
Work in this fun, informative tour 
of the world of engineering, from 
the creative mind of expert LEGO 
builder Jeff Friesen. 400 pages

$%&'!'%!&(*'"(*'( 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
NO STARCH PRESS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

LEGO Jurassic World  
5'Minute Stories Collection 
(LEGO Jurassic World)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

This all-new hardcover collection 
features nine LEGO Jurassic 
World stories that can each be 
read aloud in about five minutes. 
Full Color Illustrations, 160 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%$#$'+ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  , & x !2 / 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Little Book About Food
LEO LIONNI

From the beloved children’s book 
author of the bestselling classic, 
Swimmy, comes a board book for 
the youngest fans-and perfect for 
snack time! With sturdy pages and 
colorful collage-style artwork, this 
food-themed board book is 
perfect for kids ages zero to five. 
Full Color Illustrations, 28 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&"!('& 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  0 & x 0 & 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Welcome to Georgia: A Little 
Engine That Could Road Trip
WATTY PIPER;  
Illustrated by JILL HOWARTH

The Little Engine That Could is on 
the move and visiting all fifty 
states! Follow along as our favorite 
little blue train road-trips across 
the United States of America to 
lend a helping hand. 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$#)'# 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
.+- years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Welcome to Pennsylvania:  
A Little Engine That Could 
Road Trip
WATTY PIPER;  
Illustrated by JILL HOWARTH

The Little Engine That Could is on 
the move and visiting all fifty 
states! Follow along as our favorite 
little blue train road-trips across 
the United States of America to 
lend a helping hand. 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*(&'! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
.+- years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

Leo Lionni Little Engine that Could

LEGO
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Betty White: Collector’s Edition
DEBOROAH HOPKINSON; 
Illustrated by MARGEAUX LUCAS

Celebrate the wonderful life of 
Betty White–beloved actress, 
comedian, game show contestant, 
and animal lover–with this Big 
Little Golden Book Collector’s 
Edition! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#')+%)&'+ 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  HC  |  " 5 x !2 & 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

Disney Strange 
World  
Little Golden Book 
 
 
Golden Books;  
Illustrated by Golden Books

 

Disney Strange World  
Little Golden Book
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

This Little Golden Book is based 
on the Disney film Strange 
World-in theaters November 23, 
2022! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+#")'( 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN/DISNEY  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

E.T. the Extra'Terrestrial 
(Funko Pop!)
ARIE KAPLAN;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Just in time for the 40th 
Anniversary of the beloved movie, 
you can take this adorable Funko 
Pop! Little Golden Book retelling 
of E.T. The Extra!Terrestrial home 
with you! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#**'& 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Friendship Day! (Peppa Pig)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Celebrate love and friendship  
with Peppa Pig in this all-new 
Valentine’s Day Little Golden 
Book! Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(%#'( 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Happy Birthday, Elbow Grease!
JOHN CENA;  
Illustrated by DAVE AIKENS

John Cena’s New York Times 
bestselling Elbow Grease series is 
back-and the little monster truck 
who never gives up is now an 
iconic Little Golden Book about 
birthday fun! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%%*%'$ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Heroes Help! (DC Shazam!)
Featuring Black Adam!

FRANK BERRIOS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Shazam! and Black Adam team up 
in this Little Golden Book starring 
the beloved DC characters! Full 
Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(%)') 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 
(Disney Classic)
CARA STEVENS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

The exciting tale of Disney’s 
Ichabod Crane and the Headless 
Horseman is retold in the classic 
Little Golden Book format! Perfect 
for Halloween or anytime, this 
spooky story will thrill young 
readers ages 2 to 5 as well as 
Disney and Little Golden Book 
fans of all ages. Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+#**'( 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN/DISNEY  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

Little Golden Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593647684
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780736443265
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593483008
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593565735
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593377079
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593565766
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780736443005
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Our Beautiful Colors
NIKKI SHANNON SMITH;  
Illustrated by BEA JACKSON

This Little Golden Book features 
beautiful illustrations and rhyming 
text about colors, plus a social 
justice theme that encourages 
Black children to celebrate 
themselves. Full Color Illustrations, 
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#+$%'* 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Peppa’s Pumpkin Day  
(Peppa Pig)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Peppa Pig celebrates autumn and 
Halloween in an all-new oink-
tastic Little Golden Book! Full 
Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#%(') 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

Sandman  
Won’t Share!  
 

Steve Behling;  
Illustrated by  
Golden Books

 

Sandman Won’t Share!  
(Marvel Spidey and His 
Amazing Friends)
STEVE BEHLING;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Spidey swings into action with 
Gwen Stacy and Miles Morales in 
this action-packed Little Golden 
Book based on the hit pre-school 
series Marvel’s Spidey And His 
Amazing Friends! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#*"'" 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Shuri is Brave!  
(Marvel: Black Panther)
FRANK BERRIOS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Two heroes are better than one 
when Marvel’s Black Panther and 
his sister, Shuri, team up in this 
action-packed Little Golden Book! 
Full Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#"*)'& 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

T0'B1 (Star Wars: Visions)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Meet a new kind of Jedi in this 
Little Golden Book about Star 
Wars: Visions’ young hero, T0!B1. 
Full Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'%#)+'+#"+'! 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Troll-rific Tales  
(DreamWorks Trolls)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

Three DreamWorks Trolls Little 
Golden Books in one troll-rific 
hardcover collection is the perfect 
gift for children ages 2 to 5! Full 
Color Illustrations, 80 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(&+'! 
$".##/!!.##C  |  HC  |  0 3 x , & 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Love from Llama Llama
ANNA DEWDNEY;  
Illustrated by ANNA DEWDNEY

Ring in Valentine’s Day-and love-
with Llama Llama! This charming 
title is the perfect gift for that 
special someone on Valentine’s 
Day-or any day of the year.  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!%+'& 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  - / x 0 & 
.+, years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

Llama Llama

Little Golden Books

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593434970
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593483756
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593483022
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593432068
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780736443241
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593565841
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521748
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Batman Mad Libs
BRANDON T. SNIDER

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift  
or activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
the Dark Knight: Batman!  
48 pages

$%&'*'($#'(""%#'& 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Critical Role Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

LIZ MARSHAM

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
Critical Role. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$)&'+ 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

GOALLLLLL! Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

DAN ALLEVA

Write in the missing words on 
each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
the sport whose very name cannot 
be decided upon: football/soccer/
the beautiful game! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*%*'# 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I’m 8, It’s Great Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

KIM OSTROW

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
being 8! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*)$'% 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Magic 8 Ball Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

CARRIE CRAY

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and a great gift for 
anyone who likes to laugh! Write in 
the missing words on each page 
to create your own hilariously 
funny stories all about Magic  
8 Ball. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&"%"'! 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Matilda Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

LAURA MACCHIAROLA

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
the world’s most famous 
telekinetic: Matilda! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$!)'( 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Nothing But Net Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

MICKIE MATHEIS

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
basketball. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!*+'( 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Pet Parade Mad Libs:  
4 Mad Libs in 1!
World’s Greatest Word Game

MAD LIBS

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and the perfect gift or 
activity for anyone who likes to 
laugh! Write in the missing words 
on each page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all about 
pets! 192 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!(#'# 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  PB  |  , / x !2 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

Mad Libs

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593522738
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593519684
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593520703
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593520697
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593382721
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593519165
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521045
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593521533
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Mad Libs

 

Royal Family Mad Libs
World’s Greatest Word Game

STACY WASSERMAN

Mad Libs is the world’s greatest 
word game and a great gift for 
anyone who likes to laugh! Write in 
the missing words on each page 
to create your own hilariously 
funny stories all about the royal 
family. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$!"'% 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

An Anthology of Aquatic Life
SAM HUME

Dive into the wondrous world of 
water and discover the stories of 
more than 100 incredible aquatic 
lifeforms. 224 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&"'# 
$$!.##/$".##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 8 
, and up 
DK CHILDREN  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Animal Adventurer’s Guide
How to Prowl for an Owl,  
Make Snail Slime, and Catch a  
Frog Bare!Handed-50 Activities  
to Get Wild with Animals

SUSIE SPIKOL;  
Illustrated by BECCA HALL

Calling all animal lovers! 50 
hands-on activities and 
adventures that bring you closer 
to wild animals than you’ve ever 
been. 144 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$(#'+ 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  PB  |  , / x # / 
$+- years 
ROOST BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Detector Dogs, Dynamite 
Dolphins, and More Animals 
with Super Sensory Powers
CARA GIAIMO and  
CHRISTINA COUCH;  
Illustrated by DANIEL DUNCAN

Meet incredible animals with all 
kinds of highly developed senses 
and learn about the jobs they do 
in this book full of amazing facts, 
cool science, and activities.  
176 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"$(#'* 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  PB  |  , 4()* x # 
#+!$ years 
MIT KIDS PRESS  |  September  

$%&'!'(#)"'!$!"'& 
$$%.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  , 4()* x # 
#+!$ years 
MIT KIDS PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Extraordinary Dinosaurs  
and Other Prehistoric Life 
Visual Encyclopedia
DK

Whether browsing for fun or just 
looking up that key fact, children 
will be drawn in and mesmerized 
by the hundreds of exciting 
images and surprising 
information in these dinosaur 
profiles. 208 pages

$%&'*'%++*'()")') 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , 6()* x # 6()* 
,+!! years 
DK KNOWLEDGE ! CHILDREN  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Galapagos
A Unique World of Natural Wonders

DK

This beautifully illustrated and 
photographic tour of the flora, 
fauna, and geology of the 
Galapagos islands will cover 
everything that makes them  
one of the most unique places  
on the planet. 144 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($%"'+ 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
,+# years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hello, World! Kids’ Guides: 
Exploring Sharks
JILL MCDONALD

The best-selling Hello, World! 
board book series expands into 
picture books. Kids who loved the 
popular board book Ocean Life 
will be ready for this next step.  
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'()+&!'# 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hello, World! Rocks  
and Minerals
JILL MCDONALD

Learning about rocks and 
minerals is made easy for young 
readers in the next book in the 
bestselling nonfiction board book 
series Hello, World! A perfect gift 
for aspiring little geologists! Full 
Color Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"&"%') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Nature Nonfiction

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593519127
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059823
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781611809534
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536229530
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744056266
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059724
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593564813
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593428276
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Hello, World! Snow
JILL MCDONALD

The latest in the hit Hello, World! 
board book series teaches 
toddlers all about snow! Includes 
easy-to-understand facts about 
chilly weather, snowflakes, storms, 
snowplows, and winter fun. Full 
Color Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"&"('" 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Pet That Cat!
A Handbook for Making Feline Friends

NIGEL KIDD and  
RACHEL BRAUNIGAN

A fun and informative handbook 
for young readers on 
understanding and caring for our 
feline friends from the kid behind 
the popular Twitter account I’ve 
Pet That Cat! 128 pages

$%&'!')&#)$'#!+'% 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  PB  |  0 x " 
, and up 
QUIRK BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Poem Forest: Poet W. S. 
Merwin and the Palm Tree 
Forest He Grew from Scratch
CARRIE FOUNTAIN;  
Illustrated by CHRIS TURNHAM

Vibrant art and a poetic narration 
tell the tale of a US Poet Laureate 
who spent forty years planting the 
world’s most comprehensive palm 
tree forest—and then gave it all 
away. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!!")'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # & x !! '()* 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Rocks and Minerals Flash 
Cards
DK

Teach your young children all 
there is to know about the 
minerals and rocks found beneath 
their feet with this delightful set of 
54 flash cards. 54 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(*!$') 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  NT  |  % 1 x , 
-+, years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Secret World of Plants
Tales of More Than 100 Remarkable 
Flowers, Trees, and More

BEN HOARE

Plants are found almost 
everywhere on Earth, but to many 
people their lives are a mystery. 
Discover the secrets of more than 
100 amazing plants in this 
treasury of intriguing flora.  
192 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&#'* 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
,+# years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Very Important  
Earth Encyclopedia
For Little Learners Who  
Want to Know Our Planet

DK

This exciting introduction to  
Earth is brimming with explosive 
volcanoes, incredible habitats, 
and world-saving ideas. 224 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($%#'! 
$$%.##/...##C  |  HC  |  " 3 x !2 4()* 
-+# years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Underwater World
Aquatic Myths, Mysteries,  
and the Unexplained

TAMARA MACFARLANE

Dive into the depths and discover 
the mysteries of the world of water. 
80 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&+'% 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  , 44()* x !2 4()* 
,+# years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

Nature Nonfiction

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593428252
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781683693147
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781536211269
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744050196
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059830
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059731
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780744059847
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Holly Jolly Helpers!  
(Corn & Peg)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by ERIK DOESCHER

Celebrate the holidays with 
Nickelodeon’s Corn & Peg in this 
adorable board book! Full Color 
Illustrations, 22 pages

$%&'*'($#'!%%#('& 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 5 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Peppa is Thankful (Peppa Pig)
GOLDEN BOOKS;  
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS

An all-new oink-tastic Peppa Pig 
coloring and activity book 
celebrating all the things that 
Peppa Pig and her family are 
thankful for-with over 50 stickers 
and thank-you cards! Full Color 
Illustrations, 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(%"'& 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  , 8 x !2 8 
%+0 years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Night Before  
Lunar New Year
NATASHA WING and LINGFENG HO; 
Illustrated by AMY WUMMER

Discover all the celebratory 
traditions surrounding Lunar New 
Year in this festive addition to the 
Night Before series. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+"!'# 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  " x " 
%+0 years 
GROSSET & DUNLAP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Agent Most Wanted
The Never!Before!Told Story of the 
Most Dangerous Spy of World War II

SONIA PURNELL

A young readers adapation of 
Sonia Purnell’s bestselling book  
A Woman of No Importance, the 
story of Virginia Hall; the 
unassuming American spy who 
helped the allies win World War II. 
208 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(*(+') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  , x # 
!2 and up 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Bear Far from Home
SUSAN FLETCHER;  
Illustrated by REBECCA GREEN

This poignant historical nonfiction 
book, about a polar bear that was 
gifted to King Henry III, beautifully 
shows the importance of 
respecting our natural world and 
its precious animals. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&!&$'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
%+" years 
ANNE SCHWARTZ BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Courage Like Kate
The True Story of a Girl  
Lighthouse Keeper

ANNA CROWLEY REDDING; 
Illustrated by EMILY SUTTON

An inspiring and beautifully 
illustrated picture book biography 
based on the life of Kate Moore, a 
twelve-year-old lighthouse keeper 
in the 19th century who saved the 
lives of twenty-three sailors. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%#+*'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !! / 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

First Words With Cute  
Crochet Friends
A Padded Board Book for Infants and 
Toddlers featuring First Words and 
Adorable Amigurumi Crochet Pictures

ESPY, LAUREN

Teach your infant or toddler first 
words in an engaging and 
adorable way using this unique 
and durable board book! Full Color 
Photographs Throughout, 16 pages

$%&'!'$(*$)&'%&'% 
$#.#-/!$.#-C  |  HC  |  - x 0 
BLUE STAR PRESS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Nonfiction

Night BeforeNickelodeon

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593177358
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593565728
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593384213
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593350546
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593181898
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593373408
https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781950968787
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The Flying Man
The Life of Otto Lilienthal,  
the World’s First Pilot

MIKE DOWNS;  
Illustrated by DAVID HOHN

Here is the little-known history  
of Otto Lilienthal, a daring man 
whose more than 2,000 successful 
flights inspired the Wright 
Brothers and other aviation 
pioneers. 40 pages

$%&'!')#($"'((*'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !! x " / 
,+!2 years 
ASTRA YOUNG READERS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hello, World! Kids’ Guides: 
Exploring the Solar System
JILL MCDONALD

The best-selling Hello, World! 
board book series expands into 
picture books. Kids who loved the 
top-selling title Solar System will 
be ready for this next step. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&"*+'$ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

If the World Were 100 Animals
A Visual Guide to Earth’s  
Amazing Creatures

MIRANDA SMITH;  
Illustrated by AARON CUSHLEY

Help your child understand the 
creatures that share our world and 
how we can protect them with 
these big ideas expressed through 
bite-size chunks of information 
and eye-opening graphics. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%"#('% 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # 5 x !2 8 
%+" years 
CROWN BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I’m a Volcano!
BRIDGET HEOS;  
Illustrated by MIKE CICCOTELLO

In the second installment of the 
Science Buddies series, a volcano 
takes young readers through the 
fascinating formation and life of 
an active volcano–cool! I mean, 
hot! Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*"&&'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
CROWN BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Kay’s Anatomy
A Complete (and Completely 
Disgusting) Guide to the Human Body

ADAM KAY;  
Illustrated by HENRY PAKER

This complete (and completely 
gross) guide to the human body is 
the hilarious debut nonfiction 
children’s book from world-wide 
multi-million bestselling author 
and former doctor Adam Kay!  
416 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&#+*'+ 
$!%.##/!".##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DELACORTE PRESS.  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Totally Random Facts Volume 1
3,128 Wild, Wacky, and Wondrous 
Things About the World

MELINA GEROSA BELLOWS

From weather and animals to 
sports and pop culture, a treasure 
trove of intriguing information 
pairs with dramatic pictures to 
wow young readers with the 
surprising, the stupendous, and 
the surreal. Full Color 
Photographs, 224 pages

$%&'*'($#'+(*(#') 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !! 8 
"+!$ years 
BRIGHT MATTER BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Totally Random Questions 
Volume 3
101 Strange and Stupendous Q&As

MELINA GEROSA BELLOWS

Volume 3 in this exciting new 
series gives kids the wildest, 
weirdest, and WOW-est answers 
to some of the world’s most Totally 
Random Questions! Full Color 
Photographs, 216 pages

$%&'*'($#'+(*+$'$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  0 / x 0 / 
"+!$ years 
BRIGHT MATTER BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Totally Random Questions 
Volume 4
101 Bizarre and Cool Q&As

MELINA GEROSA BELLOWS

Volume 4 in this exciting new 
series gives kids the wildest, 
weirdest, and WOW-est answers 
to some of the world’s most Totally 
Random Questions! Full Color 
Photographs, 216 pages

$%&'*'($#'+(*(*'( 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  0 / x 0 / 
"+!$ years 
BRIGHT MATTER BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781635925500
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Tree Hole Homes
Daytime Dens and Nighttime Nooks

MELISSA STEWART;  
Illustrated by AMY HEVRON

In this nature-themed picture 
book, nonfiction expert Melissa 
Stewart and illustrator Amy 
Hevron offer an inviting peek  
into tree holes and the amazing 
animals that inhabit them. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%##*'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Wolves! Strange and Wonderful
LAURENCE PRINGLE;  
Illustrated by MERYL HENDERSON

Learn all about wolves with this 
newest title in the acclaimed 
Strange and Wonderful series 
featuring careful research and 
exquisite illustrations. 32 pages

$%&'!')#($"'#"%'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x # 
,+!2 years 
ASTRA YOUNG READERS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Noisy ABC
BETH HAMILTON;  
Compiled by TIGER TALES

Toddlers can see, hear, and learn 
their ABCs and a variety of first 
words with this interactive board 
book, packed with colorful 
photographic images and 26 
sound buttons. Includes an on/off 
switch on back cover. 16 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#*'+ 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  BR  |  " / x " / 
.+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Pop'Up Peekaboo! Rainforest
DK

Search through the Amazon 
Rainforest and find incredible 
animals in this exciting lift-the-
flap pop-up book for little ones.  
12 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($&%'& 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x " 1 
!+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

Pop'Up Peekaboo! Shark
DK

Take your toddler on an ocean 
adventure in this lift-the-flap 
pop-up book. 12 pages

$%&'*'%++*'($"%'+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x " 1 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Is Music: Drums
REKHA RAJAN;  
Illustrated by TANIA YAKUNOVA

Make music with this hands-on 
introduction to the four 
instrument families: drums, horns, 
strings, and voice in this new 
board book series by a world-
renown music educator. 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%**'$ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 & x 0 & 
!+. years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Is Music: Horns
REKHA RAJAN;  
Illustrated by TANIA YAKUNOVA

Make music with this hands-on 
introduction to the four 
instrument families: drums, horns, 
strings, and voice in this new 
board book series by a world-
renown music educator. 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%*"'# 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  0 & x 0 & 
!+. years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Meanwhile, Back on Earth
Seeing Our Place in Space

OLIVER JEFFERS

New York Times bestselling author 
and artist Oliver Jeffers uses his 
wit and wisdom to give readers 
some perspective on our place in 
space. Full Color Illustrations,  
64 pages

$%&'*'($#')"!("'# 
$$".22/.,.22C  |  HC  |  # / x !! 
%+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Oliver  
Jeffers

Nonfiction Non'Traditional,
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Agatha May and the Anglerfish
NORA MORRISON & JESSIE ANN 
FOLEY; Illustrated by MIKA SONG

A funny, fish-filled story about  
the joys of learning, and the 
rewards that come with staying 
true to who you are Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"+%('" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x " / 
-+" years 
DIAL  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Agent Llama: Double Trouble
ANGELA WOOLFE;  
Illustrated by DUNCAN BEEDIE

In this hilarious follow-up to Agent 
Llama, hero Charlie Palmer has 
met her match–a troublemaking 
alpaca who has dropped spaghetti 
on everyone and everything all 
over the world, and has placed the 
blame on Charlie! 32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"&('% 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bad Drawer
SETH FISHMAN; Illustrations 
by JESSIXA BAGLEY, ARMAND 
BALTAZAR, ANNA BOND, SETH 
FISHMAN, TRAVIS FOSTER, JESSICA 
HISCHE, TILLIE WALDEN, and 
ETHAN YOUNG

A hilarious and gorgeous picture 
book by A Hundred Billion Trillion 
Stars author Seth Fishman, 
following a bad drawer who works 
together with his friends to help 
bring his wildest stories to life.  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&(%&'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
-+" years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Bark Park
LORI HASKINS HOURAN;  
Illustrated by JOHN JOVEN

Discover Math Matters! With over 
11 million books sold worldwide, 
this award-winning series of easy-
to-read books will help young 
readers ages 5-8 approach math 
with enthusiasm. Great for fans of 
MathStart or Step into Reading 
Math. 32 pages

$%&'!')#($"'(+"'( 
$-.##/,.##C  |  PB  |  0 / x # 
0+" years 
KANE PRESS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

The Best in the World
DEREK ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by DEREK ANDERSON

For fans of Elephant & Piggie and 
Frog & Toad comes an easy-to-
read series about another unlikely 
pair: Croc and Ally. These two best 
friends don’t always see things the 
same way, but there’s one thing 
they do agree on–their friendship 
comes first! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%)"'% 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  0 / x # 
-+, years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Blue Bison Needs a Haircut
SCOTT ROTHMAN;  
Illustrated by PETE OSWALD

Blue Bison tries his best to be 
patient in this humorous picture 
book from the #1 New York Times 
bestselling illustrator Pete Oswald. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"&!)'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Bluey 5'Minute Stories
6 Stories in 1 Book? Hooray!

PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 
LICENSES

A collection of stories each crafted 
for reading in five minutes or less. 
Based on the wildly successful 
animated series Bluey, as seen  
on Disney+ 160 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!$*'& 
$!%.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  , & x !2 / 
.+- years 
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES   
October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Books Aren’t for Eating
CARLIE SOROSIAK;  
Illustrated by MANU MONTOYA

How can Leopold, goat and 
bookstore owner, find the perfect 
book for a fellow goat–one the 
visitor will enjoy reading, not 
munching? 40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!+$)'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 5 x # 1 
%+" years 
WALKER BOOKS US  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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The Boy Who Loved Maps
KARI ALLEN;  
Illustrated by G. BRIAN KARAS

This enchanting picture book 
about a map-making boy who is 
stumped when a girl asks him for 
a map of the “perfect place” helps 
readers appreciate the charms of 
their own neighborhood–and even 
shows them how to make a map 
of it! 44 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'("#*'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !! 
%+" years 
ANNE SCHWARTZ BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Busy Betty
REESE WITHERSPOON;  
Illustrated by XINDI YAN

From Academy Award-winning 
actress and entrepreneur Reese 
Witherspoon, comes Busy Betty,  
a story about a creative, curious, 
and exuberant young girl who has 
big plans and an even bigger 
heart. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)(&&'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
.+, years 
FLAMINGO BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Catalogue of Hugs
JOSHUA DAVID STEIN;  
Illustrated by ELIZABETH LILLY

Author and dad-fluencer Joshua 
David Stein offers up an array of 
parent-and-child hugs, from the 
classic to the humorously 
questionable, each one cleverly 
titled and informatively illustrated. 
56 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!%$'# 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , / x , / 
$+- years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

City Under the City
DAN YACCARINO

From acclaimed author-illustrator 
Dan Yaccarino comes an 
exhilarating adventure-set in  
a richly imagined alternate  
future-celebrating autonomy, 
community, and the power of 
reading, perfect for fans of  
The Rock From the Sky.  
72 pages

$%&'!'))")('*&$'( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  , x # 
%+" years 
MINEDITIONUS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Cozy in Love
JAN BRETT

This lovable companion to Jan 
Brett’s instant New York Times 
bestselling winter classic, Cozy, 
shows that kindness and 
cleverness can capture a heart. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'!*$&('+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 1 x " 3 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Disappearing Mr. Jacques
GIDEON STERER;  
Illustrated by BENJAMIN CHAUD

Ta-da! A dazzling magician is 
willing to teach readers his most 
top-secret tricks in this cheekily 
fun, interactive picture book.  
40 pages

$%&'*'("('(%$+!'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x # 
%+, years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Fairy Science
ASHLEY SPIRES

The award-winning author of  
The Most Magnificent Thing 
introduces the value of science 
and inquiry to young readers  
with humor and heart, now in 
trade paperback format. For fans 
of Ada Twist, Scientist and Hidden 
Figures. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 40 pages

$%&'*'%#("')+)!'& 
!!.##C  |  PB  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Finding Fire
LOGAN S. KLINE;  
Illustrated by LOGAN S. KLINE

Can a young boy find fire for his 
family–and bring it safely home? 
An exciting, nearly wordless 
picture book adventure as visually 
compelling as a Pixar short.  
40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!#*"'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 5 x " 44()* 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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—
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Firefighter Flo!
ANDREA ZIMMERMAN;  
Illustrated by DAN YACCARINO

Ring! Clang! Firefighter Flo and 
her team race to stop a fire in this 
picture book filled with bold art 
and fun onomatopoeia. 32 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'(!(%'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
.+0 years 
HOLIDAY HOUSE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Further Adventures  
of Miss Petitfour
ANNE MICHAELS;  
Illustrations by EMMA BLOCK

For fans of Mary Poppins, heroine 
Miss Petitfour and her feline 
friends return for more flights of 
fancy in this cozy, charming 
collection of illustrated stories. 
Full Color Spot Art Throughout,  
160 pages

$%&'*'%#("')&"!'* 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  - 5 x , 8 
0+# years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Give This Book Away!
DARREN FARRELL;  
Illustrated by MAYA TATSUKAWA

Two award-winning creators team 
up for this picture book about 
what happens–and how you feel–
when you give to someone else. 
And then it asks you to do just 
that–with the book in your hands! 
48 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&*(!'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x # / 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Go, Sled! Go!
Written and Illustrated by  
JAMES YANG

Theodor Seuss Geisel Award 
Winner James Yang hops on a 
speeding sled with this hilarious 
and helpful easy-to-read picture 
book, perfect for beginning 
readers! 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*+%$'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !2 / 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Gold!
Written and Illustrated by  
DAVID SHANNON

A riotous retelling of the Midas 
myth by the Caldecott Honor-
winning and New York Times 
bestselling author of No, David!  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(""%'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

House Finds a Home
KATY S. DUFFIELD;  
Illustrated by JEN CORACE

Reminiscent of the children’s 
classic The Little House comes a 
picture book about a house and 
how the world changes both 
outside and inside of it over 
generations. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"*+)*'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

How to Be a Rock Star
LISA TOLIN;  
Illustrated by DANIEL DUNCAN

In this hilarious, tongue-in-cheek 
picture book debut, one little kid 
who really loves to rock and roll 
explains everything there is to 
know about starting a rock band. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'!+"*'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
.+, years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

How to Teach Your Cat a Trick
in Five Easy Steps

NICOLA WINSTANLEY;  
Illustrated by ZOE SI

In this hilarious and clever 
follow-up to How to Give Your Cat 
a Bath, a boy, a dog and a know-it-
all narrator are thwarted by a cat 
who refuses to learn a trick. The 
perfect read-aloud for fans of 
Interrupting Chicken. Full Color 
Illustrations Throughout, 52 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%*)!'$ 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  , / x " & 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Hurry, Little Tortoise,  
Time for School!
CARRIE FINISON;  
Illustrated by ERIN KRAAN

It’s the first day of school and 
Little Tortoise is worried. Can she 
get there on time? Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*())'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x # 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Don’t Care
JULIE FOGLIANO;  
Illustrated by MOLLY IDLE  
and JUANA MARTINEZ+NEAL

A New York Times bestselling 
author and two Caldecott 
Honorees share their delight  
in the little things that set two 
friends apart, and the big things 
that bring them together.  
40 pages

$%&'*'&"#+'+#+('! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+0 years 
NEAL PORTER BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Have a Superpower
STEPHEN CURRY;  
Illustrated by GENEVA BOWERS

Three-time NBA champion and 
superstar Stephen Curry makes  
a splash with his picture book 
debut inspiring young readers to 
unlock their very own superpower. 
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&)*+'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+, years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

If I Had a Gryphon
VIKKI VANSICKLE;  
Illustrated by CALE ATKINSON

A new trade paperback format for 
this bestselling pet book with a 
mythological twist! A fun and 
funny read-aloud about the perils 
of mythological pet ownership, 
and an ode to the humble 
hamster. Full Color Throughout,  
32 pages

$%&'!'%%+&&'*$!'# 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  # x # 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

If You Find a Leaf
AIMEE SICURO

An exquisite picture book that 
celebrates the fall season and 
encourages children to see the 
colorful leaves around them in an 
entirely new way. The artist uses 
real leaves of vibrant hues to make 
her oh-so-charming illustrations. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*)($'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 / x # / 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I’ll Be Your Polar Bear
JUSTIN ROBERTS;  
Illustrated by CHUCK GROENINK

From 4-time Grammy nominee 
Justin Roberts comes a heartfelt 
picture book about the lengths a 
father will go to in order to comfort 
and protect his child. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'("('(!)#$'" 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 & 
.+- years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

In the Neighborhood
ROCIO BONILLA (Author/Illustrator)

A silly and sweet picture book 
about neighbors, community, and 
making new friends where you 
least expect it. 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'#)*'* 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
.+, years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Knitting for Dogs
LAUREL MOLK

A funny and creative look at how 
to turn a problem into a solution. 
Illustrations Throughout, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+#+(&'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK
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The Lights That  
Dance in the Night
Written and Illustrated by  
YUVAL ZOMMER

In the next picture book from the 
creator of the holiday hit The Tree 
That’s Meant to Be, the northern 
lights bring wonder and joy to all 
the creatures who bask in their 
mysterious glow. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'()#!#'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !$ 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Owl’s Love
Written and Illustrated by  
DIVYA SRINIVASAN

The star of Little Owl’s Night 
returns to find love in his beloved 
nighttime forest. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"*+*+'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 / 
.+- years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Little Snowplow
LORA KOEHLER;  
Illustrated by JAKE PARKER

Big trucks may brag and roar, but 
small and steadfast wins the day 
in this cheerful story with timeless 
appeal. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%%%'" 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  !2 5 x # 4()* 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Lost Library
JESS MCGEACHIN

A magical tale of friendship, the 
joy of reading, and the power of 
the imagination! Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(!##'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

A Lot to Like!
DEREK ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by DEREK ANDERSON

For fans of Elephant & Piggie and 
Frog & Toad comes an easy-to-
read series about another unlikely 
pair: Croc and Ally. These two best 
friends don’t always see things the 
same way, but there’s one thing 
they do agree on–their friendship 
comes first! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&%($'% 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  0 / x # 
-+, years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Madeline Finn and  
the Shelter Dog
LISA PAPP;  
Illustrated by LISA PAPP

In this heartwarming companion 
to the award-winning favorite 
Madeline Finn and the Library 
Dog, Madeline Finn finds a new 
way to help more dogs and read 
more stories. 32 pages

$%&'!')&")#'+*('$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  # / x !! 
%+" years 
PEACHTREE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Monster on the Bus
JOSH LIEB;  
Illustrated by HANNAH MARKS

A spooky and hilarious spin on a 
classic children’s song, from the 
author of Chapter Two is Missing 
and the illustrator of The Panda 
Problem, 48 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'#((!'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 / x " / 
%+" years 
RAZORBILL  |  July   

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Moonlight Zoo
MAUDIE POWELL+TUCK; Illustrated 
by JAMES KARL MOUNTFORD

When Eva can’t find her cat, Luna, 
she looks under her bed and finds 
the Moonlight Zoo, a magical 
place for lost pets and animals. 
Can Eva find Luna before the zoo 
disappears at dawn? 32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"$!'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK
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The More You Give
MARCY CAMPBELL;  
Illustrated by FRANCESCA SANNA

A modern-day response to The 
Giving Tree, this lyrical picturebook 
shows how a family passes down 
love from generation to 
generation, leaving a legacy of 
growing both trees and 
community. 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%"%#'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Dog Hen
DAVID MACKINTOSH

Brimming with the lively artwork 
and waggish humor that make his 
books a joy for kids and parents 
alike, David Mackintosh’s newest 
book explores finding value in the 
unwanted and obsolete, through 
the pleasures and perils of 
adopting a rescue puppy. 32 Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'#'%$!#'%(#('$ 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
%+" years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Name from the Sky
DIANE KRUGER;  
Illustrated by CHRISTINA UNZNER

From actress and mom Diane 
Kruger comes an enchanting story 
about how learning the meaning 
of her name changed her life-and 
how our names can help us find 
our own special powers. 48 pages

$%&'!'))")('*$!'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !! 
%+" years 
MINEDITIONUS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The New Kid Welcome/
Welcome the New Kid
SUZANNE SLADE;  
Illustrated by NICOLE MILES

When read forward and 
backwards, this clever and 
thought-provoking flip-it story 
demonstrates that there’s more 
than one way to think about 
someone who might seem 
“different” at first glance.  
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+")#"') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
%+" years 
RODALE KIDS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Not All Sheep Are Boring!
BOBBY MOYNIHAN;  
Illustrated by JULIE ROWAN+ZOCH

A slyly hilarious bedtime picture 
book by Saturday Night Live actor 
Bobby Moynihan. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*%*#'( 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

One Grumpy Day
M. CHRISTINA BUTLER;  
Illustrated by TINA MACNAUGHTON

This heartwarming story of 
friendship and determination 
features the return of the beloved 
Little Hedgehog and his friends as 
they search the forest for their 
friend Fox before night falls.  
32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"&)'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # 7 x !! 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Ozzie and Prince Zebedee
GELA KALAITZIDIS

Dragons Love Tacos meets Where 
the Wild Things Are in this 
rollicking story about the mishaps 
of a best friend duo from debut 
author and illustrator Gela 
Kalaitzidis. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)+!&'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
.+, years 
FLAMINGO BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Patchwork
MATT DE LA PEÑA;  
Illustrated by CORINNA LUYKEN

From a Newbery Medal-winning 
author and a New York Times 
bestselling illustrator comes a 
deeply moving ode to the 
complexity and uniqueness of 
every child. Full Color Illustrations, 
48 pages

$%&'!'$&+&'!#$)'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK
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The Perfect Rock
SARAH NOBLE

For an otter, a rock has many uses. 
It can be a tool to break shells for 
food, an entertaining toy, or even 
just something to admire. 
Choosing a rock is a very 
important decision. But what 
happens when three otter siblings 
choose the same rock? 32 pages

$%&'!'&#&%+'*(!'! 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  !2 5 x # 
.+, years 
FLYING EYE BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Picture Day Jitters
JULIE DANNEBERG;  
Illustrated by JUDY LOVE 

In this installment of the best-
selling, classroom classic Jitters 
series, it’s not the first day, but it is 
picture day, and Mrs. Hartwell 
wants her students looking their 
best. 32 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'!(%') 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

$%&'!')"#(+'#&%'% 
$,.##/#.##C  |  PB  |  " x !2 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Poo in the Zoo:  
The Island of Dinosaur Poo
STEVE SMALLMAN;  
Illustrated by ADA GREY

In this third installment of the 
hilarious books featuring 
zookeeper Bob McGrew and his 
zoo animals, the group travels 
along with Hector Gloop, the 
famous poop collector, to an 
island in search of a sample of 
elusive dinosaur poop. Will they 
find it? 32 pages

$%&'!')&*!*'"&#'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 1 
.+, years 
TIGER TALES  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Power of Architecture
25 modern buildings around the world

ANNETTE ROEDER

From private residences to 
affordable housing, stadiums to 
factories, museums to libraries-
this book takes young readers 
across continents to learn how 
architecture is improving the 
world one building at a time.  
25 Full Color Illustrations, 64 pages

$%&'#'%$!#'%(!+'+ 
$$%.#-/...#-C  |  HC  |  # / x !$ / 
"+!$ years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  September  
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FINAL COVER TO COME

Put Your Shoes on  
and Get Ready! 
 

Raphael Warnock;  
Illustrated by TeMika Grooms

 

Put Your Shoes on  
and Get Ready!
RAPHAEL WARNOCK;  
Illustrated by TEMIKA GROOMS

From Georgia’s first Black Senator 
Raphael Warnock comes an 
inspiring picture book about 
finding your dreams and making 
your mark in the world. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("&&%'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC   
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Scaredy Bath
ZOE FOSTER BLAKE; Illustrated by 
DANIEL GRAY+BARNETT

From the author of No One Likes a 
Fart comes a hilarious, bubble-
filled picture book that highlights 
the chaos and comfort of bath 
time. 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("*)#'( 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  " x 0 / 
.+, years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

$%&'*'%#("')$+$'! 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x " 
%+" years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Scaredy Squirrel  
Visits the Doctor
MELANIE WATT

Scaredy Squirrel is exactly the 
character children need today–a 
little bit anxious, a lot adorable, 
and totally lovable. They will laugh 
along in this new picture book as 
Scaredy learns to brave the doctor 
for his regular check-up! Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*%+#'+ 
$!,.##/NCR  |  HC  |  " x " 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Set Sail for Pancakes!
TIM KLEYN

Hungry for adventure . . . and 
breakfast? Set sail with a grandpa 
and his intrepid granddaughter  
as they look far and wide for the 
perfect pancake ingredients!  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*+"$'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
.+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK
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Sharon, Lois and Bram’s One 
Elephant Went Out to Play
SHARON HAMPSON, LOIS 
LILIENSTEIN and BRAM MORRISON 
with story by RANDI HAMPSON; 
Illustrated by QIN LENG

From the creators of 
Skinnamarink comes another 
picture book based on the classic 
counting song made famous by 
this beloved trio of children’s 
entertainers. Full Color 
Illustrations Throughout, 32 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%!*&'! 
$!,.##/$!.##C  |  HC  |  , x !2 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

So Much Snow
KRISTEN SCHROEDER;  
Illustrated by SARAH JACOBY

A beautifully illustrated, rollicking 
read-aloud about forest animals 
who are caught-literally up to their 
ears and antlers-in a snowstorm. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*&"*'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Sometimes Love
KATRINA MOORE;  
Illustrated by JOY HWANG RUIZ

A tender, poetic picture book 
about a military family 
experiencing happiness, 
heartache, and learning to grow 
through change. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"#&"'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 / 
%+" years 
DIAL  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Star: The Bird Who  
Inspired Mozart
MIREILLE MESSIER;  
Illustrated by MATTE STEPHENS

A chance encounter with a  
starling inspires Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart in this picture 
book based on a true story. Full 
Color Illustrations Throughout,  
36 pages

$%&'*'%#("'))&$') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !$ 
%+" years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

SumoPuppy
DAVID BIEDRZYCKI 

A funny and read-aloud worthy 
sequel to the best-selling 
SumoKitty brings two unlikely 
friends together in this hilarious 
dog-meets-cat adventure perfect 
for pet lovers. 48 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'#*!'# 
$!".##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
-+" years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Super Pizza & Kid Kale
PHAEA CREDE;  
Illustrated by ZACH SMITH

With great flavor, comes great 
responsibility. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*#%*'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # / x !$ 
-+, years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tell the Truth, Pangolin
MELINDA BEATTY;  
Illustrated by PAOLA ESCOBAR

In this delightful, thoroughly 
entertaining picture book about 
the importance–and difficulty–of 
telling the truth, the queen’s trusty 
servant, a pangolin, breaks the 
royal swing and doesn’t know what 
to tell her! 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&*!#') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
ANNE SCHWARTZ BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Theo TheSaurus and  
the Perfect Pet
SHELLI R. JOHANNES;  
Illustrated by MIKE MORAN

Theo TheSaurus is back in a 
brand-new pet-friendly adventure 
with big words and even bigger 
fun! This series is Fancy Nancy for 
dinosaur lovers. Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)+#"'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK
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This Book Is Not a Present
MAX GREENFIELD;  
Illustrated by MIKE LOWERY

A hilarious picture book 
companion to I Don’t Want to Read 
This Book by actor Max Greenfield. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)"#)'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x # / 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Field Trip Stinks!
BECKY SCHARNHORST;  
Illustrated by JULIA PATTON

The hilarious sequel to My School 
Stinks! about a young boy at his 
school full of animals as they 
embark on an adventure-filled 
field trip! Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*###'+ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
FLAMINGO BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

This Story Is Not  
About a Kitten
RANDALL DE SÈVE;  
Illustrated by CARSON ELLIS

A heartwarming picture book 
about a neighborhood coming 
together to help a kitten find a 
home, from a New York Times 
bestselling author and a Caldecott 
Honor-winning illustrator. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%+(#'( 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tiny Spoon vs. Little Fork
CONSTANCE LOMBARDO; 
Illustrated by DAN & JASON

Take silly seriously! A fall-off-your-
high-chair funny picture book 
starring a spoon, a fork, and the 
baby they both want to feed, 
perfect for fans of The Bad Seed. 
48 pages

$%&'!'))")+'**)'# 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! / x " 
%+" years 
HIPPO PARK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Told and Retold: Around the 
World with Aesop’s Fables
HOLLY BERRY

A gorgeous new take on Aesop’s 
Fables with stories from around 
the world masterfully illustrated by 
an award-winning print-maker. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(!("'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

When Winter Comes
AIMÉE M. BISSONETTE

A sweet poetic board book 
celebrating the vibrancy of wildlife 
and families in the outdoors in 
winter. 22 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'+*('( 
$#.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  , x - / 
2+. years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Will We Always Hold Hands?
CHRISTOPHER CHENG; Illustrated 
by STEPHEN MICHAEL KING

A universal story about the 
everlasting bonds of friendship 
and love, from two award-winning 
creators. Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'()+(*'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! 1 x # / 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Wills and the Won’ts
ANGELA WOOLFE;  
Illustrated by ROLAND GARRIGUE

Dr. Seuss’s The Sneetches and 
Other Stories meets The Wall in 
the Middle of the Book in this pitch 
perfect, rhyming story about 
breaking down barriers and 
embracing our differences.  
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#("(&'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  , x !! 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK
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The Wolf, the Duck,  
and the Mouse
MAC BARNETT;  
Illustrated by JON KLASSEN

This is a story about a duck and 
mouse who get swallowed by a 
wolf, and then decide to live in his 
belly. 40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%%$') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  PB  |  " :()* x !! 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Working Boats
An Inside Look at  
Ten Amazing Watercraft

THOMAS CRESTODINA

This visually engaging book filled 
with cross sections and exploded 
views of working boats is perfect 
for children–and even adults–
curious about the mechanics of 
boats and the lives of people who 
work on boats. 56 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'"($'+ 
$!#.##/!#.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
,+!2 years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The World’s Longest  
Licorice Rope
MATT MYERS

A humorous story about the 
priceless value of friendship from 
the creator of Dino!Gro. A boy’s 
search for the end of a licorice 
rope takes him all around the 
world and winds up with two new 
friends. Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&**!'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x , 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Bowie for Babies
SMITH STREET BOOKS

Baby’s first rockstar. 10 Full Color 
Illustrations, 10 pages

$%&'!'$""%(+'*+'" 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  PB  |  " / x , 7 
2+. years 
SMITH STREET BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Minecraft Boxed Set
Written by SFÉ R MONSTER, 
Illustrated by SARAH GRALEY

Collecting all three volumes of the 
first graphic novel set in the world 
of Minecraft, plus an exclusive 
Minecraft poster by Sarah Graley! 
264 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'"$*!'( 
$$#.##/.#.##C  |  BX  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Minecraft: Open World– 
Into the Nether
Written and Illustrated by 
STEPHANIE RAMIREZ

Sarah is new to the world of 
Minecraft, and without much 
knowledge on the world or how  
to play, she finds herself looking  
to veteran player Hector for help. 
88 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'!&&&'* 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  PB  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Minecraft: Wither Without You 
Volume 3 (Graphic Novel)
Written and Illustrated by  
KRISTEN GUDSNUK

The exciting finale of the epic  
new Minecraft adventure,  
Wither Without You! , 80 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'!&&%'# 
$!2.##/!%.##C  |  PB  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  Now Available  

TAKE A PEEK
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Minecraft: Wither Without You 
Boxed Set
Written and Illustrated by  
KRISTEN GUDSNUK

An original adventure set in the 
exciting world of Minecraft, 
collecting Minecraft: Wither 
Without You Volumes 1-3, plus an 
exclusive Minecraft poster by 
Kristen Gudsnuk! 264 pages

$%&'!'(*)%'"$**'& 
$.$.#,/%%.#,C  |  BX  |  0 x # 
"+!$ years 
DARK HORSE BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I am Batman
BRAD MELTZER; Illustrated by 
CHRISTOPHER ELIOPOULOS

This fictional biography of Batman 
launches the exciting start of the 
Stories Change the World series 
from Brad Meltzer and Chris 
Eliopoulos, the team behind the 
New York Times bestselling 
Ordinary People Change the 
World books. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#!+)'+ 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , / x , / 
-+# years 
DIAL  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I am Superman
BRAD MELTZER; Illustrated by 
CHRISTOPHER ELIOPOULOS

This fictional biography of 
Superman launches the exciting 
start of the Stories Change the 
World series from Brad Meltzer 
and Chris Eliopoulos, the team 
behind the New York Times 
bestselling Ordinary People 
Change the World books. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#!+#'# 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , / x , / 
-+# years 
DIAL  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

Luck# W$eels! 
 
 

Andrew Guastaferro;  
Illustrated by Random Hous

 

Lucky Wheels!  
(DC Batman Batwheels)
ANDREW GUASTAFERRO;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

The adventures hit the streets 
when the Batmobile comes to life 
in this full-color picture book 
inspired by the new hit preschool 
animated series DC Batwheels! 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(**'! 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 SUPERHEROES & VILLAINS

 

Marvel Spider'Man Character 
Encyclopedia New Edition
MELANIE SCOTT

Celebrate Spidey’s 60th 
Anniversary with this new  
edition Character Encyclopedia! 
208 pages

$%&'*'%++*')#+%'$ 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  , 6()* x # 6()* 
,+!! years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Marvel Who Is Captain Marvel?
Travel to Space with Earth’s Defender

NICOLE REYNOLDS

Travel to space with Captain 
Marvel as she flies into action 
alongside Ms. Marvel and other 
awesome Super Heroes. 48 pages

$%&'*'%++*')!**'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  - 8 x # 
-+, years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  October  

$%&'*'%++*')*$$'% 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 8 x # 
-+, years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jurassic World Pocket Expert
All the Facts You Need to Know

CATHERINE SAUNDERS

Become an instant expert on  
all things Jurassic World with  
this handy pocket-sized guide!  
80 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(+)*') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  . 4'()* x , / 
,+# years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK
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Star Trek:  
My First Book of Colors
ROBB PEARLMAN

Go where no board book has  
gone before with this exploration 
of colors seen across the galaxy!  
22 pages

$%&'!')#%%+'!)+'! 
$!!.##/!-.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+$ years 
SMART POP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Star Trek:  
My First Book of Space
ERIN MACDONALD

Go where no board book has  
gone before with this cosmically 
awesome exploration of our solar 
system-and beyond! 22 pages

$%&'!')#%%+'!))'( 
$!!.##/!-.##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
2+$ years 
SMART POP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Barack Obama:  
A Little Golden Book Biography
FRANK BERRIOS;  
Illustrated by KRISTIN SORRA

Help your little one dream big with 
a Little Golden Book biography 
about President Barack Obama! 
The perfect introduction to 
nonfiction for preschoolers! Full 
Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+%$#)'* 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Cloaked in Courage
Uncovering Deborah Sampson,  
Patriot Soldier

BETH ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by ANNE LAMBELET

The remarkable story of Deborah 
Sampson, a woman who fought in 
the American Revolution 
disguised as a man-and who ends 
up finding her true identity and 
purpose in life. 48 pages

$%&'!')#($"')!*'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
,+!2 years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dazzlin’ Dolly
The Songwriting, Hit!Singing,  
Guitar!Picking Dolly Parton

SUZANNE SLADE; Illustrated by 
EDWIN FOTHERINGHAM

This inspirational and dazzlin’ 
story of Dolly Parton-noted singer, 
songwriter, and humanitarian-
follows her rise to fame, from  
her beginnings in East Tennessee 
to performing to thousands at  
the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville. 
40 pages

$%&'!')#($"'&+!'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
,+!2 years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Dr. Fauci:  
A Little Golden Book Biography
SUZANNE SLADE;  
Illustrated by FANNY LIEM

Help your little one dream big with 
a Little Golden Book biography 
about Dr. Anthony Fauci! The 
perfect introduction to nonfiction 
for preschoolers! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&+*)'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Real People, Real Stories

Pop Culture

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781637741641
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Ethel’s Song
Ethel Rosenberg?s Life in Poems

A Novel in Verse by  
BARBARA KRASNER

Convicted traitor and suspected 
Soviet spy Ethel Rosenberg shares 
the story of her beliefs, loves, 
secrets, betrayals, and injustices 
in this compelling YA novel in 
verse. 272 pages

$%&'!')#($"')"('( 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  0 x # 
!.+!, years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Girl Who Built an Ocean
An Artist, an Argonaut, and the True 
Story of the World’s First Aquarium

JESS KEATING; Illustrated by 
MICHELLE MEE NUTTER

The inspiring tale of a seamstress-
turned-scientist who invented the 
world’s first aquarium at a time 
when women in STEM were 
startlingly rare. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*(!!'$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x " / 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Harriet Tubman: A Little 
Golden Book Biography
JANAY BROWN+WOOD;  
Illustrated by ROBERT PAUL

Inspire and educate your little one 
with a Little Golden Book 
biography about Harriet Tubman! 
It’s the perfect introduction to 
nonfiction for preschoolers. Full 
Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&*!+'+ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Am Coco
The Life of Coco Chanel

ISABEL PIN

This portrait of a fiercely 
independent creative thinker is 
filled with whimsical pictures and 
informative texts to depict the 
entire arc of Coco’s life and career, 
from schoolgirl rebel to haute 
couture icon. 96 Illustrations,  
96 pages

$%&'#'%$!#'%(*&'# 
$!,.#-/$..#-C  |  HC  |  0 x " < 
0+# years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Library Girl
How Nancy Pearl Became America’s 
Most Celebrated Librarian

KAREN HENRY CLARK;  
Illustrated by SHERYL MURRAY

Library Girl is the inspiring 
childhood story of how beloved 
librarian, author, and Seattle icon, 
Nancy Pearl discovered her 
strengths and realized her 
passion. It is a loving tribute to  
the power books and librarians 
have to transform children’s lives. 
32 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'#!&'& 
$!".##/!".##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
-+# years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Little Book of Joy
RANDOM HOUSE

Nobel Peace Prize winners His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama and 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu share 
their own childhood struggles to 
show young readers how they can 
thrive and find joy even during the 
most challenging times. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&+"#'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 & 
.+, years 
CROWN BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

A Life of Service: The Story of 
Senator Tammy Duckworth
CHRISTINA SOONTORNVAT; 
Illustrated by DOW PHUMIRUK

Thai American creators portray 
the inspirational and barrier-
breaking life of Senator Tammy 
Duckworth in a picture-book 
tribute to an extraordinary woman. 
48 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'""*('* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # 5 x !2 5 
-+# years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Lucille Ball:  
A Little Golden Book Biography
WENDY LOGGIA;  
Illustrated by CHIN KO

Help your little one dream big with 
a Little Golden Book biography 
about Lucille Ball–and find out 
why everyone loves Lucy! It’s the 
perfect introduction to nonfiction 
for preschoolers. Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&")+'# 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9781635926255
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https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593482643
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Sonia Sotomayor:  
A Little Golden Book Biography
SILVIA LOPEZ;  
Illustrated by NOMAR PEREZ

Help your little one dream big with 
a Little Golden Book biography 
about Supreme Court Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor! The perfect 
introduction to nonfiction for 
preschoolers! Full Color 
Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"%+#'$ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Road Trip!
Camping with the Four Vagabonds: 
Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, Harvey 
Firestone, and John Burroughs

CLAUDIA FRIDDELL;  
Illustrated by JEREMY HOLMES

Join Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, 
Harvey Firestone, and John 
Burroughs on their pioneering 
camping trips during the early 
1900s in this energetic and 
entertaining nonfiction picture-
book adventure. 40 pages

$%&'!')&+#%'"%"'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
,+!2 years 
CALKINS CREEK  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Troublemakers in Trousers
Women and What They  
Wore to Get Things Done

SARAH ALBEE (Author);  
KAJA KAJFEZ (Illustrator)

Meet twenty-one women 
throughout history who broke 
fashion and norms to do 
something groundbreaking in this 
unique middle-grade collection 
that celebrates trailblazers and 
troublemakers. 176 pages

$%&'!')"#(+'*$('! 
$!".##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , / x # 
#+!$ years 
CHARLESBRIDGE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

The Berenstain Bears Gifts  
of the Spirit Caring & Sharing 
Activity Book
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A faith-based sticker and activity 
book about caring for family and 
sharing with friends featuring 
everyone’s favorite bear family-the 
Berenstain Bears! Includes mazes, 
puzzles, word searches and over 
50 stickers! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&"&&'$ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  , 8 x !2 8 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Berenstain Bears Gifts  
of the Spirit Helpful Hands 
Activity Book
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A faith-based sticker and activity 
book about being helpful 
featuring everyone’s favorite bear 
family-the Berenstain Bears! 
Includes mazes, puzzles, word 
searches and over 50 stickers!  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&"&$') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  , 8 x !2 8 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Berenstain Bears Gifts of  
the Spirit Joyful Celebration 
Activity Book
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A Berenstain Bears faith-based 
sticker and activity book that 
celebrates together time-
birthdays, graduations, holidays-
with family and friends. This 
full-color activity book includes 
mazes, puzzles, word searches, 
and over 50 stickers! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&%$$'* 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  , 8 x !2 8 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Berenstain Bears Gifts of  
the Spirit Love & Sweetness 
Activity Book 
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A Berenstain Bears faith-based 
sticker and activity book which 
celebrates the love and sweetness 
shared between family, friends, 
and neighbors! This full-color 
activity book includes mazes, 
puzzles, word searches, and over 
50 stickers! 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&%$&'# 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  , 8 x !2 8 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Real People, Real Stories

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593427439
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Brown Baby Jesus
A Picture Book

DORENA WILLIAMSON;  
Illustrated by RONIQUE ELLIS

Celebrate Christmas with this 
unique retelling of the Nativity 
story featuring Jesus as a 
melanated baby in a story that’s 
rich with Scripture, historical 
accuracy, and a multicultural 
weaving of love-from the author of 
Crowned with Glory. Full Color 
Illustrations Throughout, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#)#&'# 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  !! x # 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Buddhist Stories for Kids
Jataka Tales of Kindness,  
Friendship, and Forgiveness

LAURA BURGES;  
Illustrated by SONALI ZOHRA

A wise and colorful collection of 
ten Buddhist fables, this modern 
telling of ancient Indian stories, 
centering around animals and 
nature, teaches vibrant and 
timeless life lessons. 76 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$#*'( 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  , / x # / 
%+" years 
BALA KIDS  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Fair Is Fair (Berenstain Bears 
Gifts of the Spirit)
MIKE BERENSTAIN

Brother and Sister teach bossy 
Too!Small how to be fair and play 
well with others at the playground 
in this Berenstain Bears Gifts of 
the Spirit storybook! Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*"+&'+ 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

God’s Beloved Community
A PICTURE BOOK

MICHELLE SANCHEZ;  
Illustrated by CAMILA CARROSSINE

This children’s book from the 
author of Color!Courageous 
Discipleship makes the 
God-inspired dream of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., accessible to all, 
helping kids and parents answer 
God’s call to move from being 
color-blind to color-brave. Full 
Color Illustrations Throughout,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!$#&&'+ 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Hero of Compassion
How Lokeshvara Got One  
Thousand Arms

HARRY EINHORN;  
Illustrated by KHOA LE

The magical story of a 
compassionate hero who learns 
how to always care for others  
and to never give up-for kids  
ages 4-8. 32 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$%&'% 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
%+" years 
BALA KIDS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

If I Were a Tiger
A Picture Book

CAROLINE COLEMAN; Illustrated by 
NADYA BONTEN+SLENDERS

A whimsical and playful rhyming 
picture book about a young boy 
who imagines himself as a tiger to 
overcome his fears-only to realize 
that he can trust in God. Full Color 
Illustrations Throughout, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#((+') 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Stories of God (and Kiki)
DAVID CONNIS;  
Illustrated by AMY DOMINGO

From the creators of The 
Inventions of God (and Eva) comes 
a delightfully illustrated picture 
book that tells the story of 
would-be author and artist Kiki-
and the God who created her to be 
a lot like Him. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"##(%'# 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Trust (Berenstain Bears Gifts  
of the Spirit)
MIKE BERENSTAIN

A faith-based ‘Gifts of the Spirit’ 
hardcover storybook about the 
importance of trust featuring 
everyone’s favorite bear family-the 
Berenstain Bears! Full Color 
Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*"+"'" 
$#.##/!..##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK
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Who God Wants Me to Be
A Picture Book

CRYSTAL BOWMAN and  
MICHELLE S. LAZUREK;  
Illustrated by SANDRA EIDE

This empowering picture book 
features a diverse cast of little 
girls dreaming of all the things 
they can be when they grow up 
and exploring how they can serve 
God in all kinds of careers. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'"#(%('! 
$!!.##/!-.##C  |  HC  |  " / x " / 
.+, years 
WATERBROOK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

1, 2, 3, Exercise with Me!  
Fun Exercises with Elmo 
(Sesame Street)
ANDREA POSNER+SANCHEZ; 
Illustrated by JOE MATHIEU

In this adorable book, Elmo shares 
lots of fun exercises that young 
children-and his Sesame Street 
friends-can do both indoors and 
outside. Full Color Illustrations,  
16 pages

$%&'*'($#'()#&*'$ 
$!!.##/!-.##C  |  BR  |  !2 x !2 
$+- years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Furry Friends Forever:  
Elmo & Tango (Sesame Street)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Elmo and his adorable puppy, 
Tango, star in a sturdy board book 
based on the new Sesame Street 
specials Furry Friends Forever: 
Elmo Gets a Puppy! and Elmo and 
Tango’s Mysterious Mysteries. Full 
Color Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'+")#&'& 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Love My Hair (Sesame Street)
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Sesame Street’s Gabrielle lets 
everyone know how much she 
loves her beautiful black hair in 
this joyful board book. It’s based 
on the song of the same name 
and the popular Sesame Street 
video, viewed more than 19 million 
times on YouTube. Full Color 
Illustrations, 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'())+#'( 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  " x " 
$+- years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Try, Try Again, Two'Headed 
Monster!: Sesame Street 
Monster Meditation in 
collaboration with Headspace
RANDOM HOUSE;  
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Two!Headed Monster learns fun 
breathing activities to help calm 
him when he gets frustrated-
based on the popular Sesame 
Street Monster Meditation video 
on YouTube, made in collaboration 
with the mindfulness app 
Headspace. Full Color Illustrations, 
26 pages

$%&'*'($#'+&"(*') 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
$+- years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Brother Is Away
SARA GREENWOOD;  
Illustrated by LUISA URIBE

In this moving picture book, a 
young girl reflects on the 
emotions and challenges of 
growing up with a brother who is 
incarcerated. This touching story 
is filled with vivid illustrations and 
is based on the author’s childhood 
experiences. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!"%!)'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x !2 
-+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

That’s My Sweater!
JESSIKA VON INNEREBNER

An outrageously funny sibling 
rivalry story with a hand-me-down 
twist. Full Color Illustrations,  
40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)!$+'( 
$!,.##/NCR  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
-+" years 
DIAL  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Welcome to the Big Kids Club
What Every Older Sibling  
Needs to Know!

CHELSEA CLINTON;  
Illustrated by TANIA DE REGIL

A humorous book about what 
every older sibling needs to know, 
filled with information about the 
new baby at your house, from 
mom of three and the #1 New York 
Times bestselling author of She 
Persisted Chelsea Clinton. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#(*%#'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

Siblings

Sesame Street

https://www.penguinrandomhouseretail.com/book/?isbn=9780593235751
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Calling the Wind
TRUDY LUDWIG;  
Illustrated by KATHRYN OTOSHI

Inspired by the Wind Telephone in 
Japan, this poignant story 
explores the stages of grief, the 
healing power of hope, and the 
unbreakable family bonds that 
connect us all. From the 
acclaimed author of The Invisible 
Boy and the award-winning 
illustrator of One. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+")+*'! 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x " 
%+" years 
ALFRED A. KNOPF BFYR  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Circles in the Sky
KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD; 
Illustrated by  
KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD

With luminous illustrations, this 
original folktale about the 
discovery of a lifeless bird offers a 
sympathetic exploration of grief, 
loss, and hope. 40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"+$&') 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " 44()* x !! 
.+, years 
CANDLEWICK STUDIO  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

What Are Words, Really?
ALEXI LUBOMIRSKI;  
Illustrated by CARLOS APONTE

A renowned photographer and a 
Pura Belpré Honor–winning 
illustrator join forces for a playful 
and stylish picture book that’s 
destined to make the world a 
better place, one word at a time. 
40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!$&*'% 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 1 x # 46()* 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

123s of Kindness
PATRICIA HEGARTY;  
Illustrated by SUMMER MACON

Learning the importance of 
kindness is as easy as 1-2-3 with 
this sweet board book that fosters 
social-emotional development. 
Full Color Illustrations, 22 pages

$%&'*'($#'()(&&'$ 
$".##/!!.##C  |  BR  |  , 4()= x , 4()= 
2+. years 
RODALE KIDS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

The Big Slide
DANIEL KIRK

In this sweet story about facing 
fears, Little Pup has to call up all 
his courage-and the help of a 
friend-to go down the playground 
slide. Full Color Illustrations,  
32 pages

$%&'*'#$$'!)$#&'* 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " x !2 
.+- years 
NANCY PAULSEN BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Big Worry Day
K.A. REYNOLDS;  
Illustrated by CHLOE DOMINIQUE

A girl and her dog find ways  
to deal with her anxiety in this 
beautiful debut picture book  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+)()#'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Buddy’s New Buddy
CHRISTINA GEIST;  
Illustrated by TIM BOWERS

The newest picture book in the 
New York Times bestselling Buddy 
series is about being yourself 
through-and-through while going 
back to school and trying to make 
new buddies! Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#*%*$'* 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Everything Changes
And That’s OK

CAROL DODD;  
Illustrated by ERIN HUYBRECHTS

Change is all around, but it can be 
overwhelming! Explore how 
change exists everywhere in a way 
that is natural, and even beautiful, 
in this vibrantly illustrated book 
with fun rhyming couplets, for 
children ages 3 to 7. 32 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$"$'$ 
$!,.#-/$..#-C  |  HC  |  , & x !! 
.+, years 
BALA KIDS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Everything in Its Place
A Story of Books and Belonging

PAULINE DAVID+SAX; Illustrated by 
CHARNELLE PINKNEY BARLOW

An inspiring and poetic story 
about reading, libraries, and 
overcoming social anxiety to find 
self-acceptance. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%&&"'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+, years 
DOUBLEDAY BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Hair to Share
SYLVIA WALKER

A joyful exploration of friendship, 
generosity, and confidence that 
comes from within. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+")&&'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
CROWN BFYR  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Am Amazing!
ALISSA HOLDER and  
ZULEKHA HOLDER+YOUNG;  
Illustrated by NNEKA MYERS

From the authors and illustrator of 
I Am Smart, I Am Blessed, I Can Do 
Anything! comes another story 
about the always-inspiring Ayaan! 
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'#"%#"') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 1 x # 
.+, years 
FLAMINGO BOOKS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Forgive Alex
A Simple Story About Understanding

KERASCOET

A simple, yet powerful, picture 
book—from"New York 
Times"bestselling creators, 
Kerascoët—about compassion 
and forgiveness. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&!(*'" 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

I Would Teach You to Fly
SARAH ASPER+SMITH

From the author and illustrator of 
the popular I Would Tuck You In, 
this endearing picture book 
introduces young children to the 
characteristics of a variety of 
animals, showing parents and 
their babies interacting in their 
natural habitats. 32 pages

$%&'!')#"!%'+*+'& 
$!0.##/!0.##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x " 1 
.+, years 
LITTLE BIGFOOT  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

If You Cry like a Fountain
NOEMI VOLA

A quirky and surprisingly funny 
picture book about the many 
practical uses for tears, for fans of 
Big Feelings. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 48 pages

$%&'*'%#("'%*(*'# 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  , & x !! 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Julia and the Triple C
STAFFAN GNOSSPELIUS

Join the Triple C, the Children’s 
Childish Club, and be as childish 
as you like! Julia’s bad day takes  
a turn in this delightful debut 
picture book that shows the joy 
that can come from simply being 
a child. Full Color Illustrations,  
36 pages

$%&'!')++"!'!$"'" 
$!%.#-/!#.#-C  |  HC  |  0 7 x # 6()* 
%+, years 
TRIANGLE SQUARE  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Just the Way You Are
EMMA DODD;  
Illustrated by EMMA DODD

This heartwarming and uplifting 
book features an adorable little 
tiger cub who learns the value of 
having someone who loves them 
for being their authentic self.  
24 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"))('" 
$!0.##/$$.##C  |  HC  |  , 8 x , 8 
$+- years 
TEMPLAR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Kumo
The Bashful Cloud

KYO MACLEAR;  
Illustrated by NATHALIE DION

The uplifting journey of a cloud 
(“kumo” in Japanese) who 
overcomes her shyness - and 
discovers the rewards of feeling 
seen. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 64 pages

$%&'*'%#("')%"&'" 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !$ 
%+" years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Leo Learns to Meditate
A Curious Kid’s Guide to Life’s Ups and 
Downs and Lots In!Between

FRANCESCA HAMPTON;  
Illustrated by JOHN LEDDA

A wildly engaging and imaginative 
story that introduces the world of 
meditation to kids ages 6-10 
through a relatable character 
named Leo, who learns to 
cultivate relaxation, mindfulness, 
and lovingkindness. 44 pages

$%&'!')!!&*'$!)'$ 
$!,.#-/$..#-C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 & 
0+# years 
BALA KIDS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Little Echo
AL RODIN

Little Echo lives alone in a cave 
until, one day, a chance encounter 
encourages her to be brave and 
make a new friend. A gentle story 
about finding your own voice. Full 
Color Illustrations Throughout,  
32 pages

$%&'!'%%+&&'*)"'# 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !! 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Lunch from Home
JOSHUA DAVID STEIN;  
Illustrated by JING LI;  
Contributions by Niki Russ 
Federman, Ray Garcia,  
Preeti Mistry, Mina Park

What happens when a child’s 
favorite packed lunch is met with 
disparaging comments at the 
school lunch table? 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&++('$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 
.+0 years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Misty the Cloud: Friends 
Through Rain or Shine
DYLAN DREYER;  
Illustrated by ROSIE BUTCHER

New York Times bestselling author, 
TODAY Show co-host, and 
meteorologist Dylan Dreyer’s next 
Misty adventure is all about 
getting along and learning to 
compromise! Social-emotional 
learning meets weather concepts 
in this bestselling franchise. Full 
Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'!&*+"') 
$!#.##/$-.##C  |  HC  |  # / x !2 / 
.+, years 
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Lala
THOMAS KING; Illustrated by 
CHARLENE CHUA

A joyful picture book about 
confidence featuring a little girl 
making her mark on the world, 
from acclaimed author Thomas 
King, and for fans of Ladybug Girl. 
Full Color Illustrations Throughout, 
40 pages

$%&'*'%#("')$#+'% 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  June  

TAKE A PEEK

 

My Self, Your Self
ESMÉ SHAPIRO

Follow along with lovable forest 
creatures as they discover what is 
a self and what makes each of us 
unique. Full Color Illustrations 
Throughout, 48 pages

$%&'!'%%+&&'*"#'+ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  " 1 x !2 / 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Star Friends Boxed Set,  
Books 1-4
Mirror Magic; Wish Trap;  
Secret Spell; Dark Tricks

LINDA CHAPMAN;  
Illustrated by LUCY FLEMING

This boxed set includes books 1-4 
in the exciting Star Friends 
chapter book series. With black-
and-white illustrations 
throughout. 640 pages

$%&'!'))+#'+*()'( 
$$,.#0/.".22C  |  BX  |  - / x " 
0+# years 
TIGER TALES  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK
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Stop and Smell the Cookies
GIBSON FRAZIER;  
Illustrated by MICAH PLAYER

A picture book about a 
rambunctious boy who learns to 
manage his big feelings. Full Color 
Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'("('(!%!+') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  " / x !! 1 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

The Swing
BRITTA TECKENTRUP

A poetic book about the passage 
of time. 160 pages

$%&'#'%$!#'%(#)') 
$$,.-2/.0.-2C  |  HC  |  " 1 x " 1 
%+" years 
PRESTEL JUNIOR  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

That’s Not My Name!
Written and Illustrated by  
ANOOSHA SYED

A debut picture book about loving 
your name, finding your voice, and 
standing up for yourself from the 
critically acclaimed illustrator of 
Bilal Cooks Daal and I Am Perfectly 
Designed. 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*(!%'& 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 x " & 
.+- years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS  |  July  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Where Did Poppy Go?
GAIL SILVER

After a grandfather dies, a father 
and son journey forward through 
seasons and time, discovering 
how our loved ones remain with  
us even after they pass on.  
27 Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'!'$(")$"'"+') 
$!".#-/$%.#-C  |  HC  |  # / x " / 
-+# years 
PLUM BLOSSOM  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

What Can You See? In Space
KATE WARE;  
Illustrated by MARIA PERERA

Young readers will love to peek 
through the pages of this busy 
book to discover fun facts about 
space! 12 pages

$%&'!'))+#'(*#+'" 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  BR  |  , 3 x " / 
$+- years 
TIGER TALES  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Atoms
JOHN DEVOLLE

This book will blow your child’s 
mind! Big Science explained 
simply. 32 pages

$%&'!'%&")$'#+#'% 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  HC  |  !! >()* x # & 
$+- years 
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Babies Love Outer Space
SUSANNE KÖNIG

For families who want their babies 
to reach for the stars, this 
accordion-shaped board book 
about outer space was created 
specifically for tummy time! Full 
Color Illustrations, 16 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*#(!'& 
$0.##/#.##C  |  BR  |  0 x 0 
 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Planets
JOHN DEVOLLE

This book will blow your child’s 
mind! Big Science explained 
simply 32 pages

$%&'!'%&")$'#++'+ 
$!0.#-/$$.#-C  |  HC  |  !! >()* x # & 
$+- years 
PUSHKIN CHILDREN’S BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK
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Bienvenidos al club  
de los niños grandes
Lo que todo hermano  
mayor debe saber

CHELSEA CLINTON; Illustrated 
by TANIA DE REGIL; Translated by 
Andrea Montejo and Eva Ibarzábal

A humorous book about what 
every older sibling needs to know, 
filled with information about the 
new baby at your house, from 
mom of three and the #1 New York 
Times bestselling author of She 
Persisted Chelsea Clinton. Full 
Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'+*+%)'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !2 
%+" years 
PHILOMEL BOOKS  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

Cosas que se  
mueven 
 

 
DK

 

Cosas que se mueven
DK

Kids learn about different types  
of transportation including 
planes, trains, and cars with  
this informational book featuring 
a variety of transportation vehicles 
and pictures. 36 pages

$%&'*'%++*')+("'* 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  BR  |  % & x - 8 
2+$ years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Diez maneras de  
escuchar la nieve
CATHY CAMPER;  
Illustrated by KENARD PAK

A snowy day, a trip to Grandma’s, 
time spent cooking with one 
another, and space to pause and 
discover the world around you 
come together in Ten Ways to Hear 
Snow, now available in Spanish as 
Diez maneras de escuchar la nieve. 
Full Color Illustrations, 32 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#"##'! 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !2 / x # 
%+" years 
KOKILA  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

FINAL COVER TO COME

El oso goloso 
 

 
 
Jonny Lambert

 

El oso goloso
JONNY LAMBERT

Journey through the forest  
with Huxley and Bluebird, and 
introduce your toddlers to the  
idea of friendship and sharing 
with others. In Spanish. 24 pages

$%&'*'%++*')++%') 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  BR  |  " 1 x " 1 
2+. years 
DK CHILDREN $!%  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

  

 

Feliz Navidad Mad Libs
¡El mejor juego de palabras del mundo!

YANITZIA CANETTI

Mad Libs–now in Spanish!–is  
the world’s greatest word game 
and the perfect gift or activity for 
anyone who likes to laugh! Write  
in the missing words on each 
page to create your own 
hilariously funny stories all  
about Christmas! 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'("!""'$ 
$%.##/0.##C  |  PB  |  - 1 x " 3 
"+!$ years 
MAD LIBS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Jabari trata
GAIA CORNWALL;  
Illustrated by GAIA CORNWALL

Jabari is inventing a machine that 
will fly all the way across the yard! 
But making it take off will take grit, 
patience–and maybe even a little 
help from his sister. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&*!'+ 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  # & x !! '()* 
%+" years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

La canción del cambio
Himno para niños

AMANDA GORMAN;  
Illustrated by LOREN LONG; 
Translated by Jasminne Mendez

Un lírico"libro debut para niños 
por la poeta inaugural"presidencial 
Amanda Gorman y el 
ilustrador"#1"superventas del" 
New York Times"Loren Long.  
32 pages

$%&'*'($#'("%#!'# 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !2 x !! 
%+" years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS   
September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Llama Llama ABC  
(Spanish Edition)
ANNA DEWDNEY;  
Illustrated by JT MORROW; 
Translated by Claudia Hoepelman

Incluida en la selección de 
grandes éxitos de"The New York 
Times, la serie narrativa de Anna 
Dewdney continúa con un nuevo 
libro ilustrado de Llama Llama 
que nos lleva de la A a la Z.  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'("%%$'( 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
2+. years 
VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS     
September  

TAKE A PEEK
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Mi hermano está lejos  
(My Brother is Away  
Spanish Edition)
SARA GREENWOOD;  
Illustrated by LUISA URIBE

En este libro conmovedor basado 
en las experiencias propias de la 
autora, una niña reflexiona sobre 
las emociones y los desafios que 
enfrenta en torno al 
encarcelamiento de su hermano. 
Full Color Illustrations, 40 pages

$%&'*'($#'()$(('$ 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  !! x !2 
-+" years 
RANDOM HOUSE STUDIO  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Mi Little Golden Book Sobre 
Sonia Sotomayor
SILVIA LOPEZ;  
Illustrated by NOMAR PEREZ

Help your little one dream big with 
a Spanish language Little Golden 
Book biography about Supreme 
Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor! 
The perfect introduction to 
nonfiction for preschoolers! Full 
Color Illustrations, 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+"&%%'! 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Qué es la Constitución?
PATRICIA BRENNAN DEMUTH; 
Illustrated by TIM FOLEY;  
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

We the people at Who HQ bring 
readers the full story–arguments 
and all–of how the United States 
Constitution came into being in 
this Spanish entry in the WHO HQ 
series. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")('# 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Qué es la Copa Mundial?
BONNIE BADER; Illustrated by 
STEPHEN MARCHESI;  
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

GOOOLLLLLASSSOOOOO! 
Discover the magic behind the 
world’s most watched sporting 
event, the World Cup, in this 
Spanish entry in the WHO HQ 
series! 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")+') 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién es Alexandria  
Ocasio'Cortez?
KIRSTEN ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by MANUEL GUTIERREZ; 
Translated by Celia Martínez

The inspiring story of the 
youngest woman ever elected to 
Congress, told in the new Who HQ 
Now format for trending topics.  
56 pages

$%&'*'($#'(""&#'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién es Kamala Harris?
KIRSTEN ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by MANUEL GUTIERREZ;  
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

The inspiring story of Vice 
President Kamala Harris told in 
the new Who HQ Now format for 
trending topics – now in Spanish! 
56 pages

$%&'*'($#'(""&+'+ 
$-.##/,.##C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién fue Celia Cruz?: ¿Quién 
fue? Un libro de cartón
LISBETH KAISER;  
Illustrated by STANLEY CHOW; 
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti; 
Edited by Adriana Dominguez

The first Spanish addition to the 
Who HQ board book series: a 
biography of Celia Cruz, created 
specifically for the preschool 
audience! 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'(""(&'( 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
$+% years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién fue Frida Kahlo?
SARAH FABINY;  
Illustrated by JERRY HOARE; 
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

Find out more about Frida Kahlo, 
the woman who painted herself 
into history as one of the most 
iconic female artists of the 
twentieth century – now available 
for Spanish speakers everywhere! 
112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")#'$ 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK
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¿Quién fue Jesús?
ELLEN MORGAN;  
Illustrated by STEPHEN MARCHESI; 
Translated by Yanitzia Canetti

Learn about the historic life of 
Jesus and the origins of the 
Christian faith in this Spanish 
entry in the best-selling WHO HQ 
series! 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")!'( 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién fue Roberto Clemente?
JAMES BUCKLEY JR.;  
Illustrated by JOHN O’BRIEN; 
Translated by Yanitiza Canetti

Learn how a young boy from 
Puerto Rico became an MVP, 
All!Star, and the first Latin 
American in the Baseball Hall of 
Fame in this Spanish edition of 
the WHO HQ series. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")"'" 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

¿Quién fue Selena?
MAX BISANTZ and KATE BISANTZ; 
Illustrated by JOSEPH J. M. QIU; 
Translated by Yanitiza Canetti

Discover why Selena, the Queen of 
Tejano music, became one of the 
most celebrated Mexican-
American entertainers of the 
twentieth century in this Spanish 
edition of the WHO HQ series!  
112 pages

$%&'*'($#'("")*'& 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Retazos
MATT DE LA PEÑA,  
Illustrated by CORINNA LUYKEN

From a Newbery Medal-winning 
author and a New York Times 
bestselling illustrator comes a 
deeply moving ode to the 
complexity and uniqueness of 
every child. Now available in a 
Spanish-language edition! Full 
Color Illustrations, 48 pages

$%&'*'($#'(#"#+'& 
$!".##/$%.##C  |  HC  |  # x !! 
%+" years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  August  
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¡Yo soy!: Afirmaciones para 
desarrollar la resiliencia
BELA BARBOSA;  
Ilustrado por Edel Rodriguez; 
Traducido por Isabel C. Mendoza

Una guía bellamente ilustrada 
para enseñarles a los más 
pequeños a hacer afirmaciones 
sencillas que les ayuden a 
desarrollar su autoestima y 
autoconfianza, ¡disponible ahora 
en español! 26 pages

$%&'*'($#'""#&$'( 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  , x " 
$+% years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Tacko Fall: To New Heights
TACKO FALL and JUSTIN HAYNES; 
Illustrated by REGGIE BROWN

The inspiring true story of 
basketball phenom Tacko Fall—
and his journey from West Africa 
to the NBA—will inspire young 
people to dream and"do. 32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'!$(&') 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  # & x !! '()* 
-+" years 
CANDLEWICK ENTERTAINMENT  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Find Spot at the Hospital
A Lift-the!Flap Book

ERIC HILL; Illustrated by ERIC HILL

Visit the hospital with Spot in this 
informative lift-the-flap board 
book! 16 pages

$%&'*'"+!'(#!+"') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  0 '()* x 0 '()* 
.+- years 
WARNE  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Spot’s Lucky Day
ERIC HILL; Illustrated by ERIC HILL

Happy St. Patrick’s Day! Help Spot 
celebrate in this shamrock-
shaped board book. 12 pages

$%&'*'"+!'("$%%'( 
$#.##/!..##C  |  BR  |  " / x " / 
.+- years 
WARNE  |  December  

TAKE A PEEK
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Big Ideas for Little 
Environmentalists Box Set
MAUREEN MCQUERRY;  
Illustrated by ROBIN ROSENTHAL

An irresistible board book box set 
about caring for our planet and all 
that inhabit it, perfect for little 
hands and big hearts. Full Color 
Illustrations, 80 pages

$%&'*'($#'("$"%'* 
$.-.#0/%,.#0C  |  BX  |  , 7 x , '()* 
2+. years 
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS BFYR  |  October  
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Thomas & Friends  
Meet the Engines
An Encyclopedia of the Thomas & 
Friends Characters

JULIA MARCH

Learn all about Thomas the Tank 
Engine, Kana the first electric train 
on Sodor, Sir Topham Hatt, and 
many other steam engines, 
diesels, vehicles, and characters 
from Sodor. 96 pages

$%&'*'%++*'(+)('! 
$!%.##/!".##C  |  HC  |  " / x !2 8 
%+" years 
DK LICENSING ! CHILDREN  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

 

Birrarung Wilam: A Story from 
Aboriginal Australia
AUNTY JOY MURPHY and ANDREW 
KELLY; Illustrated by LISA KENNEDY

Travel along Melbourne’s twisting 
Yarra River in a glorious 
celebration of Indigenous culture 
and Australia’s unique flora and 
fauna. 40 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"%%+'! 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  PB  |  !! '()* x # & 
0+# years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Here Comes Truck Driver Hippo
JONATHAN LONDON;  
Illustrated by GILLES EDUAR

New York Times best-selling 
author Jonathan London explores 
how even the smallest Hippo can 
be a big help when he teams up 
with his friends. 32 pages

$%&'!')#($"'(&$'* 
$!$.##/!,.##C  |  HC  |  " x " 
.+0 years 
ASTRA YOUNG READERS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

On This Airplane
LOURDES HEUER;  
Illustrated by SARA PALACIOS

A story about coming to a new 
home and the diverse people you 
meet on an airplane. For fans of 
Last Stop on Market Street. Full 
Color Throughout, 32 pages

$%&'*'%#("')&)*'$ 
$!,.##/$..##C  |  HC  |  !! x " 
.+, years 
TUNDRA BOOKS  |  October  

TAKE A PEEK

 

Where’s Waldo?  
Destination: Everywhere!
12 classic scenes as you’ve  
never seen them before!

MARTIN HANDFORD;  
Illustrated by MARTIN HANDFORD

Have you ever wondered which of 
his many adventures Waldo loved 
best? Seek the answer in this 
paperback collection of some  
of Waldo’s most iconic journeys. 
32 pages

$%&'!'(#)"'"&$*'& 
$#.##/!$.##C  |  PB  |  !! 46()* x !! :()* 
-+# years 
CANDLEWICK  |  September  
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My Little Golden Book  
About Boston
JUDY KATSCHKE;  
Illustrated by MELANIE DEMMER

Explore Boston with a fun Little 
Golden Book guidebook written 
specifically for the youngest 
tourists and residents.  
Full Color Illustrations,  
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'+%$+*'% 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  November  
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My Little Golden Book  
About Seattle
JENNIFER LIBERTS;  
Illustrated by SONYA ABBY

Explore Seattle with a fun 
guidebook written specifically  
for the youngest tourists and 
residents. Full Color Illustrations, 
24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#%$"#'# 
$-.##/,.##C  |  HC  |  0 5 x " 
$+- years 
GOLDEN BOOKS  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

What Do We Know  
About Atlantis?
EMMA BERNAY;  
Illustrated by MANUEL GUTIERREZ

Does the underwater kingdom of 
Atlantis really exist, or is it just a 
centuries-old myth? Find out all 
there is to know about Atlantis in 
this compelling and up-to-date 
addition to an exciting new series! 
112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&)&&'* 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  

TAKE A PEEK

 

What Do We Know  
About Bigfoot?
STEVE KORTÉ;  
Illustrated by MANUEL GUTIERREZ

The What Do We Know About? 
series explores the mysterious, the 
unknown, and the unexplained. Is 
the hairy cryptid of the forest fact, 
myth, or legend? Find out what we 
really know about Bigfoot in this 
exciting new series! 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&))$'$ 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  

TAKE A PEEK

 

What Do We Know About  
Crop Circles?
BEN HUBBARD;  
Illustrated by ANDREW THOMSON

The What Do We Know About? 
series explores the mysterious,  
the unknown, and theunexplained. 
Are the geometric field patterns 
fact, myth, or legend? 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&)%('* 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  
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What Do We Know About  
the Loch Ness Monster?
STEVE KORTÉ;  
Illustrated by ANDREW THOMSON

Is the Loch Ness Monster really 
lurking beneath Scottish waters, 
or is it just a myth? Find out all 
that there is to know about the 
most famous aquatic cryptid!  
112 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$"*'" 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  
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What Is the Story of  
Ebenezer Scrooge?
SHEILA KEENAN;  
Illustrated by ANDREW THOMSON

Bah humbug! Get to know the 
story of Ebenezer Scrooge and his 
tranformation from miser to hero 
in this addition to the What Is the 
Story Of? series. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'"")*"'( 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  
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What Is the Story of 
Transformers?
BRANDON T. SNIDER;  
Illustrated by TED HAMMOND

“Autobots, Transform and Roll 
Out!” Drive along with some of  
the fiercest fighters ever in this 
biography of the Transformers 
that will have young readers ready 
to jump into action. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+$"'# 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  December  
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What Is the Supreme Court?
JILL ABRAMSON;  
Illustrated by GREGORY COPELAND

Hear ye, hear ye! Get ready to learn 
all about the most powerful court 
in the United States. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&)%&'! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  July  
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What Was Reconstruction?
SHERRI L. SMITH;  
Illustrated by TIM FOLEY

Learn about a pivotal time  
in American history and its 
momentous effects on  
civil rights in America.  
112 pages

$%&'*'($#'""($#') 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  December  
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Where Is the North Pole?
MEGAN STINE;  
Illustrated by ROBERT SQUIER

Young armchair adventurers can 
travel to the topmost point on the 
globe and learn all about the vast 
region surrounding the North 
Pole. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'*$#"+'( 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  
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Who Is Greta Thunberg?:  
A Who Was? Board Book
LISBETH KAISER;  
Illustrated by STANLEY CHOW

The latest addition to the Who HQ 
program: board book biographies 
of relevant and important figures, 
created specifically for the 
preschool audience! 24 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&+#*'( 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  BR  |  , x , 
$+% years 
RISE X PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  
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Who Is Shaquille O’Neal?
ELLEN LABRECQUE;  
Illustrated by MANUEL GUTIERREZ

NBA champion, sports analyst, 
and successful businessman 
Shaquille O’Neal is a lively and 
entertaining addition to the #1 
New York Times Bestselling Series! 
112 pages

$%&'*'#$$'(++*%'! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  October  
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Who Is Stacey Abrams?
SHELIA P. MOSES

Discover how a young girl who 
loved to read and write became a 
voting rights activist, a candidate 
for governor of Georgia, and an 
author in this exciting addition  
to the Who HQ Now series that 
features newsmakers and 
trending topics. 56 pages

$%&'*'($#'(!$%"'! 
$-.##/,.##C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  
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Who Is the Man in the Air?: 
Michael Jordan
A Who HQ Graphic Novel

GABE SORIA;  
Illustrated by BRITTNEY WILLIAMS

Discover the story behind Michael 
Jordan’s incredible triumph in the 
1997 Flu Game in this powerful 
graphic novel written by Murder 
Ballads’ Gabe Soria and illustrated 
by award-winning artist Brittney 
Williams. 64 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&($!'# 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  November  
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Who Was a Daring Pioneer of 
the Skies?: Amelia Earhart
A Who HQ Graphic Novel

MELANIE GILLMAN;  
Illustrated by A.C. ESGUERRA

Discover the story behind  
aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart’s 
mysterious and fatal second  
trip around the world in this 
captivating graphic novel– 
written by Stonewall Award 
Honoree Melanie Gillman and 
illustrated by Eighty Days  
creator A.C. Esguerra. 64 pages

$%&'*'($#'""+)(') 
$,.##/!2.##C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  August  
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Who Was Alex Trebek?
PAM POLLACK and MEG BELVISO; 
Illustrated by TED HAMMOND

Clue: A former journalist who 
became the beloved host of 
America’s favorite game show  
and quiz competition. Answer: 
Who Was Alex Trebek?, the latest 
title in the #1 New York Times  
Best!Selling series. 112 pages

$%&'*'($#'#&#%!'! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  December  
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Who Was Georgia O’Keeffe?
SARAH FABINY;  
Illustrated by DEDE PUTRA

Discover how a little girl raised on 
a dairy farm grew up to become 
the first woman ever to have an 
exhibition of their entire life’s work 
at the Museum of Modern Art!  
112 pages

$%&'*'++&'+&#*)'! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
PENGUIN WORKSHOP  |  September  
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Who Was Michelangelo?
KIRSTEN ANDERSON;  
Illustrated by GREGORY COPELAND

Travel to Renaissance Italy and 
learn about the young apprentice 
who went on become a true 
master, and one of the most 
beloved sculptors and painters of 
all time, Michelangelo! 112 pages

$%&'*'#$$'(+#$('! 
$0.##/#.-2C  |  DG  |  - '()* x , 5 
"+!$ years 
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Crooked Lane   •   Dark Horse Comics   •   DC Comics   •   Eaglemoss   •   Hatherleigh Press   •   Hearst Home   •   IDW Publishing   •   Kodansha Comics

Kodansha USA   •   Vertical   •   Legendary Comics   •   McClelland & Stewart   •   Melville House Publishing   •   MIT Press   •   New York Review Books 

Dorothy   •   The Little Bookroom   •   NYRB Classics   •   Notting Hill Editions   •   New York Review of Comics   •   Nobrow   •   Flying Eye  

North Atlantic Books   •   Blue Snake Books   •   Frog Books   •   Other Press   •   Prestel Publishing   •   Prestel Junior   •   Quirk Books  

Random House Canada   •   Random House UK   •   Rizzoli   •   Flammarion   •   Smith Street   •   Marsilio   •   Universe   •   Sasquatch Books

Search Press   •   Seven Seas Entertainment   •   Seven Stories Press   •   Smithsonian Books   •   Soho Press   •   Soho Crime   •   Soho Teen 

Steerforth   •   Archipelago   •   Campfire   •   New and Young Europe Books   •   Pushkin Press   •   Square Enix   •   Titan Books   •   Verso Books

Watkins Media   •   Angry Robot   •   Duncan Baird   •   Exhibit A   •   Nourish   •   Strange Chemistry   •   Repeater   •   Wizards of the Coast 

RH Children’s Book Distributed Publishers:  Candlewick Press   •   Big Picture Press   •   Nosy Crow   •   Templar Books   •   Toon Books 

Candlewick Entertainment   •   MIT Kids Press   •   MITeen   •   Flying Eye   •   New York Review Children’s Collection   •   Sasquatch Books  

Little Bigfoot and Spruce   •   Seven Stories Press   •   Triangle Square   •   Steerforth Press   •   Elsewhere Editions   •   Tiger Tales   •   Tundra Books
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